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Abstract
This thesis examines the dynamics of a particular class of vehicle suspension, namely
hydraulically interconnected suspension (HIS), often claimed to break the compromise
between ride and handling performance. Yet such systems have, until quite recently,
received little attention in the academic literature. Ideally, interconnected schemes have the
capability, unique among passive suspensions, to provide stiffness and damping
characteristics dependent on the all-wheel suspension mode of operation.

The modelling approach proposed here is necessarily multidisciplinary, drawing from
multi-body vibration theory and fluid dynamics. A simple half-car model is used to
illustrate the basic principles and to demonstrate the application of the methodology. The
half-car is treated as a lumped-mass multi-body system and the fluid circuits as continuous
line elements. Individual fluid components are modelled using the impedance method, and
the relationships between the fluid states at the extremities of each circuit are determined by
the transfer matrix method. The resulting set of linear, frequency-dependent state-space
equations, which govern the coupled dynamics of the half-car system, are derived and then
applied in a variety of ways. This includes a free vibration analysis, ride comfort assessment
and multi-objective optimisation. A number of key components that influence HIS
performance are identified and a sensitivity analysis of their effects is presented.

Validation of the theoretical modelling is performed in two ways. First, simulations of an
identical half-car using an alternative, nonlinear finite element fluid model are conducted.
Second, experiments with a unique, purpose-built, half-car test rig are performed. The free
and forced vibration results obtained with both methods, in general, agree very well with
the proposed linear model.

The methodology presented is found to be an effective and useful way of modelling HISequipped vehicles, particularly in the frequency domain. The obtained results suggest that
interconnected suspension schemes may provide, at least to some extent, an improved
compromise between ride and handling. However, further investigation of this claim,
including the development of a detailed full-car model, is recommended as a topic for future
studies.

xvi

Dear Reader, please forgive me if I have wasted your time.

- Leonard Cohen

Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview of the research
Fatal crashes due to vehicle rollovers have been frequently reported around the world in
recent years. Four-wheel drive vehicles (4WDs), typically having higher mass centres,
are particularly vulnerable to this type of accident, with over one third of 4WD fatalities
involving rollover [1]. The events leading to vehicle rollovers are complex, with many
factors influencing the vehicle motion. Suspension systems play a key role in reducing
vehicle roll rates during extreme manoeuvres, and a firm suspension can greatly reduce
vehicular rollover propensity.

Yet at the same time, customers in today’s highly competitive passenger car market are
increasingly demanding vehicles that provide superior ride comfort, which typically
necessitates a soft, compliant suspension. It is this general conflict between ride comfort
and vehicle handling and stability that has led to the development of various advanced
suspension systems in the last two decades.

Many of these systems have been active, semi-active or slow-active technologies, and as
such, they suffer from a number of drawbacks, such as increased cost, uncertain
reliability, power consumption requirements and inherent complexity. For these
reasons, alternative passive suspensions that enhance vehicle stability without
compromising ride performance are of great value to the automotive industry.

One such approach to breaking the ride-handling compromise is through the use of
passive, interconnected suspensions, wherein the vehicle’s individual wheel stations
(i.e., spring-damper elements) are connected to one another, either mechanically or
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hydraulically. This, in principle, affords the designer greater freedom to assign specific
stiffness and damping properties to each suspension mode, rather than relying on single
wheel stiffness and damping properties to implicitly define modal characteristics.

Interconnected suspensions have proven commercially successful - both in the past and
at present - yet the attention they have received in the research community has not, in
the author's opinion, been commensurate with their commercial success. For example, a
number of widely-cited review papers from the 1980s and 90s focusing on road vehicle
suspension made little or no mention of interconnected suspensions [2-5]. A small
number of relevant publications have appeared in the last decade, but the area remains
largely under-explored.

■

Most of the literature on interconnected suspensions either assumes that the
interconnecting mechanism is ideal, or a nonlinear model is used, which requires ample
computational effort to obtain an acceptable numerical solution. A methodology is
therefore required for modelling these systems efficiently in the frequency domain
while still accounting for non-ideal interconnections.

In recent years, an Australian company, Kinetic Pty Ltd [6], has had a great deal of
success in inventing, developing and applying - to rally cars and passenger vehicles - a
number of unique hydraulically interconnected suspension (HIS) systems. It is these
Kinetic suspensions that form the particular focus of this thesis, although the approaches
used are intended to be relevant to virtually any suspension employing hydraulic
interconnection.

1.2 Research objectives and contribution to knowledge
The specific objectives and contributions of this thesis are as follows.
1. To review the literature relating to interconnected suspensions, to show what has
been done in both practice and theory and to illustrate the gaps in current
knowledge.
2. To develop a frequency-domain approach for modelling the dynamics of HISequipped vehicles in a way that: (i) captures the coupling between the
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mechanical and fluid systems; (ii) includes the imperfect nature of the hydraulic
interconnecting mechanism; and (iii) employs discrete hydraulic component
models.
3. To experimentally validate the proposed model at a system level.
4. To use the proposed model to: (i) illustrate the effects of various interconnection
arrangements and fluid system properties on modal stiffness, damping and
inertia; (ii) conduct free and forced vibration analyses to illustrate the effects of
suspension interconnection; (iii) investigate the potential for high-frequency
fluid-borne noise issues in HIS systems; (iv) investigate how certain HIS
parameters affect ride comfort, suspension working space and road holding; and
(v) optimise the HIS system for comparison with an optimised conventional
suspension.

1.3 Scope of thesis
1.3.1 Areas that are addressed
The following areas are within the scope of this thesis:
•

simple, lumped-mass vertical-dynamics vehicle modelling

•

the study of a realistic HIS system, both in simulation and experiments

•

frequency-domain analysis

•

free and forced vibration, including the consideration of fluid-dominated modes

•

the assessment of ride comfort, rattlespace and roadholding performance.

1.3.2 Areas that are not addressed
The following areas are beyond the scope of this thesis:
•

vehicle lateral dynamics and handling

•

multi-flexible-body vehicle modelling

•

a real car application

•

time-domain analysis (with a brief exception in Chapter 6)

•

suspension geometry and kinematics
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•

individual fluid component experimentation or detailed modelling

•

high frequency fluid-structure-interaction in the HIS piping system.

1.4

4

Outline of thesis

T his thesis consists of nine chapters, organised as follows.

Chapter 2: some essential background information on interconnected suspensions is
provided in Chapter 2. A detailed review of past work on these systems is given - with
an emphasis on hydraulic interconnection - and gaps in the current knowledge are
outlined. The chapter concludes with a brief summary of the possible approaches for
researching HIS systems and the methods used throughout this thesis.

Chapter 3: the underlying details of the proposed modelling approach are introduced in
Chapter 3, through the use of a simple half-car model. Both the mechanical and the fluid
system models are linear. The frequency-dependent system equations are derived and a
number of general results are established.

Chapter 4: the system equations from Chapter 3 are used to carry out a free vibration
analysis of the half-car system in Chapter 4. This includes an examination of the half
car’s low-frequency multi-body-dominated natural modes, as well as its high-frequency
fluid-dominated modes.

Chapter 5: a forced vibration and ride analysis of the half-car system is conducted in
Chapter 5, based on the system equations derived in Chapter 3. A rough-road model is
used to analyse the response of the half-car with both HIS and conventional
suspensions. A basic sensitivity analysis is then carried out to gain an initial insight into
the influence of key HIS parameters on the half-car’s dynamic performance. Highfrequency forced vibration simulations are also conducted to further illustrate the effect
of the HIS fluid system on the half-car’s dynamics.

Chapter 6: an alternative nonlinear finite-element-based HIS fluid system model is
investigated in Chapter 6. The fluid circuits are incorporated into the previously-used
half-car and the system is subjected to specific inputs to determine its behaviour in each
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suspension mode. The results are compared with those from Chapters 4 and 5, obtained
with the linear fluid system model.

Chapter 7: experimental verification of the proposed model is undertaken in Chapter 7.
A purpose-built half-car test facility is introduced and a number of free and forced
vibration tests are conducted. The experimental data are compared with three different
sets of theoretical predictions, all based on the linear model established in Chapter 3.

Chapter 8: an attempt is made to optimise the suspension system in Chapter 8. A
number of the half-car's suspension parameters are varied to illustrate the trade-offs
between the selected performance indices. A detailed sensitivity analysis is also
conducted to highlight the influence of some key parameters on the system's dynamic
performance.

Chapter 9: finally, in Chapter 9, conclusions are drawn, recommendations are given
and the contributions of this thesis are summarised.

Chapter 2

Background and Literature Review

2.1 Introduction and rationale
This chapter intends to provide the reader with the background information necessary to
contextualise the work presented in subsequent chapters. To this end, it begins with a
brief background on vehicle suspensions in general and a detailed review of past work
on interconnected suspensions in particular. This is followed by an introduction to the
hydraulically interconnected suspension systems developed by Kinetic. A summary of
possible modelling approaches and relevant techniques - drawing from the fields of
vehicle system and fluid dynamics and multi-objective optimisation - is then provided.
Lastly, the methodology employed later in this thesis is outlined.

2.2 Structure and role of vehicle suspension systems
In this section, a brief background on vehicle suspensions is given. For a more
comprehensive review, the reader is referred to papers by Elbeheiry [4], Sharp and
Crolla [3], Hrovat [5, 7], and Morman and Giannopoulos [2].

Automotive suspension systems provide a connection between a vehicle’s road wheels
and the vehicle body. In their most basic form, modern suspension systems consist of a
combination of restoring and damping media. This is typically realised in the form of
springs, which act against any relative displacement between the vehicle body and road
wheels from some neutral position, and shock absorbers, which provide energy
dissipation that is generally a function of the relative velocity between the vehicle body
and road wheels.

6
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Many expectations are placed on modern vehicle suspensions. Gillespie [8j states that a
suspension system's primary functions are to
•

isolate the chassis from road roughness and allow the wheels to follow the road

•

maintain required wheel orientation relative to the road, such as steer and
camber angles

•

transmit to the vehicle the forces and moments produced by the tyres

•

resist chassis roll

•

maintain tyre-road contact and minimise normal load variations.

Sharp and Crolla [3] go further, stating that, in addition to the typical performance
requirements for ride comfort and handling, the “total [suspension] design problem
involves consideration of capital cost, space requirements, component weight, energy
consumption, maintainability, reliability and failure modes, noise transmission and
generation and advertising potential”, as well as “extreme event performance
properties.”

The complexities involved in achieving balance between these objectives have led to
increasing investment in vehicle dynamics and suspension research in recent decades.
Most early vehicle dynamics studies [9, 10] focused on the role of suspension systems
in providing adequate ride performance, i.e., the isolation of the vehicle body from
excitation sources. By the 1950s, with a growing emphasis on dynamic performance
and safety, handling and stability became major topics of investigation [11, 12]. In
general, a vehicle with a relatively stiff suspension is likely to possess good handling
stability but poor ride comfort, and vice versa.

More recently, research efforts have been focused on advanced suspension systems,
with a view to overcoming the compromise between ride and handling performance
encountered in conventional suspensions. These advanced suspensions usually include
variable or adjustable stiffness or damping parameters, most often achieved through
active, semi-active or slow-active means [13-15]. According to Sharp and Crolla [3],
passive systems “have evolved to the point at which it seems reasonable to suppose that
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they will not improve much without changes in principle” - the inference being that
active systems will provide the way of the future.

Yet most modern road vehicles contain only passive suspension elements. This is due,
in part, to the drawbacks associated with active technologies, such as increased cost,
uncertain reliability, power consumption requirements and inherent complexity. For
these reasons, alternative passive suspensions that enhance vehicle stability without
compromising ride performance are of great value to the automotive industry.

2.3 Interconnected suspensions
One popular way of overcoming the ride-handling compromise is through the use of
passive interconnected suspension systems, defined as follows.

2.3.1 Definition
An interconnected suspension system is one in which a displacement at one wheel
station can produce forces at other wheel stations [16]. The two- or four-wheel
interconnection between the spring and/or damper at each wheel station is generally
realised through either mechanical or hydraulic means. The particular focus of this
thesis will be on hydraulically interconnected suspension systems, hereafter often
referred to as HIS systems.

2.3.2 Raison d’etre
The most commonly claimed advantage of interconnecting wheel stations is that the
suspension designer is afforded more control over the stiffness and damping of each
suspension mode, instead of being entirely reliant upon single-wheel stiffness and
damping to implicitly define the suspension's modal characteristics.

The term suspension mode describes the simultaneous (vertical) motion of all wheels
(unsprung masses) relative to the vehicle body (sprung mass). In the context of a four
wheeled vehicle, there are four such modes. The bounce or heave mode occurs when all
wheels are in phase; roll occurs when only wheels on one side (left/right) are in phase;
pitch occurs when only wheels at one end (front/rear) are in phase; and, articulation or
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warp occurs when only wheels diagonaliy-opposed are in phase. Any arbitrary
displacement of the four wheels can be uniquely described by a combination of these
four modes. The modes are analogous to, but subtly distinct from, the well-known rigidbody vehicle modes, which describe the motion of the sprung mass relative to the
ground.

It is essential to note that articulation differs from the other modes in two important
respects: it is the only non-planar mode, allowing the vehicle to traverse spatial
surfaces; and, it is controlled entirely by surface geometry, with no sprung mass inertial
component. That is, an excitation purely of the warp mode by the road surface would
not result in any sprung mass motion (relative to the ground). Articulation stiffness does
not, therefore, contribute directly to sprung mass stability, but rather influences
handling performance through its effect on tyre-road contact forces. Consequently, a
soft warp mode is generally considered desirable.

For typical passenger cars, a soft bounce mode is also typically sought, as it leads
directly to improved ride comfort through reduced vertical acceleration levels in the
cabin (sprung mass). Stiffness in the vehicle roll mode is strongly correlated with
directional stability and handling performance, thus a stiff roll mode is almost
invariably desired. The pitch mode is associated with fore-and-aft motion at points in
the vehicle body far above or below the centre of mass [17]. This motion is considered
particularly objectionable in terms of ride comfort [18, 19], so minimising pitch mode
stiffness to reduce the magnitude of such acceleration is a common vehicle design
objective, particular in shorter vehicles with a low pitch inertia. In race car applications,
however, where pitch attitude control is vital, a stiffer pitch mode is generally desired
[20].

It is clearly not possible to simultaneously achieve these desirable modal characteristics
with a conventional independent suspension, as some compromise between the
conflicting objectives must be made. By interconnecting the wheel stations, however,
such a task is at least theoretically possible.

The effects of two-wheel suspension interconnections can be characterised in two broad
ways: anti-synchronous interconnections stiffen in-phase suspension motion relative to
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out-of-phase motion; anti-oppositional interconnections stiffen out-of-phase suspension
motion relative to in-phase motion [21]. Four-wheel interconnections are more complex
(generally, in practice, involving a combination of the two effects), as greater freedom
to

independently

specify

modal

characteristics

can

be

obtained,

but

such

characterisation of wheel pairs is in many cases still broadly applicable. Table 2.1,
developed by Ortiz [21], shows the effects of certain combinations of wheel pairings
and interconnections.
Table 2.1 Wheel pair interconnections [21]
Type of wheel pairing
Type of interconnection
Same end (front/rear)

Same side (right/left)

Diagonally opposite

Anti-synchronous
(Z-bar or third spring)

Stiffens pitch & bounce

Stiffens roll & bounce
(e.g. Hydragas)

Stiffens bounce & warp

Anti-oppositional
(U-bar or T-bar)

Stiffens roll & warp
(e.g. anti-roll bar)

Stiffens pitch & warp

Stiffens roll & pitch

2.3.3 Early interconnection schemes
By far the most ubiquitous and simple interconnection arrangement in current use is the
anti-roll bar. This anti-oppositional mechanism provides increased roll mode stiffness
through a mechanical stiffness-only interconnection between left and right wheel-pairs.
Although the increased roll stiffness is beneficial for handling, the associated increase in
articulation stiffness is unfavourable, and the accompanying increase in single-wheel
stiffness compromises ride performance.

For almost a century, sporadic attention has been paid to more sophisticated systems
that interconnect suspension actions between either two or four wheels. The original
impetus for developing such schemes seems to be based on the concept of distributing
shock loads at one wheel station over the entire number of wheels of the vehicle, with
wheel station interconnection being the only possible answer.

In the 1920s, Hawley [22] illustrated possible interconnection arrangements in the rolland pitch-planes, as well as two four-wheel, diagonally-interconnected arrangements, as
illustrated in Figure 2.1. Hawley’s invention consisted of four double-acting cylinders
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interconnected hydraulically, wherein the interconnected pistons ‘‘move more or less in
unison”, implying that the fluid system transmission characteristics had not been
considered in detail.

Figure 2.1 Hawley's interconnected suspension arrangements from the 1920s [22]

The first widespread uses of suspension interconnections in the automotive industry
were pitch-plane arrangements, realised mechanically on the Citroen 2CV in 1949 [23],
and hydro-pneumatically in Moulton’s Hydrolastic and Hydragas systems studied
widely in the 1950s, 60s and 70s [24, 25]. These anti-synchronous interconnections,
shown in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3, served to improve ride performance by softening
the pitch and articulation modes relative to the bounce and roll modes.

Figure 2.2 Schematic of the early Citroen 2CV suspension [26] (originally in [23])

The necessity for the development of the Hydragas system was reportedly due to the
increasing use of shorter, more compact vehicles - with higher pitch frequencies - in
the United States. Experimental studies showed that the system was generally
successful in achieving its objectives, with consistently improved ride performance over
‘conventional’ suspensions at frequencies below 15 Hz [24, 25]. The results above
15 Hz, however, were mixed. In the studies, a simplified theoretical model was
outlined, but no simulation results or model validation were presented. The theoretical
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model included linear viscous losses and fluid inertial effects, but neglected wave
propagation phenomena.

DIRECTION OF TRAVEL

small area /
kleifte Fiache

DIRECTION OF TRAVEL

Figure 2.3 Moulton's Hydragas suspension system [25]

Many years later, emphasis shifted to vehicle roll and the need for roll control in the
Hydragas suspension was realised by way of an active system [27]. Later still, Rideout
and Anderson [28] noted the need for a simplified Hydragas model for ride performance
studies. Their mathematical model of a vehicle comprised a linear and bilinear
representation of both the stiffness and damping matrices. The matrix terms were
determined empirically, and it was found that even the more sophisticated bilinear
model was limited in its accurate application to an excitation frequency range of 1-8 Hz.

During the 1980s and 90s, Toyota and Nissan developed active interconnected
suspensions in pneumatic and hydraulic varieties, respectively [29, 30]. In both cases,
however, little attention was paid to detailed fluid system modelling, with emphasis
placed instead on control system development and experimentation.
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A parametric study of the influence of pneumatic, pitch-plane interconnection on
vehicle ride performance was presented by Bhave in the early 1990s [31]. The
sensitivity analysis considered the affect of several parameters - such as the flow loss
coefficient, air spring volume to area ratio, and vehicle mass and mass distribution - on
the transmissibility of road inputs in the bounce and pitch modes. However, the single
line interconnection model was very simple and did not include fluid system
components or allow for the effects associated with more complex multiple-line
systems.

In the mid 1990s, Liu et al. proposed a suspension system for increasing roll stiffness
through

passive

hydraulic

interconnection

[32,. 33].

The

system

involved

interconnection only in the roll-plane, differing from the Hydragas pitch-plane principle
by creating an anti-oppositional rather than anti-synchronous effect. The modelling
techniques used accounted for turbulent flow valve losses and in-cylinder fluid
compressibility, yet more complex phenomena such as transmission line losses and
fluid compressibility, fluid inertia and wave propagation effects were not considered.
Based on numerical simulations, the studies suggest that the roll-plane interconnection
principle has the potential to increase roll stiffness, while simultaneously improving ride
comfort, which was gauged by transient sprung mass bounce- and roll-mode responses
to a half-sine excitation. The simulations for the interconnected system showed
favourable results

in comparison to an

‘equivalent’

suspension

without the

interconnection.

2.3.4 Recent research and applications in interconnected
suspensions
Most of the aforementioned systems were based on two-wheel interconnections. One
inherent limitation of these schemes is the loose coupling between modal pairs. Since
each pair of wheel stations comprises an interconnection that is either anti-synchronous
or anti-oppositional, each scheme necessarily increases the stiffness of two suspension
modes relative to the other two modes. To achieve the increased freedom provided by
further modal decoupling, the interconnection arrangement must encompass all four
wheel stations.
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Such systems have recently been developed and studied [16, 34, 35]. Ideally, complete
modal decoupling can be achieved [16], but practical imperfections in interconnection
mechanisms mean that absolute freedom to control modal stiffness and damping is
unachievable. In the passenger car market, the appeal of four-wheel interconnection
schemes lies in their ability to provide features such as reduced articulation stiffness,
increased roll stiffness and decoupled roll and bounce damping in a passive system
without the use of motors, pumps, sensors or computer controllers.

In the late 1990s, Ortiz presented a number of possible four-wheel interconnection
arrangements, each consisting of hydraulic lines in combination with mechanical
linkages [21]. The arrangements did not achieve full modal decoupling, yet the system
provided separate damping and springing for roll/warp and pitch/bounce. The proposals
were purely conceptual, and theoretical or experimental investigations were not
presented.

A similar approach to that of Ortiz was also employed by Zapletal [36, 37], who
claimed the interconnection capability of reducing or eliminating warp stiffness as one
of its main advantages. Zapletafs proposed systems, one of which is displayed in Figure
2.4, achieved full modal decoupling with springing (through either mechanical or
hydraulic means), but did not explicitly illustrate how to achieve the same for damping,
although it was implied. Like Ortiz, Zapletal presented only conceptual proposals,
without theoretical or experimental investigations.

A theoretical study of existing passive interconnected suspension systems was presented
by Mace [38], who employed network theory and system synthesis. Mechanical
admittance matrices were used to define this class of suspension, based on the
assumption of ideal interconnections. A linear seven degree-of-freedom (7-DOF) fullcar model was used to optimise road holding and ride comfort performance by adjusting
warp stiffness and damping levels. Three different damping structures were used,
corresponding to varying degrees of modal decoupling, from a completely unconnected
system to a completely decoupled scheme. With the specific vehicle parameters used, it
was found that reducing the warp mode stiffness gave 1-2% performance improvement,
while using fully decoupled damping delivered 4-10% improvement in the adopted
measures.
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Figure 2.4 Zapletal's "Balanced Suspension" concept [39]

Network theory and system synthesis were also used by Smith and Walker [16] in their
presentation of a novel suspension concept, (ideally) achieving complete modal
decoupling in both stiffness and damping. The system concept comprised a central unit,
wherein the damping and stiffness parameters of the four suspension modes could be
independently specified. The general layout of their proposal is shown in Figure 2.5.
The actuators on the left of the diagram represent the wheel stations, while each unit on
the right controls the stiffness and damping in a particular suspension mode. Two
possible realisations of the concept - one mechanical, one hydraulic - were presented
and some detailed discussion on the advantages of these schemes was provided. The
investigation did not consider the actual dynamics of the complete vehicle system,
however, but focused instead on the general benefits expected from the freedom to
independently assign modal stiffness and damping parameters. Furthermore, the
dynamics of the interconnecting mechanism were not investigated, so the suitability of
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the theory to the study of a real HIS system - including complex components such as
cylinders, fittings, accumulators and damper valves - is uncertain.

n

t?4

Figure 2.5 Smith and Walker’s fully decoupled 4-wheel interconnection scheme [16]

A similar four-wheel hydraulic interconnection scheme - also comprising full
decoupling controlled by a central unit - was studied by Mavroudakis and Eberhard
[20]. They used a detailed race car model and conducted handling simulations in
SIMPACK to illustrate the handling benefits achievable with

interconnected
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suspensions. The hydraulic system modelling details were not disclosed, but the
simulation results showed that the interconnected suspension easily out-performed the
conventional independent suspension.

In 2002. Fontdecaba proposed a novel four-wheel interconnection scheme, as shown in
Figure 2.6 [35]. The system included, ideally, complete modal decoupling in both
stiffness and damping, though the central unit through which this was achieved was not
illustrated explicitly. Unlike Smith and Walker's proposal, in addition to the central
unit, individual wheel springs and dampers were also employed. Perhaps counter
intuitively, the individual wheel stations defined the highest modal stiffness and
damping parameters and the central unit's purpose was to reduce these properties for
specific

inodes.

Again,

the study was

limited

by the assumption

of ideal

interconnections. No attempt was made to theoretically model the system or to predict
system behaviour, although promising experimental results were presented.

Extin elasticity and
damping components ioi
pitch mode
Roll elasticity
and damping
components

Extra elasticity and
damping components foi
bounce mode

Isostatic valve

Figure 2.6 Fontdecaba's HIS system [35]

Very recently, researchers at Concordia University extended the aforementioned work
of Liu et al. to other interconnection arrangements, including pitch plane and ‘Xcoupled' (diagonally interconnected) schemes [40-43]. Their focus was on heavyvehicle applications, using both single- and twin-gas-chamber struts with built-in valves
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for damping. Their model included polytropic gas processes and turbulent, nonlinear
pressure losses in the damping valves. Consequently, the simulations were performed in
the time-domain, using both rough-road and straight-line braking inputs. Their results
confirmed previous findings regarding the general benefits of having the freedom to
independently specify modal characteristics.

2.4 Kinetic suspension
2.4.1 Hydraulically interconnected suspension (HIS)
In addition to the aforementioned potential benefits of interconnected suspensions,
hydraulic realisations of such schemes have the added advantage of minimal packaging
requirements. HIS schemes typically contain, at each wheel station, a single- or double
acting hydraulic cylinder, which replaces the conventional shock absorber. In some
cases, the original restoring element (spring) is also removed, requiring the hydraulic
cylinders to support the full load of the vehicle. The cylinders are mounted on the car
body and the piston rods are fixed to the wheel assemblies, or vice-versa. The chambers
in the cylinders are interconnected by hydraulic circuits, the arrangement of which
depends on the specific objectives assigned to the suspension system. Each circuit may
comprise elements such as damper valves, hydraulic accumulators, pipelines, fittings,
and flexible hoses. The fluid circuits are arranged such that motion in a certain vehicle
mode produces a nominal flow distribution which operates particular accumulators and
dampers.

The dynamic interaction between the hydraulic circuits and the sprung and unsprung
masses can be described as follows. Relative velocities in the suspension struts cause
fluid flows in the circuits, which provide energy dissipation. Any flow into or out of the
accumulators leads to pressure changes in the circuits and hence in the cylinder
chambers, leading to new suspension strut forces being applied to the sprung and
unsprung masses. As a result, vehicle body and wheel motions occur, which, in turn,
affect the hydraulic system. This interaction will continue until the system reaches an
equilibrium.
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The particular focus of this thesis is on the HIS systems developed by Australian
company, Kinetic Pty Ltd, as described in the sections below. The company has over
100 international patents relating to its unique suspension technology. Kinetic offers
three passive interconnection arrangements - the RFS, H2 and X systems - which can
be viewed via the company’s website [6]. This thesis focuses on a simplified, half-car
version of the H2 system.

2.4.2 Description of system and components
The Kinetic H2 suspension system is shown in Figure 2.7. When installed on a vehicle,
the double-acting cylinders replace the vehicle’s conventional shock absorbers at each
of the road wheels, while the vehicle’s existing restoring elements (e.g., leaf springs,
coil springs, etc.) are retained.

Front of vehicle

Piston rod 7
(attached to
wheel assembly)

Rebound damper
valve
Nitrogen-filled

Double-acting
cylinder (attached
to vehicle body)

Compression
damper valve

Figure 2.7 Kinetic H2 system
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The main components of the Kinetic H.2 system are described below.

Damper valves: the full-car H2 system consists of 10 multi-stage, shim-stack-andspring damper valves, as shown in Figure 2.8. Of these valves, there are four rebound
and four compression dampers, often referred to hereafter as 'cylinder dampers' or
"cylinder valves' (although they do not necessarily have to be located at the cylinders).
The system also includes two accumulator valves or ‘roll dampers'. The dampers play
an important role in HIS performance, as they provide the main suspension damping to
the vehicle. The relationship between flow rate and pressure drop in the dampers is
usually nonlinear, as discussed in Section 7.6.2. CFD modelling of this type of valve
was recently presented by Guzzomi et al. [44].

Bleed slum

Preload spacer

Figure 2.8 Cutaway view of Kinetic damper valve [44]

Accumulators: Figure 2.7 shows the HIS system's two nitrogen-filled diaphragm-type
hydraulic accumulators. Each accumulator consists of a pressure housing divided into
two chambers by an elastomeric diaphragm. One chamber is filled with pressurised gas
and the other with fluid from the hydraulic circuit. The main purpose of the
accumulators in the H2 system is to provide modal stiffness through the 'air spring'
effect created as the nitrogen expands and compresses during suspension motion. The
accumulators also reduce shock pressure loading due to sudden inputs and allow for
thermal expansion in the fluid system.
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Fluid circuits: two interconnecting fluid circuits make up the H2 system. They
generally comprise a combination of steel pipes and soft hoses. The circuits are intended
to act like ideal transmission lines, relaying ‘signals' without time delay or loss in
magnitude. However, vehicle layout and packaging constraints may require the use of
pipelines that are relatively long and flexible, meaning that they cannot always be
treated as ideal interconnecting elements.

Double-acting hydraulic cylinders: four double-acting cylinders are used in the H2
system, and they replace the vehicle’s conventional shock absorbers. They couple the
mechanical and hydraulic subsystems, ensuring that a specific suspension motion
creates a desirable flow into the HIS pipelines.

2.4.3 How the system works
The H2 system (and HIS systems more broadly) works by distributing fluid flow to
dampers and accumulators in a way that depends on the particular suspension mode in
operation. Figure 2.9 illustrates the H2’s nominal flow distributions for the four
suspension modes.

In the bounce mode, when all of the cylinders are in compression (or extension), fluid
flows out of each cylinder’s top chamber. Most of the displaced fluid will flow into the
laterally-opposed cylinder's bottom chamber. But owing to the piston rod, the bottom
chamber has a slightly smaller swept volume. Thus a small volume of fluid - the rod
volume - will flow instead into (or out of, during the extension phase) the accumulator.
Thus the accumulators and roll dampers should have a small effect on the bounce mode.

In the roll mode, every chamber in one circuit has flow going into it, while every
chamber in the other circuit has flow going out. The only place for the displaced fluid to
come from/go to is the accumulator. Thus the accumulator and roll dampers have a very
significant effect on the roll mode.

Following the remaining two diagrams in Figure 2.9, it can be seen that in the pitch and
warp modes, there is no fluid flow into or out of the accumulators. Thus the
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accumulators and roll dampers have no nominal effect on these modes. Another point of
note is that the cylinder dampers affect every mode significantly.

Front of vehicle

Front of vehicle

Large fluid flow
Small fluid flow
Rod motion

Front of vehicle

Circuit a

Front of vehicle

Circuit b

(C)

Figure 2.9 H2 system nominal fluid flow distribution in idealised suspension modes:
(a) bounce; (b) roll; (c) pitch; and (d) articulation (diagram layout based on [34])
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2.4.4 Recent research and state of current knowledge
Quite recently, the first public-domain study of Kinetic suspensions was published [34].
The paper reports on an experimental handling investigation and compares a
conventional

suspension with

four Kinetic

H2

system arrangements - high

stiffness/damping, low stiffness/damping, and combinations of the two. The US
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration's “Fishhook” Manoeuvre [45, 46] was
employed, and it was found that the Kinetic-equipped vehicles with high roll stiffness
provided the greatest rollover resistance. Roll damping was also shown to have an
affect, but not to the same extent. The Kinetic-equipped vehicle with low damping and
stiffness was shown to perform similarly to the vehicle with conventional suspension,
achieving only slightly improved rollover resistance. No ride studies or theoretical
modelling was conducted, yet it was suggested that the Kinetic system was capable of
delivering improved ride performance.

The same researchers went on to study the ride performance of a Kinetic-equipped
vehicle by way of ADAMS simulations and a comparison with a conventional vehicle
[47]. It was found that the two cars had very similar ride performance, although vehicle
roll mode response did not feature in the evaluation. Nor was it clear how the hydraulic
system and its boundary conditions were modelled.

Wilde et al. [34] make some important points and observations relating to the Kinetic
system’s advantages. One point is that, unlike standard anti-roll bars, the Kinetic system
does not alter the vehicle’s roll moment distribution, which would interfere with the
vehicle’s handling balance. Secondly, it was observed that, during the Fishhook
Manoeuvre, the traversed path of the Kinetic-equipped vehicle had a much tighter
radius of curvature than that of the conventional vehicle. This suggests improved
obstacle avoidance capabilities.

It is clear, then, that there currently exists a reasonable empirical understanding of the
Kinetic system’s potential handling performance capability. This has been further
developed in successful rally car applications [6]. Much work remains to be done,
however, in areas such as detailed parametric modelling of the hydraulic system and
robust ride performance evaluation.
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2.4.5 Areas as yet unaddressed
One important thing to note about the studies mentioned in Sections 2.3.3, 2.3.4 and
2.4.4 is that most of them assumed an ideal interconnection realisation. That is, the
interconnection principle was examined without regard to the specific application. A
number of questions remain about the validity of this approach, and they are not all
answered by the few cases in which a nonlinear fluid model was used. For example, are
the likely pressure losses in the hydraulic circuits significant and detrimental to system
performance? How does fluid inertia affect the system? What is the effect of a finite
wave propagation speed within the fluid medium? How are the mechanical and
hydraulic systems coupled when fluid compressibility effects cannot be neglected (e.g.,
at higher operating frequencies)? Rideout and Anderson noted this limitation, observing
from their experimental study: “the phase lag of coupled forces could not be predicted
without a more complete fluid flow model” [28].

It is apparent from the reviewed studies that a systematic theory and solution procedure
for determining the dynamic characteristics of real HIS vehicles is yet to be developed.
In particular, there is a paucity of detailed, frequency-domain modelling in the
literature. And there appears to have been little attention given to how such systems
might be modelled at frequencies at which the mechanical and hydraulic subsystems are
likely to be strongly coupled. The main objective of this thesis is to propose such a
procedure and, by using the developed model, to gain an insight into a number of key
features of HIS systems.

2.5 Summary of possible approaches
2.5.1 Hydraulic system modelling
As mentioned, the HIS fluid system modelling in the literature has usually consisted of
either of two approaches: the assumption of ideal interconnection or the time-domain
application of nonlinear fluid models, requiring computationally-intensive, numerical
solvers. An alternative, linear approach is sought here to facilitate the use of
conventional techniques of linear systems analysis.
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In the context of the dynamics of internal pipe flow, a number of possible detailed
modelling approaches exist. The most common of these is the Method of Characteristics
(MOC). The MOC involves converting the partial differential equations of continuity
and momentum into four ordinary differential equations [48]. The technique is
employed when a time-domain analysis of the system is required. The MOC, however,
does not take into account frequency-dependent factors, such as friction (i.e., viscous
losses) and wavespeed [49]. For this reason, an alternative to the MOC is sought for this
investigation.

Another fluid modelling technique described by Wylie and Streeter [48] is known as the
impedance method, sometimes referred to as the electrical analogy method. The
approach is based on the assumption of steady oscillatory flow and is therefore
employed usually, but not always, in the frequency domain. Two helpful, introductory
references for the impedance approach are those by Wylie and Streeter [48] and
McCloy and Martin [48, 50]. Both sources give a background to the method and outline
the general approach; the former, in particular, gives a number of useful examples,
component models and possible applications. The technique has been used successfully
in automotive hydraulic power steering modelling [51, 52], but, to the author’s
knowledge, has not been employed in hydraulic suspension modelling.

Stecki and Davis provide a comprehensive literature review on the application of the
impedance method to a rigid, uniform transmission line [53, 54]. The study shows the
most common models used and the varying complexities and underpinning assumptions
associated with each. Experimental results, based on a 20 metre long uniform
transmission line, for five of the models are presented and discussed. When selecting an
appropriate fluid line model, the authors recommend a choice between three of the
models, in order of descending complexity: the two-dimensional viscous compressible
model; the one-dimensional linear resistance compressible model; and the one
dimensional inviscid compressible model. Their experimental results show appreciable
differences in accuracy between the three models in terms of the prediction of the
modulus and phase of the peak complex pressure along the pipeline.

Although a wealth of literature on fluid transmission lines exists, information regarding
the impedance characteristics of individual hydraulic components is much less
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abundant. Yet the area has been wideiy studied by researchers at the University of Bath
[55, 56], who have proposed an experimental technique to determine the impedance
characteristics of arbitrary fluid power components [57].

A possible factor to consider in modelling HIS systems at higher frequencies is FluidStructure Interaction (FSI), wherein significant coupling is present between the fluid
system and the mechanical piping structure [58]. This type of phenomenon could occur
in practical HIS systems; however, it is a complex field, beyond the scope of this study.

2.5.2 Vehicle ride modelling
Although powerful computational packages for simulating vehicle dynamics are
prevalent in industry, the most common vehicle models for ride analysis in the literature
are simple lumped-mass, vertical-dynamics models. In fact, the basic 2-DOF quarter-car
model is still widely used, owing to its simplicity and ability to give results that “are at
least qualitatively correct, especially for ride studies” [59]. Gillespie also suggests that,
when studying ride performance, a vehicle’s “essential dynamics can be represented by
a quarter-car model” [8].

Sun et al. used a two-degree-of-freedom quarter-car model with linear suspension and
tyre springing and damping to investigate and optimise a number of model parameters
[60]. They make a number of recommendations regarding mass, damping and stiffness
ratios to achieve the best ride comfort. Ballo used a similar model to compare the ride
performance of active and semiactive suspension [61]. Chalasani used both a 2-DOF
quarter-car and a 7-DOF full-car model to investigate the ride performance potential of
active suspensions [62, 63]. The results with both models showed good agreement,
leading Chalasani to suggest that “a quarter-car model is accurate for arriving at a
fundamental understanding of many of the issues that are involved in the design of an
active suspension.”

The vertical-dynamics approach to ride analysis greatly simplifies the modelling
required, by neglecting tyre lateral and longitudinal forces and aligning moments,
steering system characteristics, and suspension lateral and longitudinal compliance.
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Although these factors are important in directional response, they are evidently
considered less so in evaluating ride comfort.

In its basic form, the quarter-car model consists of sprung and unsprung masses, linear
suspension stiffness and damping, and linear tyre stiffness; a given road profile is used
as the system input. Levitt and Zorka claim that, although automotive tyre damping
ratios are typically only a few percent, including tyre damping in quarter-car
simulations is critical to obtaining realistic system response. This is because “setting
tyre damping to zero decouples the motions of the sprung and unsprung masses at the
wheelhop frequency5' [64]. Given that wheelhop resonant frequency is usually around
10 Hz, it would seem beneficial to include tyre damping in most ride studies.

An interesting and subjective area of ride performance study is that of accurately
quantifying ride comfort. Most studies focus on the minimisation of the (ms or rms)
acceleration of the sprung mass in the bounce mode. In 1978, Smith presented a field
study of ride comfort based on the subjective ratings of 78 passengers in vehicles
driving over a number of different roadway sections [65]. Smith found that an excellent
correlation existed between the passengers’ subjective ratings and a simple rms vertical
acceleration measure. Later, Cucuz presented a thorough study of the topic, in which the
motion of the vehicle seats and passengers’ hands and feet were individually weighted
to quantify ride comfort [66]. This approach is more consistent with the ISO
recommendations, which account for excitation direction and point of application [19].

Alongside ride comfort, other measures commonly considered in such vehicle
performance assessments are the suspension deflection and the dynamic normal tyre
force [7], both of which the designer aims to minimise.

2.5.3 Experimentation
Experimental verification of the proposed modelling approach is desired. Typical test
methods for such an investigation include the following.
1. Road tests on a real vehicle [34].
2. Four- or seven-post testing on a real vehicle [67].
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3. Quarter-car testing on a purpose-built facility [68].
4. Separate hydraulic system testing [28].

Tests 1 and 2 would be potentially expensive and the use of a real vehicle may introduce
undesirable complexities into the testing. Test 3 would be inadequate for testing
interconnected suspensions, where multiple wheel stations are inherently required to
capture the essential dynamics of the mechanical-fluid interactions. While test 4 might
provide insight into the hydraulic system working in isolation, it too would fail to
capture the mechanical-fluid system interactions. Instead, an alternative is proposed for
this investigation (see Section 2.6).

2.5.4 Suspension optimisation
In the context of a simple, vertical-DOF vehicle model, suspension optimisation
generally involves providing the model with a basic rough-road input and varying the
suspension parameters (stiffness, damping and sometimes controller characteristics)
with the intention of minimising one or a number of the following: ms or rms sprung
mass acceleration (indicative of ride comfort); ms or rms suspension deflection
(packaging space or rattlespace); and ms or rms dynamic normal tyre force (road
holding). This kind of approach was applied early on by Bender [69] and by Bender,
Karnopp and Paul [70], who used random process theory to minimise a weighted sum of
ms vertical acceleration and ms rattlespace for a 2-DOF quarter-car model. FIrovat has
also presented a lot of suspension optimisation work based on weighted sum
performance indices, an approach well-suited to optimal control applications [7].

However, Gobbi et al. (and others) warn against the use of the weighted sum approach,
as the selection of the weighting terms is quite arbitrary and the obtained optimal
solution does not generally indicate the relevant performance trade-offs [71]. Instead, it
is suggested that the entire Pareto optimal set should be generated and displayed, from
which the designer can subsequently select a unique optimal solution. The Pareto
optimal set can be generated via a number of methods, as discussed further in Chapter 8.
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2.6 Methods used in this thesis
A lumped-mass, multi-rigid-body, 4-DOF, roll-plane, half-car vehicle model is adopted
in this thesis, as outlined in Chapter 3. As noted in Section 2.5.2, a vehicle model of this
level of detail is common in the literature on basic ride modelling.

The hydraulic circuits are modelled using the aforementioned impedance method. The
technique accounts for fluid resistance (pressure loss), inductance (fluid inertia) and
capacitance (fluid/pipeline compressibility). This approach yields fluid system
equations which are linear, but frequency-dependent, and their solution in the time
domain is generally difficult. Some efforts have been made, however, at transient
analyses of uniform transmission lines (notably, Brown's seminal approximate inverse
Laplace transform approach [72]), but the application of such methods to more
complicated

systems -

involving

multiple

elements

of differing

impedance

characteristics - remains uncertain. Thus the ensuing analysis proceeds in the frequency
domain only. It may be reasonable in some circumstances to treat the hydraulic circuits
as frequency-independent, but an investigation of this is beyond the scope of this thesis.

The analysis begins with the development of the integrated half-car system equations
and the numerical solution of their homogeneous form. This numerical scheme is
implemented

in

MATLAB

using

the

fminsearch

function

[73].

The

nonhomogeneous form of the equations is then used in MATLAB to obtain the system’s
forced vibration solutions.

Experimental verification is performed with a unique, purpose-built half-car test rig.
The alternatives mentioned in Section 2.5.3 were considered but were all found to have
prohibitive limitations.

A numerical optimisation process using the MATLAB fmincon function [74] is also
conducted. The performance indices used are ride comfort, suspension working space
and dynamic tyre force. Ride comfort is assessed according to the relevant ISO standard
2631-1 [19]. The entire Pareto set is generated to illustrate the various performance
trade-offs.
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It is noted briefly that in this thesis the hydraulic system is modelled in much greater
detail than the mechanical multi-body system. This is partly because less attention has
been given to that area in the literature, and partly because involving these details in the
fluid system model does not greatly hinder the explanation of the methodology. The
same cannot be said of the mechanical system. It is thought that the application of the
proposed fluid modelling approach would be most useful in the context of a more
detailed complete system model.

2.7 Summary
The literature review in this chapter provided a background on interconnected
suspensions. It also highlighted a number of key areas relating to HIS systems that
require further investigation. It was found that the HIS fluid system modelling in the
current literature consists mainly of two approaches: the assumption of ideal
interconnections, and the use of nonlinear fluid models, requiring numerical,
computationally-taxing solvers, usually applied in the time domain. As a consequence, a
number of questions about HIS dynamic performance remain unanswered. It was also
found that there is a paucity of detailed, frequency-domain modelling on HIS systems in
the literature.

A number of possible modelling approaches were then discussed before the methods
employed in the following chapters were briefly outlined.

Chapter 3

System Model Formulation and
General Results

3.1 Introduction and rationale
In this section, the underlying details of the proposed modelling approach are presented;
applications of the methodology will be described in subsequent chapters.

A lumped-mass, roll-plane, half-car model is adopted and the relevant multi-body
equations of motion derived. A general hydraulically interconnected suspension (HIS)
system is then introduced and the equations relating to the mechanical-fluid system
boundaries and the internal fluid system dynamics are integrated into the multi-body
equations of motion. The resulting set of coupled frequency-dependent equations
describing the motion of the complete half-car system is presented and discussed. A
number of general relationships stemming from the presented approach - such as the
relevant equations for general hydraulic layouts and the conditions under which modal
coupling occurs - are then established.

The primary objective of the chapter is to present the basic methodology proposed for
the frequency-domain modelling of HIS systems, which underpins the simulations in
subsequent chapters. A secondary aim is to highlight some general relationships relating
to the dynamics of HIS systems.
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3.2 Mechanical subsystem
3.2.1 Model description
The common quarter-car approach to ride modelling is inadequate for the study of
interconnected suspensions, where multiple wheel stations are inherently required. In an
effort to retain simplicity, whilst still accounting for fluid interconnections between
wheel stations, a lumped-mass, roll-plane, four-degree-of-freedom (4-DOF) half-car
model, as shown in, will be used throughout this thesis. It should be noted, though, that
an adaptation or extension of the methodology to a pitch-plane or four-wheel
interconnection arrangement would be straightforward conceptually.

The system in Figure 2.1 consists of linear tyre damping and springing and linear
conventional suspension springing. It also possesses right-left symmetry, though it is
noted that symmetry is not a requirement of most of the techniques henceforth
employed. The hydraulic system is coupled kinetically to the mechanical system
through double acting hydraulic cylinders, but no further assumptions are made at this
stage regarding the layout of the hydraulic system.

HIS System

Figure 3.1 Schematic of a roll-plane half-car with an HIS
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3.2.2 System equations
In this section, the equations of motion of the integrated half-car model are defined by
using Newton’s second law and by treating as external loads the forces applied to the
masses from the pressures within the cylinder chambers.

The application of Newton’s second law yields the familiar equation of motion (see
Appendix A):
My + Cy + Ky = f(/)

(3.1)

where the displacement vector y = \yw,,ywr,yv,^]7 ■

The mechanism coupling the mechanical and fluid systems is a double acting pistoncylinder absorber, thus the force vector, which comprises both the absorber forces, fh,
due to hydraulic pressure, and any other external forces, fx, can be written
f(/) = D,Ap(0 + fx(0 • The pressure vector p = [p2, p3,p^]' and the area matrix
A = diag(A,,A2,A3,A4). D, is a linear transformation matrix:

D.

-1

0

0

1

1

-1

-b,

-b.

At is the piston area corresponding to the cylinder chambers defined in Figure 3.1, and
b, and br are the horizontal distances between the vehicle mass centre and the left and
right suspension struts, respectively.

Eq. (3.1) can be written as:
My + Cy + Ky = D, Ap(/) + fx (t)

(3.2)
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3.3 Mechanical-fluid system boundary conditions
In a double-acting hydraulic cylinder, any relative velocity between the ends (terminals)
of the strut results in a boundary fluid flow towards the mechanical-fluid interface in
one hydraulic line and away from it in the other. The relationship between the relative
velocity and ‘piston’ fluid flow is linear, and it forms the main component of the
boundary flow.

Another factor considered in this derivation is the cross-line leakage flow that might
occur between upper and lower chambers, across the piston, in each cylinder. Watton et
al. found this to be a significant effect in an electrohydraulic suspension with high mean
pressure (20 MPa) [68]. It is not considered in the simulations in later chapters, but it is
included here in the derivation as it may be relevant in some applications.

Figure 3.2 Mechanical-fluid system boundary conditions

Figure 3.2 shows the boundary flow conditions for the double-acting cylinders, which
are given by:

d\

pis ton (\)

tfl

*h ~ Qpiston(2) ~ tfl
pis ton (3)

Qr

Qa ~ Q piston (A) ~ Qr

(3.3)
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where qpiskm, the volumetric flow due to piston motion, is simply the product of the
relative strut velocity v and the piston area A. The cross-line leakage flows, q, and qr,
are related to the pressure differential across each piston by the linearised loss
coefficients, R/ and Rr:

R,

~pi)’ 4, =-^-(P3-Pa)

(3-4)

Rr

For small roll displacements, the left and right strut velocities are:

vi=y«i- y,+bF

k = y„

- y, - bj

O -5)

Eq. (3.3) can then be written in matrix form:
q(0 = AD2y + Rp(0

(3.6)

where the flow vector q = [qvq2-,q^^q^[ ■ The linear transformation matrix D2 and the
leakage flow resistance matrix R are defined as
"l

0-1

10-1

\/R,

b,~
b,

0

1

-1

-br

0

1

-1

-br

0

0 '

iM

0

0

0

0

-1/Rr

iM

0

0

-1 IK

-\/R,
= diag(-U-l,l)X

R=

VK_

3.4 Fluid subsystem
To solve the mechanical system and boundary equations, (3.2) and (3.6), we must
employ some fluid system equation of the form q = /(p). The nature of /(p) depends
on the modelling approach used. Here, for computational efficiency and the analytical
advantages it affords, the analysis is restricted to systems characterised by some linear
function between q and p. In particular, the focus of this study is on frequency domain
modelling, so a linear relationship between Q(s) and P(s) - the Laplace transforms of
the volumetric fluid flow and pressure, respectively - is sought.
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The hydraulic impedance method is therefore proposed, as the resulting fluid system
equations are of the form:
Q(s) = Z(s)-'P(s)

(3.7)

where Z is the impedance matrix, which depends on the impedance characteristics of
the individual fluid system elements.
Substituting Eq. (3.7) into the Laplace transform of (3.6), with zero initial conditions,
yields:
Z'1 (s)P(s) = sAD2 Y(s) + RP(s)

(3.8)

F(s) = sE(s)AD2Y(s)

(3.9)

Rearranging:

where E(j) = [Z”'(5)-rJ

reduces to E(s) = Z(s) in the absence of cross-piston

leakage. Expression (3.9) is used to obtain the complete system equation of motion in
Section 3.5.

3.4.1 Basic impedance modelling
The elemental impedance characteristics, which make up Z, are most commonly
expressed in terms of a transmission matrix, T. The impedance method makes use of the
one-dimensional, two-port hydraulic component representation, as shown in Figure 3.3,
in which the transmission matrix relates neighbouring nodal state vectors.

i)\ /
Qu(s)

Hydraulic
Component

Qo(s)

Figure 3.3 Two-port representation of hydraulic component
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If we define the fluid system state vector, V, for a given node,
r

v«v =

-\T

Px,'Qx,

X., as

, then the transmission matrix between two adjacent nodes, say Xk

and X[k+]), in the same fluid circuit relates the state vectors, such that:

*<*+n =T

V

V^

(3.10)

The transmission matrix between two arbitrary nodes, say Xk and Xn, in the same
circuit is found by using the transfer matrix method [75], i.e., by multiplying all the
individual transmission matrices for each pair of neighbouring nodal points between Xk
and Xn, viz.:

nT•*(»-/) “^(n+l-y)

(3.11)

7=1

The impedance matrix for a given fluid circuit is easily determined by rearranging the
terms in the relevant transmission matrix. For circuits with more than two or three
elements, a parametric representation of the impedance matrix is therefore difficult to
obtain, and a numerical calculation is typically used. In Section 3.6, the impedance
matrix is given in terms of the transmission matrix for a generalised form of the two
basic half-car interconnection arrangements (anti-synchronous and anti-oppositional), of
which many four-wheel interconnected schemes are a combination. The development of
the transmission matrix itself is described in further detail in Section 4.3.2 by way of an
example involving a typical roll-plane HIS half-car arrangement.

3.5 Integrated system equations
We can now return to the complete system equation of motion, (3.2). Taking the
Laplace transform with zero initial conditions and substituting from Eq. (3.9) yields:
s2MY(s) + sCY(s) + KY(5)

- sD, AE(s)AD2 Y(T) + Fx(s)

(3.12)

That is,
[s2 M + sC(s) + k] Y (s) = Fx (s)

(3.13)
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where C(^) = C + C'(s) is the complex frequency-dependent system damping matrix in
which

C/(5) = -D,AE(j)AD2

is the damping contribution from the hydraulic

subsystem. Defining the system state vector x = [y,y] , we can write equation (3.13) as
a transformed equivalent of the familiar state-space equation, x = Ax + Bu :
sX(s) = A(s)X(s) + BU(j)

(3.14)

where A(s) is the system matrix; B, the input gain matrix; and U(s), the vector of
applied non-suspension forces. The output vector is given by y = Cx, and the various

-IVT'CCs)_

0

V(s) = Fx(s)

C=

fl

ol
i

-M’K

B=

o
o

I

-----

0

•

i

terms are defined as follows:

Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14) both represent the general equation of motion for the complete
integrated system shown in Figure 3.1, and they will be used throughout much of the
remainder of this thesis. In Chapter 4, Eq. (3.14) is applied to the free vibration analysis
of the integrated half-car system and a numerical approach for solving the resulting
frequency-dependent eigenvalue problem (FDEP) is described. A forced vibration half
car application of the system equation is then conducted in Chapter 5. In Chapters 6 and
7, the model is validated numerically and experimentally, and in Chapter 8 it is used to
optimise the half-car’s dynamic performance.

Before continuing, it should be noted that the determination of the impedance matrix,
which forms part of A(s), is not a trivial matter. It depends on the precise arrangement
of the fluid circuits and the individual components therein. This will be discussed
further in Section 3.6 and in Chapter 4.
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3.6 General impedance matrix for basic wheel-pair
interconnections
3.6.1 Anti-synchronous half-car arrangement
Anti-synchronous interconnections stiffen in-phase motion relative to out-of-phase
motion [21]. The general layout of such an arrangement is shown in Figure 3.4.

To derive the impedance matrix for this arrangement, we redefine the flow directions
for convenience, such that:

q, = -q,,

\~W
i = 2,3.

(3.15)

We also assume that the nodal state vectors - comprising the pressure and flow at a
given point - for the mechanical-fluid interfaces are related by some transmission
matrix T(s) for each hydraulic line [57]:
nna
1\\
rpa
_ 21

Ql.

rpa
1\2
122_ q

and
Ql.

nnb
1\\
rj-ib
J 21

rr>b ~K
1\2
'Y'b
±22 _ Ql.

(3.16)

wherein the Laplace operator is omitted for brevity.

Line a

Pi-APi-A"

f
1
q2

Line b

t

Pi-A
A

^4

Figure 3.4 Schematic of a general anti-synchronous half-car HIS arrangement
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Expanding

Eq.

(3.16),

and

substituting

from

Eqs.

(3.15),

we

can

write

Q(A = Z“'(.v)P(.v), where P(s) and Q(s), the Laplace transformed pressure and flow
vectors, are as defined in Section 3.4, and the impedance matrix is:
rr<a

122

------0
r-jna
zl

12\

r-nb

T

Z (s) =
rpa
12

12\

(3.17)

T<a

1\\122
rria

rpCt

12\

0

12\

rT1 b rrrb
ZAll2L
nnT
-b — Tb
112
4 /~)

0

rnb
pr

Assuming one has the transmission matrices T'(s) and T\s), Eq. (3.17) may be
substituted into the C(s) term in the system matrix in Eq. (3.14) to obtain the complete
equation of motion for the integrated system.

3.6.2 Anti-oppositional half-car arrangement
Anti-oppositional interconnections stiffen out-of-phase motion relative to in-phase
motion [21]. The general layout of such an arrangement is shown in Figure 3.5.

Line a

Line b

Pi, A4

Figure 3.5 Schematic of a general anti-oppositional half-car HIS arrangement

Using the original boundary flow definitions, qt, the nodal state vectors for the
mechanical-fluid interfaces in this arrangement are related by:
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rT~1 Cl

.a.

rp G

l\\
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_ 21
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and

C =

.0.

rj~t CJ

rjtb

*\\

1\2

rpb
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J 21

Z
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nnb

1
0

0
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-H-
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0
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(3.19)
o

*2\

rpCl rj-ta

rpa _ _£j_l£_22_
12
rpa
*2\

"

rpa
zl

r-pb
*\\
rj~i b
zl

Z(s) =

(3.18)

*22 _

'(5)P(s), where:

*2\

0

c

rpa
0

0

*w

nn a
*2\

Again, Eq. (3.19) may be substituted into the system matrix in Eq. (3.14) to obtain the
complete system equation. An explanatory example in Chapter 4, involving the
derivation of the transmission matrix, shows this process in more detail.

3.7 Independent control of modal parameters and
modal decoupling
The central advantage claimed of interconnected suspension systems - that they afford
the designer the ability to independently specify modal stiffness and damping properties
- is examined in this section. For simplicity, we will again focus on variants of the
general anti-synchronous and anti-oppositional half-car HIS arrangements introduced in
the preceding section. The results may therefore have limited applicability to HIS
systems deviating significantly in layout from the ones in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5.

Two separate phenomena are investigated: (i) the effect of fluid resistance, inductance
and capacitance in the main interconnecting lines; and (ii) the effect of resistance and
capacitance in an added side branch. These effects are discussed in the context of the
roll-plane half-car introduced at the start of this chapter (e.g., the terms ‘bounce’ and
‘roll’ are used), but the results are applicable to any interconnected wheel pair
characterised by the layouts in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5.
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3.7.1 Effect of impedance in main interconnecting lines
To study the effect of main line impedance, the exact hydraulic layouts in Figure 3.4
and Figure 3.5 are used, with the fluid lines modelled as outlined below.

To ensure that the resulting equations are algebraically manageable, a relatively simple
fluid line model is used here. (A more detailed fluid system model is used in Section
4.3.2.) The model, nevertheless, still accounts for fluid inductance, resistance and
capacitance, which are essential for understanding the fundamental dynamics of
hydraulic pipeline systems and which allow the frequency-dependent fluid system
damping in equation (3.13) to be separated into frequency-independent effective
hydraulic mass, damping and stiffness matrices. In the Laplace domain, we aim to
develop a homogenous equation of motion in the form:

(s2M + sC + K)Y(s) = 0

(3.20)

Where M = M + M*,C = C + C\K = K + K*, and M\ C* and K* are the effective
hydraulic mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively. To determine these
matrices, we first derive C' under the assumption that there is no cross-line leakage
flow, i.e., C\s) = -D,AZ(s)AD2 .

We begin by treating each fluid line as a simplified, constant-area, two-port element, as
shown in Figure 3.6. The governing equations for this element are [76]:
V dp

(3.21)

Where p and q are taken as the line averages of pressure and flow rate, respectively, i.e.,
p = (pu + pD)/2 and q = (qu + qn)/2. V is the volume of the line, /3e is the effective
pipeline bulk modulus, and k is the pressure loss coefficient, which, for laminar flow, is
usually taken as 87rpllAj .
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Figure 3.6 Basic fluid line element

Now, if we define the fluid inductance Lh as pi/A,, the fluid capacitance Ch as Vj J3e,
and the fluid resistance Rh as equal to the pressure loss coefficient k, and we take the
Laplace transform of equations (3.21), we can write, after rearranging:

Lhs + Rh +

Chs

Lhs + Rh

Chs

Qv

4

Qd

4

L),s Rh

Chs

-Lhs-Rk-

(3.22)

Chs

Anti-synchronous half-car arrangement: noting the anti-synchronous system shown
in Figure 3.4 and the line impedance matrix of equation (3.22), we can write the
impedance matrix for the fluid system as:

Lahs + R“+ —
h
h C°s

o
L‘hs + R„

<S-Rt- -4-

C>,s

Z = —•
4
C°hs

l°s

b

Cui

(3.23)

+m

We can then express C' parametrically by carrying out the appropriate matrix
multiplications with D,, D2 and A. For simplicity, we assume right-left symmetry in
the half-car system, such that the properties of Line a and Line b are identical and
b, =br =b, say. We obtain:
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c'=—•

a + (3

-a +(3

-2(3

2 ba

-a + /3

a +(3

-2(3

-2ha

-2(3

-2(3

4 (3

0

2 ba

-2 ba
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where A' = A2 + yl2 (noting that

= A3,

(3.24)

+ 7^ and (3 = 4/(C/)s).

= yl4), or =

We can now formulate the effective hydraulic mass, damping and stiffness matrices by
recalling from equation (3.13) that the complex damping matrix C(s) = C + C'(s) is
multiplied by s:
{s2 M + 5 [C + C'(j)] + K} Y(s) = 0

(3.25)

Thus the coefficients of 5 in C' may be thought of as the effective hydraulic mass
terms, the coefficients of s~] as the effective hydraulic stiffness, and the terms without s
as the effective hydraulic damping. That is,
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(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)

We see from these equations that, under the present assumptions, the HIS system does
not add further coupling between the bounce and roll modes (note that the third
row/column in the matrices corresponds to bounce, while the fourth corresponds to
roll). We also note that the fluid system contributes inertia (though this would, in
practice, be negligible at low frequencies) and damping to the roll mode but not to the
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bounce mode, and that it contributes stiffness to the bounce mode but not the roll mode,
as expected. That is, during out-of-phase suspension motion, the fluid flows from
chamber to chamber, along the lines; whereas during in-phase motion, the fluid merely
compresses. The wheel modes are influenced in terms of inertia, damping and stiffness,
and are coupled with one another in all three matrices.

Caution is advised in interpreting the results relating to bounce damping and inertia, as
they are based on the assumption of a uniform lumped fluid capacitance. If one or a
number of highly capacitive elements (e.g., accumulator(s)) was introduced into the
circuits, it would induce flow - and hence some level of damping and inertia - between
the chambers and the element(s) during any in-phase suspension motion. In practice,
main line damping is provided by one or a number of specific dissipative element(s)
(e.g., damper valve(s)), so the position of these elements relative to any capacitive
component(s) would dictate the main line in-phase damping and inertia in such cases.
The same is true for the roll mode in the anti-oppositional arrangement.

Anti-oppositional half-car arrangement: noting the anti-oppositional system shown
in Figure 3.5 and the line impedance matrix of equation (3.22), we can write the
impedance matrix for the fluid system as:

L> + R°„+4r

0

0

0

0

4

Lahs + Rah——
h
h Cahs

(3.29)
0

0

0

0

-O-K —

Making the same assumptions as in the anti-synchronous case, we can express C' as
follows:
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(3.30)

where A = (A]+A2f, A =(A, -A2)2 and A*—AXA2. The effective hydraulic mass,
damping and stiffness matrices are, therefore,
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(3.31)

(3.32)

(3.33)

Again, we see from these equations that, under the present assumptions, the HIS system
does not add further coupling between the bounce and roll modes. Yet aside from that,
the effective hydraulic inertia, damping and stiffness matrices are otherwise fully
populated. As expected, the fluid system contributes greater inertia and damping to the
bounce mode than to the roll mode, and it contributes greater stiffness to the roll mode
than to the bounce mode; but the degree to which this occurs depends on the surface
area of the pistons in the hydraulic actuators.

If we consider the special case when A1 = Ax = A, say, the expressions reduce to:
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(3.34)

(3.35)

(3.36)

This is the most extreme case of the anti-oppositional arrangement, with no inertia or
damping added to the roll mode and no stiffness added to the bounce mode. Again, the
same caveat applies as in the anti-synchronous case regarding the interpretation of
inertia and damping.

3.7.2 Effect of impedance in an added side branch
To study the effect of side branch impedance, a side branch is added to the main
hydraulic lines in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5, as shown in Figure 3.7. This is a common
addition to HIS systems in practice, as it allows for certain forms of additional modal
stiffness and damping. In this section, to ensure the resulting equations are algebraically
manageable, the main fluid lines are treated as ideal interconnecting elements (i.e., with
no resistance, inductance or capacitance) and the side branches are considered to have
some resistance Rs and capacitance Cs .

Anti-synchronous half-car arrangement: the relevant impedance matrix for this kind
of element is (see, for example, Wylie and Streeter [48]):

[Pu]

kJ

= r„
Ro + J_1
C s/
\
W*5

"1

-1"

! -1

[0,1
Qd\

(3.37)
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Side brandies
with resistance
and capacitance

Figure 3.7 Schematic of half-car HIS with added side branch including fluid resistance
and capacitance: anti-synchronous (left) and anti-oppositional (right) arrangements

Following the process in Section 3.7.1, we obtain the relevant impedance matrix Z and
fluid system complex damping matrix C' as:
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. We can now formulate the effective hydraulic damping and
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It may be noted that the effective hydraulic stiffness matrix for the added side branch is
identical to the one for the main line (Eq. (3.28)). However, the damping matrix differs
from Eq. (3.27). Most notably, the damping added to the roll mode by the main line
fluid impedance is now added to the bounce mode by the side branch impedance.

Anti-oppositional half-car arrangement: the relevant impedance matrix Z and fluid
system complex damping matrix C' for this arrangement are:
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where, again, A = (Ax + A2 )2, A =(Al-A2f and A* = AXA2. We can now formulate the
effective hydraulic damping and stiffness matrices:
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(3.43)

Again, it may be noted that the stiffness matrix for the added side branch is identical to
that for the main line (Eq. (3.33)), while the damping matrix again differs from the main
line equivalent (Eq. (3.32)). Most notably, the A and A area terms pertaining to the
bounce and roll damping are transposed. That is, the main line adds bounce damping
proportional to the square of the sum of the areas of the top and bottom of the pistons,
while the side branch adds bounce damping proportional to the square of the difference
in these areas, and vice versa for the roll mode. This can be illustrated further by taking
the special case when A2- Ax- A. The stiffness matrix is identical to that for the main
line (Eq. (3.36)), while the damping matrix is:
1
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(3.44)
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Therefore, regarding independent control of bounce and roll properties (or, more
generally, in-phase and out-of-phase modal properties), it can be seen that with the basic
interconnection arrangements considered here, modal damping can be added separately
with the main interconnection line and with a side branch (subject to the caveat
mentioned in Section 3.7.1 regarding the placement of a capacitive element relative to
any main line dissipative device). Bounce stiffness in the anti-synchronous arrangement
or roll stiffness in the anti-oppositional arrangement can be added either by main line or
side branch capacitance. However, little or no stiffness can be added to the roll mode in
the anti-synchronous arrangement or to the bounce mode in the anti-oppositional case.

3.8 Discussion
3.8.1 Limitations of the model
The most obvious limitation of the presented method is its linearity. Many of the
nonlinearities likely to be encountered in HIS systems - such as the chamber volume
coupling nonlinearity (i.e., state-dependent chamber volume), the accumulator
progressive ‘air-spring’ effect and conventional damper valve characteristics - are most
easily overcome by restricting analyses to small amplitude applications. However, small
amplitude oscillations in practice might typically involve relatively large nonlinear
frictional effects, such as those in the piston rod seals and those between the piston and
cylinder. This is discussed further in Chapter 7, where experimental results from a
purpose-built half-car rig are presented.

One specific consequence of the linear approach is that no distinction can be made
between rebound and compression damping, thus the common 3:1 ratio between these
parameters in practice must be neglected. A further consequence is that the properties of
the hydraulic oil must be treated as either constant or frequency-dependent. The
pressure- and temperature-dependence of the fluid bulk modulus, viscosity and density
must therefore be neglected. This would seem valid in most practical applications.

The half-car multi-body system employed here is quite simplified. Hrovat suggests that
a model of this type generally gives accurate acceleration response predictions up to
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around 10 or 12 Hz, with declining accuracy at higher frequencies [7] (p. 332). Provided
that the model is linear, there is nothing inherent in the proposed approach that prevents
the use of a vehicle model with a greater number of degrees-of-freedom. An extension
of the delineated methodology to a full-car application would be reasonably
straightforward conceptually.

In small amplitude applications, in which nonlinearities in the fluid system may be
negligible, the hydraulic impedance method (suggested in this chapter and applied in
subsequent chapters) would be of sufficient fidelity for any conceivable analytical
vehicle model. In situations where further fluid modelling capability was required, it is
probable that the situation would also demand a vehicle model requiring numerical
analysis, so a nonlinear fluid model could be developed in such cases (see Chapter 6). It
may be noted that with the system equations derived here, often-neglected frequencydependent factors in the mechanical system - tyre damping, for instance - can be
included in the model without adding further complexity to the solution.

3.9 Summary
This chapter delineated a basic approach for modelling a multi-body vehicle system
with a hydraulically interconnected suspension. The proposed model is best suited to
frequency domain analyses involving small-to-moderate oscillating amplitudes. For any
free vibration analysis (conducted in Chapter 4), a numerical approach is required to
solve the resulting frequency-dependent eigenvalue problem (FDEP). The application to
forced vibration analysis (see Chapter 5), however, is more straightforward, as the
system matrix becomes completely determined once the frequency of operation is
known.

The two general layouts for interconnected wheel-pairs - anti-synchronous and antioppositional - were studied and the relevant fluid system impedance matrices presented.
Attention was also given to the modal properties introduced by certain fluid system
layouts and characteristics. It was shown that in general, in an anti-synchronous
arrangement, both main line and side branch fluid capacitance add to in-phase modal
stiffness, side branch fluid resistance adds to in-phase damping, while main line fluid
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resistance adds to out-of-phase damping. In an anti-oppositional arrangement, the
general pattern is the same but reversed, and it is complicated by the likely difference in
areas between the top and bottom sides of the pistons in the double-acting hydraulic
cylinders.

Chapter 4

Free Vibration Analysis

4.1 Introduction and rationale
This chapter outlines the application of the integrated system equations derived in
Chapter 3 to a half-car free vibration analysis. It begins by introducing and describing,
in some detail, the adopted roll-plane, anti-oppositional (i.e., anti-roll) HIS system. Such
a system aims to provide increased roll stiffness and roll damping without noticeably
affecting the bounce mode properties.

The application of the hydraulic impedance approach to modelling the fluid circuits is
then presented in detail, and a root search numerical scheme for solving the frequencydependent eigenvalue problem (FDEP) is delineated.

The free vibration results are then presented, and some attention is given to their
interpretation. The obtained natural frequencies fall into two categories: the low
frequency modes dominated by the vehicle multi-body system; and the higher frequency
modes dominated by the fluid circuits. In the simple vehicle model used here, these
groups are distinct, but in practical applications they may interact with one another, so
an understanding of the coupled dynamics is essential. To aid this understanding,
Section 4.5 presents, for each obtained natural mode of the integrated system, the mode
shapes of both the discrete multi-body system and the continuous fluid system.

Some consideration is then given to alternative solution methods and boundary models
that may be applicable in certain cases.
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The obtained results offer further confirmation that interconnected suspension schemes
can provide, at least to some extent, control over modal stiffness and damping. These
properties, however, are seen to be not only mode-dependent, but also frequencydependent.

4.2 Model description
4.2.1 Mechanical subsystem
The half-car model outlined in Figure 3.1 is used in this chapter. The model possesses
right-left symmetry, linear suspension springs, and tyres represented by a linear springdamper combination. The mechanical system is described by a set of‘typical' passenger
vehicle parameters, as shown in Table 4.1. Any parameter values used other than those
listed in the table are noted where applicable.
Table 4.1 Properties of the half-car mechanical subsystem
Symbol

Value

Units

Description

M, m

750, 35

kg

Sprung and unsprung mass (subscript j = l,r = left, right)

/

320

kg nr

Sprung mass moment of inertia about roll axis

0.8

m

Distance from e.g. to suspension strut

20, 200

kN m’1

Mechanical suspension spring and tyre spring stiffness

300

Nsm 1

Tyre damping

b

J

k ,k
SJ ’

C

IJ

4.2.2 Fluid subsystem
The HIS system used in this chapter is a typical, anti-oppositional, roll-plane (i.e., anti
roll) arrangement, as shown in Figure 4.1. The system possesses right-left symmetry,
consisting of two identical hydraulic circuits, each comprising three damper valves, a
nitrogen-filled diaphragm accumulator and a hydraulic pipeline. Stiffness and damping
in such a system are ideally controlled by adjusting the accumulators and damper
valves, respectively. In a typical application, compression and rebound damping can be
controlled individually by using one-way valves, but here no distinction is made
between the two, and both valves are referred to simply as ‘cylinder valves’. This thesis
employs a linear pressure loss model for all damper valves, as outlined in Appendix B.
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Figure 4.1 Schematic of a typical half-car HIS for anti-roll applications

The fluid system is described by the parameters shown in Table 4.2. The cylinder and
accumulator damper loss coefficients were chosen to achieve bounce and roll damping
ratios of approximately 40%. Since no mechanical friction or hysteretic damping has
been considered, the loss coefficients selected here would probably be larger than those
required in practice to achieve the same level of damping. The mean system operating
pressure of the fluid system is p = 2 MPa (20 bar).
Table 4.2 Properties of the half-car fluid subsystem
Symbol

Units

Description

870
0.05

kg m 3
N s m'2

Density
Viscosity

1400

MPa

Bulk modulus

1.0, 1.0

m

Length of pipe from X2 to X3 and from X6 to X7

7.1xl0~3

m

Pipeline diameter

2X10-4

m3

Pre-charge gas volume

0.5

MPa

Pre-charge pressure

Value

Hydraulic oil properties
P
P

Pail

Pipeline dimensions

dP

Accumulator properties
V
P

Pr

Double-acting cylinder properties

5.1, 4.1 (x 1 O'4)

m2

Upper and lower piston areas (/ = 1,3; k = 2,4 )

sj

0.15

m

Stroke length (j -1, r )

'P,

0

m4s kg-1

(Reciprocal of) leakage flow loss coefficient, i.e., no leakage included

Damper valve loss coefficients
Ry,

5 x 10';

kg s^m'4

Linear loss coefficient for cylinder valves (/' = l,3,l/,3/)

R,

3.2 xlO9

kg s^m"4

Linear loss coefficient for accumulator valves (i -2,2')
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4.3 Application of the system equations
4.3.1 Characteristic equation
We begin by recalling from equation (3.14) the homogeneous version of the complete
integrated system equation:
(4.1)

sX(s) = A (s)X(s)

To obtain the system's free vibration solutions, we must therefore solve the following
frequency-dependent eigenvalue problem (FDEP):
(4.2)

We will return to this equation in Section 4.4, where a solution scheme is described.
4.3.2 Fluid system equations
From Figure 3.1 and Figure 4.1, it can be seen that the two identical fluid circuits are
coupled with each other and the vehicle multi-body system through two double-acting
cylinders. The pressures and flows within the top and bottom chambers represent the
boundary conditions of the two fluid circuits. By applying the transfer matrix method
[75] and the hydraulic impedance approach, the nodal states

- and hence, the

boundary states - within the circuits can be connected.

The accuracy of this approach depends largely on the capacity to precisely model - or at
least describe - the impedance characteristics of each fluid element. The assumption
that such a capacity exists underpins the following modelling procedure.

As noted in Section 3.4.1, if we can determine appropriate impedance models for each
of the components in a system, then we can assemble a complete circuit transmission
matrix, which relates the state vectors at the end nodes (mechanical-fluid boundaries) of
the system. The modelling details of common fluid circuit elements are available from
the literature; models for each element in this system are provided briefly in
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Appendix B. Experimental determination of impedance characteristics is recommended
for more complicated or less common components.

Noting the HIS system in Figure 4.1, the transmission line equation for hydraulic Line a
can be written as:
~p~
_Q_ X\2

^11
rpa

_ 21

nr a
1\2
rTya
122_

~P~
_Q_

where points X\ and X\2 represent the end nodes of line a. The circuit transfer matrix
Ta(s) is the product of the individual component transmission matrices, i.e.:
T (s) — A1I^12A10^nil9_^10A8^9O5^8A4^5il3_>4A2_^3A1_^2

(4.4)

where the subscript numbers indicate the nodes to which each transmission matrix
pertains. A similar result is obtained for hydraulic line b.

The point transfer matrices £1 - used for the junctions and valves - assume negligible
distance between neighbouring nodal points. With the component models adopted here,
outlined in Appendix B, the transfer matrices for the valves are constant, while those
relating to the junctions are functions of the complex system frequency s = a + ia).

The field transfer matrices A - used for the pipelines and cylinder chambers (which are
treated as fixed-length pipeline elements) - are in general functions of both the distance
between neighbouring nodes and the complex frequency. It is noted that treating the
cylinders as fixed-length pipeline elements is most valid when the strut displacements
are minimal and that this assumption is necessary to retain linearity.

The transmission line equations are easily converted to the impedance matrix forms by
using Eq. (3.19), which is then substituted into Eq. (4.2) to obtain the system’s free
vibration solutions. These free vibration modes are discussed in Section 4.5.
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4.4 Solution of the characteristic equation
4.4.1 Root searching algorithm
In this section, a root search numerical scheme is described for determining the
integrated half-car system’s natural frequencies and mode shapes. This requires the
evaluation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the system matrix A in Eq. (3.14).
The eigenvalues of A are the roots of the characteristic equation (4.2), i.e.,
det(A(s)-sl) = Da =0. The solution of this FDEP cannot be found with conventional
methods, but instead requires a numerical iterative approach. An algorithm of such an
approach is described below.

A trial complex frequency is first assumed and the elements of the system coefficient
matrix are determined using the expressions developed in the previous sections. The
determinant of ^A(j) —5l) is then computed for this specific trial frequency. In theory,
the modulus of the determinant should be zero if the trial frequency happens to be the
exact value of one of the true eigenfrequencies of the system. However, for this
application, due to the large numerical values of some of the parameters, a zero value of
the modulus is difficult to find numerically. Nevertheless, in the vicinity of a root, any
trial value of s gives a very small value of \Da\ relative to those of other

5

values. At

zero eigenfrequency, the system equations become singular and hence the exact value of
the elements of A cannot be determined, but for the non-zero eigenfrequencies, the
corresponding values of \Da\ are all local minima. A three dimensional plot of |DA\
with respect to the real and imaginary parts of 5 can be produced to show clearly that the
modulus of the determinant reaches a minimum at the eigenfrequency.

Since the exact roots of Eq. (4.2) are numerically difficult to obtain, potential
eigenfrequencies are investigated further if the corresponding values of |DA\ are
approaching a minimum value in the vicinity of

5.

In the root searching process, the

MATLAB fminsearch function [73] is employed with a relatively large resolution
matrix of <7 and co to equate Eq. (4.2). Each term in the matrix represents a starting
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estimate from which the fminsearch function finds the local minimum of the system
characteristic equation and returns the corresponding s value. It should be noted that
while a local minimum

necessary condition for the roots of the

characteristic equation, it is not a sufficient condition. Thus to ensure that the
determined minima (or potential roots of Eq. (4.2)) are indeed the natural frequencies of
the system, each corresponding 5-value is substituted into the system matrix and the
eigenvalues are calculated. The acceptance of a given 5-value comes only on the
condition that it equals one of the eigenvalues.

Since the number of eigenfrequencies is known in the low frequency range (where the
system’s dynamics are dominated by the mechanical system), the resolution of the trial
values matrix can be increased arbitrarily if the first attempt does not yield all the
system frequencies. The aforementioned three dimensional plot may also be used to
save computational time by focusing the initial estimates. The entire root searching
process is summarised in the flow chart in Figure 4.2.

4.4.2 Interpretation of results
Each pair of complex conjugate frequencies represents one vibration mode of the
system. For the modelling approach outlined above, there are an infinite number of
high-order complex conjugate frequencies, since the fluid lines are modelled as infiniteorder distributed-parameter elements. As shown in the following section, with typical
passenger car parameters and a simple lumped-mass vehicle model, the first four
frequencies are dominated by the car body and wheel motion; the remainder are
dominated by the two fluid circuits.
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Trial values of a
and co selected

Local minimum of
|det(A(s)-sl)| found

s- <r + ico for local
minimum substituted into A
matrix; eigenvalues found
Start again

For each of the n eigenvalues, the
condition |s — Ajcf is checked

s value
discarded

Condition
holds?

Yes, for more
than one /

£ value reduced

Yes, for one i

s value accepted as a system root; corresponding
eigenvector (mode shape) extracted

Repeat
process
All desired
modes
found?

End of process

Figure 4.2 Flow chart of free vibration root searching algorithm
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The eigenvalues and eigenvectors, A and (p, respectively, resulting from the solution of
Eq. (4.2) are of the form:
A = s for A(s)-sl

=

0

(4.5)

<P, = x'o

where the first four terms of x0 represent the mechanical system mode shape, y0; and
i = 1,2,_, #7, where n is the number of modes considered, which depends on the range
of s values selected in the root searching scheme. The hydraulic pipelines are best
modelled as continuous line elements, in which case the system has an infinite number
of roots.

For each complex root At -at + jbt, the complex conjugate A* -at - jbi is also a root,
and the natural frequency and damping ratio for each mode are given by:

% =\lai+V and £

t=—FFV

(4-6)

Once the eigenvector - and hence, the mechanical system mode shape - for any mode is
established through equation , the pressure and flow mode shapes, p0 and q0, can be
found with equation (3.9), p0 = sE(s)AD2y0, and by noting that q0 = Z 1 (s)p0.

4.5

Integrated system free vibration results

The free vibration mode shapes discussed in this section consist of the mechanical
system displacement coefficients and the cylinder chamber pressure coefficients, i.e.,
[y<pPo]

where / = 1,2,The mode shapes are normalised with respect to the

dominant modal coefficient, which may belong to either y0 or p0. We shall look only
at the first eight modes (n — 8), the first four of which relate mainly to the multi-body
system, while the remainder are dominated by the two fluid circuits.
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4.5.1 Equivalent conventional suspension parameters
The results presented in the following section and in Chapter 5 make reference to
‘equivalent’ conventional suspension parameters, ke and ce. These parameters refer to
the linear suspension stiffness and damping coefficients, respectively, for an
independent suspension, as shown in Figure 4.3. The vehicle model is identical to that
of the HIS vehicle shown in Figure 3.1, except that the suspension springs and double
acting cylinders are replaced with ‘equivalent’ linear springs and dampers.

The coefficients ke and ce are determined by matching the conventional vehicle’s
bounce and roll mode eigenvalues - determined via free vibration analysis - to those of
the HIS vehicle. Two sets of suspension stiffness and damping pairs - termed
‘equivalent bounce’ and ‘equivalent roll’ - are thus obtained which give identical modal
properties to that of the HIS system. In the case of the anti-oppositional roll-plane
model studied throughout much of this thesis, the parameters for the bounce mode
vehicle are much lower (softer), than those for the roll mode vehicle.

Figure 4.3 Conventional suspension model for 'equivalent' parameters

It should be noted that the term ‘equivalent’ is applied loosely and is not intended to
imply literal equivalence. Indeed, as discussed in later chapters, the HIS vehicle
possesses frequency-dependent stiffness and damping, which renders its exact modal
duplication unattainable with the conventional suspension.
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4.5.2 Low frequency natural modes
Following the numerical solution scheme outlined in Section 4.4.1 and by searching in
the low co range (i.e., 69 <100), the free vibration results shown in Table 4.3 and
Table 4.4 were obtained. These modes are dominated by the half-car multi-body system.
Table 4.3 gives the natural frequency, damping ratio and state variable for each mode,
as well as the equivalent independent suspension stiffness ke and damping ce, which
describe the conventional suspension parameters that would be required to deliver the
same complex frequency for that mode. Table 4.4 gives the obtained displacement and
pressure mode shapes for each of the natural frequencies.

Table 4.3 Equivalent parameters of the half-car system for the first four natural modes
Mode

Bounce

Wheel hop 1

Wheel hop 2

(synchronous)

(oppositional)

Roll

/„=1.14, £=0.392

f,=2.59, £=0.400

f„=\0.6, £=0.445

/„=10.2, £=0.889

-2.814 ±6.602i

-6.497 ± 14.91 i

-29.65 ± 59.65i

-57.03 ± 29.42i

ke (kN m1)

19.94

66.25

-31.07°

15.83

ce (N s m"1)

2414

4983

1870

3819

Frcq

(Hz) & damping ratio

State variable

(s)

a The negative sign indicates that this stiffness cannot be physically achieved with a conventional
suspension.

Table 4.4 Four integrated system natural modes dominated by the half-car multi-body
motion
Mode

Bounce

Wheel hop 1

Wheel hop 2

(synchronous)

(oppositional)

Roll

/„= 1.14,1=0.392

/„=2.59, £,=0.400

/„= 10.6, £=0.445

/„=10.2,1=0.889

-2.814 ±6.602/

-6.497 ± 14.91/

-29.65 ± 59.65/

-57.03 ± 29.42/

Left wheel (yw/)

0.068 - 0.070/

-0.185 ±0.204/

1

1

Right wheel (ywr)

0.068 - 0.070/

0.185 -0.204/

1

-1

Centre of gravity (yv.)

1

0

-0.015 ±0.085/

0

Roll angle (9)

0

1

0

0.295-0.187/

LU° pressure ( /?,) x 10e'10

-0.106-0.142/

-0.250 ±0.451/

1.371 ±0.659/

2.891 ± 0.850/

LL° pressure ( p2) x 10e10

0.017 ±0.187/

-0.265 ± 0.478/

-1.205 - 1.520/

3.392 + 1.393/

RU° pressure ( p3) x 10e '°

-0.106-0.142/

0.250-0.451/

1.371 ±0.659/

-2.891 -0.850/

0.017 ±0.187/

0.265 - 0.478/

-1.205- 1.520/

-3.392 - 1.393/

Freq

(Hz) & damping ratio

State variable (s)

RL° pressure (

/?4) x

10e'10

a LU - left upper chamber, LL - left lower chamber, RU - right upper chamber, RL - right lower
chamber.
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To provide a visual representation, Figure 4.4 shows a three dimensional plot of
detf A(s)-sl j as a function of .y. Although the numerical value of each solution point
is very large, the four roots of the characteristic equation can clearly be seen. Such a
plot can be used to check the numerically-obtained solutions, to focus the search area, or
indeed as a substitute to the numerical approach. It can be seen in this case that the
plotted roots match the numerically-obtained results shown in the tables.

Figure 4.4 Three dimensional plot of |det^A(A)-slj showing the four roots of the
characteristic equation corresponding to the half-car's multi-body-dominated modes

From the results in the tables, a number of points about each mode's characteristics can
be observed.

Bounce: the effective stiffness and damping coefficients (for a single strut) are
19.94 kN nT1 and 2414 N s m1, respectively. Given that ks = 20 kN m'1, we see that the
addition of the HIS system slightly softens the bounce mode. This may be counter
intuitive, but can be explained by fluid inertial effects acting as a ‘negative spring'.
These results indicate that in the bounce mode, the HIS system can provide sufficient
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damping (^ = 0.4) to the integrated system while having little influence on the
suspension stiffness. The obtained mode shape (second column, Table 4.4) shows that
the vehicle body dominates the motion, as expected.

Roll: the effective stiffness and damping coefficients are 66.25 kNm’1 and 4983 N sm'1.
Thus the addition of the HIS system significantly stiffens the roll mode. The large
accumulator flows in this mode easily overcome the inertial effects present in the
bounce mode. These results indicate that the HIS system can simultaneously combine
sufficient bounce and roll damping (ffi-^-0.4) with extremely high roll stiffness,
while leaving bounce stiffness virtually unaffected. This unique feature cannot be
achieved with a conventional independent suspension.

Synchronous wheel

hop: the effective stiffness and damping coefficients are

-31.07 kNm 1 and 1870N sm’1. The undamped natural frequency is 10.60 Hz and the
damping ratio is 0.445. The large higher-frequency inertial effects create a net negative
spring. Noting that the bounce and synchronous wheel hop modes are identical in their
suspension mode descriptions, the large discrepancies between these modes in both
damping and stiffness indicate that the aforementioned quasi-static suspension modebased operation descriptions (see Section 2.4.3) are insufficient for characterising
suspension function at higher frequencies. The obtained mode shape (fourth column,
Table 4.4) shows that the unsprung masses dominate the motion.

Oppositional wheel

hop: the effective stiffness and damping coefficients are

15.83 kNm’1 and 3819 N s m’ . The undamped natural frequency is 10.2 Hz and the
damping ratio is 0.889. The large higher-frequency inertial effects greatly reduce the
effective suspension stiffness from that displayed in the roll mode. The (absolute)
damping is also significantly reduced from that of the roll mode. This reinforces the
need to consider operating frequency in describing and predicting HIS system
performance. The corresponding mode shape has a large modal coefficient for body roll,
suggesting negative implications for ride comfort, however the very high damping
would eliminate transient oscillations.
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4.5.3 High frequency natural modes
The first four obtained fluid-dominated natural modes are given in Table 4.5. They may
be described as follows: a lower chamber-dominated synchronous mode (183 Hz); a
lower chamber-dominated oppositional mode (182 Hz); a second lower chamberdominated synchronous mode (662 Hz); and a second lower chamber-dominated
oppositional mode (664 Hz).

Like the mechanical system modes, the fluid modes display right-left symmetry and
appear internally consistent. All the fluid modes have much lower damping ratios than
the multi-body-dominated modes. In particular, the two synchronous fluid modes have
damping ratios of just 7%. This indicates that the pressure fluctuation at these
frequencies may be easily excited and could be subject to significant transients, which is
undesirable for passenger car applications. This is discussed further in Chapter 5.

Table 4.5 First four integrated system natural modes dominated by the fluid system
First

First

Second

Second

synchronous

oppositional

synchronous

oppositional

/„=183, (=0.070

/„=182,£=0.184

fr662, (,=0.010

fn=664, (=0.131

-79.93 ± 1148/

-210.2 ± 1123/

-292.0 + 4152/

-547.3 + 4136/

Left wheel (y„/) xlOe111

-0.175 -0.038/

-0.161 -0.047/

-0.013 -0.003/

-0.014-0.002/

Right wheel (yHT) xlOe10

-0.175 -0.038/

0.161 +0.047/

-0.013 -0.003/

0.014 + 0.002/

Centre of gravity (yv) xlOe10

0.016 + 0.004/

0

-0.001 + 0.000/

0

0

-0.028 - 0.008/

0

-0.002 - 0.000/

LU" pressure ( pt)

-0.806-0.138/

-0.683 + 0.116/

-0.778-0.172/

-0.842 + 0.198/

LL" pressure ( p2)

1

1

1

1

RU" pressure (p,)

-0.806 -0.138/

0.683 -0.116/

-0.778-0.172/

0.842-0.198/

RL" pressure ( p4)

1

-1

1

-1

Mode

Freq

(Hz) & damping ratio

State variable (s)

Roll angle (6) xlOe10

a LU - left upper chamber, LL - left lower chamber, RU - right upper chamber, RL - right lower
chamber.

4.5.4 Determination of fluid mode shapes
In this section, consideration is given to the continuous fluid line mode shapes
corresponding to the eight natural modes found above. Each mode shape consists of the
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pressure and flow as a function of the distance, x, along the pipeline. With reference to
Figure 4.1, only the mode shape for Line a is plotted, which should be the mirror image
of that for Line b.

To obtain the fluid mode shapes, one of the values relating to the magnitude of the
boundary pressure or flow must be assumed, as the absolute magnitudes in the
determined eigenvector are arbitrary. In the following results, a value of |<2i| = 1 (flow
rate in the top left chamber) was used in all cases. The next step is to determine the
pressure at some point in the system. This, too, can be set at an arbitrary value, if only
the general shape of the mode shape curve is required. To preserve the correct
magnitude (relative to the flow), however, requires that the ratio between |/^| and \Q,\
be the same as in the determined pressure and flow eigenvectors, po and ql,, for each
mode. This approach was used to obtain the results in this section.

After |/j| and |(2,| are established, the mode shapes are found by applying each of the
line’s component models in succession. Some of these models (e.g., pipes and
chambers) are continuous functions of distance along the lines, leading to smooth
curves in the mode shapes, while others (e.g., damper valves) are not continuous,
leading to jumps in the curves.

The obtained fluid mode shapes corresponding to the eight considered natural modes
are plotted in Figure 4.5 through to Figure 4.12. The abscissa in the plots represents the
distance along Line a from the left cylinder. The parts of the curves corresponding to
x < 0 and x > 2 m represent the cylinder chambers.

The first point of note is the jump in the pressure ripple mode shapes at the valve
locations, and a similar jump is observed in the flow ripple mode shapes at the centre
point, due to flow to/from the accumulator line. In the multi-body-dominated modes, the
flow ripple to the right of the accumulator is about 0.8 times the flow ripple to the left.
In the near-absence of fluid compressibility effects, this flow difference simply
represents the ratio in swept volume between the upper and lower chambers (i.e., the
ratio between the top and bottom piston areas).
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It is also noted that the pressure and flow ripple are reasonably constant along each
pipeline element at low frequencies, when the multi-body system dominates the motion,
but they fluctuate significantly at higher frequencies, reflecting the fact that these modes
are dominated by the fluid dynamics. It can be seen that as the frequency increases, the
wavelength of both the pressure and flow curves is reduced.

In all the fluid-dominated modes, the middle point of the curves, corresponding to the
accumulator junction, is a point of very low impedance (noting that the impedance at
any point is given by Z - P/Q; see Appendix B). This state of large flow ripple and
small pressure ripple is a reflection of the accumulator’s high capacitance. Though
primarily used for its low frequency function, the accumulator effectively acts like a
Helmholtz resonator at high frequencies. This suggests a secondary use for the
accumulator: to provide, through careful positioning, wave attenuation to control fluidborne noise both passively and without adding additional components to the system.
There may also be some value in re-positioning the cylinder valves to align with peak
flow regions in ‘undesirable" modes, as they may act as absorptive (dissipative)
silencers. Yet their dynamic response at high frequencies would have to be well
understood first.
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Figure 4.7 Fluid system (Line a) mode shape corresponding to natural mode of
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Figure 4.9 Fluid system {Line a) mode shape corresponding to natural mode of
integrated half-car system: fluid system first synchronous mode (183 Hz)
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4.6 Discussion
4.6.1 Alternative solution methods
Solving the homogeneous form of the system equation (Eq. (3.14)) is clearly more
computationally demanding than the nonhomogeneous form used in Chapter 5, where
the system matrix becomes completely determined once the operating frequency is
prescribed. This renders conventional roots-based analyses (e.g. root-locus plots) much
less convenient than they might otherwise be. It is likely, therefore, that the equations
derived in Chapter 3 would be most useful in forced vibration analyses, although some
free vibration results - such as the fluid system mode shapes - may provide insights that
a forced vibration analysis cannot achieve.

To make the root searching process more efficient, it may be possible to fix the
frequency of operation in some cases, thus reducing the equations to a conventional
eigenvalue problem. This would be most applicable if the approximate frequency of the
desired system roots was known in advance. However, one would also require a good
estimate of the modal damping for such an approach to yield accurate results. It may
also be more efficient to use an established FDEP solution method, such as perturbative
eigensensitivity analysis [77], although this has not been investigated in this study.

4.6.2 Alternative boundary model formulation
In most practical HIS applications, an alternative mechanical-fluid system boundary
condition can be used to obtain different state equations. The formulation is applicable
when the cylinder chambers can be treated as ideal capacitive elements, which is
generally the case. A check of this condition can be performed by finding the
approximate fundamental frequency of the chamber, using:

where Lh and Ch are the hydraulic fluid inductance and capacitance in the chamber,
approximated by Lh = pi/A and Ch - Al/J3e. Applying Eq. (4.7) to the cylinders used
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here yields a value of
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= 2000 Hz. The fluid dynamics are governed below this

frequency predominantly by capacitive effects and above it by inductive effects.

Using the point capacitance chamber model and taking q,, i - 1,2,3,4, as the flow rates
where the pipelines meet the cylinders (instead of the piston interface), the boundary
flow expressions from Eq. (3.3) must include an extra term to account for fluid
compression:

pislon( 1)

1

92

~

piston (2)

^3

piston {3)

4

Qpislon(4)

Qcomp{ \)
comp (2) ~ QI
Qcomp( 3)
tfcomp(4)

(4.8)

Qr
r

The compression term is given by the well known relation:

Vcomp

V dp

(4.9)

Pc dt

where V is the volume of the cylinder chamber, which is assumed to be constant. Using
these equations, we arrive at a revised version of Eq. (3.6):
q(0 = AD2y(0 + Vp(/) + Rp(/)

(4.10)

in which V is a matrix of cylinder volume and bulk modulus terms. Taking the Laplace
transform with zero initial conditions and substituting from (3.7), we obtain the fluid
system equation:
sP(s) = -5V-1 AD2 Y(5) + y-'E'1 (J)P( j)

(4.11)

This can be combined with the Laplace transform of the basic mechanical system
equation, (3.2), to obtain a frequency domain equivalent of the state-space equation, as
was done with Eq. (3.14):
sX(s) = A(s)X(s)

(4.12)
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where the external force has been omitted for convenience. The transformed state vector
is X(s),2xl = [Y(s),sY(s),P(s)]7 and:

A(s)12x12

0

I

0

-M K

-M C

-M 'D.A

-v-'ad2

-y-'E-'o)

o

As with Eq. (3.14), the free vibration solutions are found by finding the eigenvalues of
A in an iterative manner. The two system equations are similar, but Eq. (4.12) places
limitations on the nature of the boundary conditions (which would be satisfied in most
practical applications). The second formulation includes the chamber pressure terms
directly in the state vector and therefore in the eigenvectors. It also displays more
clearly the coupling between the mechanical and hydraulic systems. This coupling is
represented by the -M-1D,A and - Y“'AD2 terms in the system matrix.

Simulations carried out with the alternative formulation returned near-identical results
to those presented in Section 4.5; even at frequencies up to 800 Hz, there was little
discrepancy observed between the two models. This agrees with the experimental
results presented by Edge and Johnston [78]. Their testing on a piston pump of similar
capacity to the cylinders used here concluded that the pump’s impedance was capacitive
in nature up to about 1000 Hz, before inductive effects became apparent. Studying the
fluid mode shapes in Section 4.5.4 reveals two things in that regard about the cylinder
chambers.

The first is that at the multi-body-dominated modes, the flow ripple variation in the
cylinders is very small and could probably be neglected. On the other hand, in the fluiddominated modes, the in-chamber flow ripple variation is quite large and must be taken
into account. Hence the inclusion of the chamber fluid compressibility in both models is
justified.

The second observation is that the pressure ripple in the chambers is near-constant
(spatially) at all frequencies under consideration. This explains why the two boundary
models give almost identical results: the cylinder pressure loss included in the original
model but neglected in the second is negligible at those frequencies.
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4.7 Summary
This chapter described a numerical approach for solving the frequency-dependent
eigenvalue problem required to obtain the free vibration solutions of the integrated half
car system. A detailed anti-roll HIS system was introduced and the impedance approach
was used to find the transmission matrices of the fluid circuits. The natural frequencies
of the system were then obtained. These natural modes have a clear physical meaning
that accords well with the results presented in later chapters.

It was shown that the first four natural frequencies are dominated by the multi-body
system, while the remainder - only four of which were studied - are due primarily to
the fluid system dynamics. The distinction between these two groups, however, would
become less obvious if a more detailed mechanical system model was used.

Consideration was also given to the mode shapes of the pressure and flow ripple in the
hydraulic circuit corresponding to the system’s natural frequencies. From these results it
is apparent that the positioning of certain hydraulic components, such as damper valves
and accumulators, is critical to the high frequency characteristics of HIS systems. There
appears to be potential to passively attenuate - either through reactive (accumulators) or
absorptive (valves) means — fluid waves simply by judicious positioning of some
components. This idea is revisited in Chapter 5, where the vehicle response to road
disturbance is considered.

Chapter 5

Forced Vibration and Ride Analysis

5.1 Introduction and rationale
In this chapter, the basic equations introduced in Chapter 3 are applied to simulate the
response of an HIS half-car travelling over a random, rough road surface. Results
relating to a half-car with a conventional independent suspension are also included for
comparison. First, the basic frequency response functions are derived and discussed. A
basic road model is then chosen and a number of performance indices are selected and
explained, before the results from the simulations are presented.

The simulations are performed in the frequency domain over the range of most
importance to ride comfort: 0 to 20 Hz. A number of hydraulic system parameters are
then varied in isolation to illustrate their effects on the system’s frequency response.
Some high frequency simulations are also presented to illustrate, albeit roughly, the
potential noise implications associated with the HIS fluid circuits, although a detailed
treatment of these phenomena is left as a matter for future investigation.

The objective of the chapter is to illustrate the application of the derived HIS system
equations and to highlight the differences in the frequency response between vehicles
with HIS systems and those with conventional independent suspensions. It also aims to
show the influence of some key HIS parameters on the system response characteristics.

5.2 Model description
The results and analysis in this chapter, except where stated otherwise, are based on the
half-car vehicle model described in Section 4.2. In addition to the HIS-equipped
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vehicle, this chapter also makes reference to ‘equivalent bounce' and ‘equivalent rolf
vehicles, the concept behind which was introduced in Section 4.5.1.

5.3 Application of the system equations
We now return to the complete system equation (3.13), which, under the consideration
of ground disturbances only, may be written:
[s2M + sC(s) + K] Y(5) = Fg (s)

(5.1)

where Fc (s) = F(s)t,(s) is the vector of applied road forces. £,=[<£,,£., 0,0] is the road
displacement from the equilibrium position and F is a 4x4 matrix comprising all zero
elements except the upper two diagonal terms, Fu(s) = sctl + kt, and F22(s) = sclr + ktr.

Eq. (5.1) can thus be written in the form:
B(j)Y(j) = F(j)£(s)

(5.2)

We may now define the frequency response functions (FRFs) matrix for the half-car
system as:
H, (s) = Y (s)/%(s) = B-'(s)F(i)

(5.3)

Upon setting s = jco, the FRFs matrix describes the system displacement response to
any harmonic road excitation. Thus if the input force is known and describable in the
frequency domain, the system equations are completely determined and the analysis
proceeds as with any other linear vehicle model.

5.4 Frequency response functions
The FRFs for a displacement at the left wheel are shown in Figure 5.1, which also
includes the FRFs relating to the ‘conventional bounce’ and ‘conventional roll’ vehicles
introduced in Section 4.5.1. Identical axes scales are used to enable a direct comparison
between the plots. It can be seen that the HIS vehicle behaves, as expected, almost
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exactly like the equivalent bounce car in the bounce mode and like the equivalent roll
car in the roll mode. However, all three vehicles display distinctive behaviour in their
wheel transmissibilities. For example, the left wheel FRFs show that the wheel hop
modes (~9 Hz) are dominant with the (relatively soft) equivalent bounce car, while the
sprung mass roll mode dominates the left wheel response for the HIS vehicle and the
(relatively stiff) equivalent roll vehicle.

- HIS
■ Eq Bounce
- Eq RoD

-HIS
“ Eq Bounce
- Eq Roll
£

0.8

---- Frequency (Hz)

Frequency (Hz)

-HIS
- Eq Bounce
- Eq Roll

- HIS
" Eq Bounce
- Eq Roll

Frequency (Hz)

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 5.1 Frequency response functions for left ground input

Another point of note is that the right wheel FRFs (to left wheel input) are much larger
with the HIS and equivalent roll vehicles than with the equivalent bounce vehicle. This
is clearly a reflection of the fact that the stiffer equivalent roll vehicle transmits a greater
level of motion to the opposite wheel while oscillating at its natural roll frequency. But
there is another salient feature of the right wheel FRFs: the HIS response curve displays
a much broader peak than that of the equivalent roll vehicle. This is a direct result of the
interconnection system itself. That is, at frequencies above 5 Hz, an input at one wheel
will be transmitted much more efficiently to the opposite wheel with the HIS vehicle
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than with the non-interconnected vehicles, due to direct signal transmission through the
hydraulic system.

The FRFs matrix, as noted, describes the ratio of output to input for harmonic system
displacements. It is often useful, however, to analyse alternative metrics in assessing a
vehicle’s dynamic performance. Some such metrics are introduced in Section 5.6.

5.5 Road surface description
Road profiles in vehicle dynamics modelling are generally treated as either
deterministic (bumps, potholes etc.) or stochastic (random road roughness) processes
[79]. Here, the latter approach is adopted. A completely random road profile, however,
is in obvious disagreement with practical observation, so constraints must be placed on
the nature of the road’s randomness. It has been suggested, and is now commonly
agreed upon, that such appropriate constraints are achieved by assuming the entire road
surface to be a realisation of a two-dimensional Gaussian homogenous and isotropic
random process [80, 81].

A single road profile can therefore be conveniently represented by its power spectral
density (PSD) function, with the assumption of homogeneity (i.e., possessing statistical
properties independent of coordinate translations [82]) making the direct spectral
densities of the right and left tracks equal (i.e., Sf,(co) = Sl(co)^= S„((&)). The
assumption of isotropy (i.e., possessing statistical properties independent of coordinate
rotations [82]) renders the cross-spectra between the left and right tracks identical (i.e.,
Sfr (co) = Sft (co) := iS”! (d))) and implies, somewhat conveniently, that they are dependent
only on the vehicle track width, b, and the single-track direct spectral density.

The nature of isotropy carries with it a number of implications limiting the specification
of the direct spectral density, and the reader is directed to the relevant literature [81-84]
lest the assumption be applied haphazardly. For our present purposes, a permissible and
sufficient form of the direct (single-sided) spectral density is the ubiquitous ‘single
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slope' representation, often expressed in terms of k, the spatial frequency (or
wavenumber in cycle/m):
SI{k) =

ck2w

(5.4)

The closed form solution for the cross spectral density for this road model was derived
by Heath [82] as:

S^x (*-) = \2c(/rb/je)" /V(w)'] Kw(27ibK)

(5.5)

For a vehicle traversing the ground with constant velocity v, these spatial PSD functions
can be expressed in temporal form, as a function of the angular frequency, by making
the substitution k^co/2/rv.

In the foregoing equations, c is the road roughness coefficient, T( ) denotes the gamma
function, and Kw( ) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind with order w.
The exponent w generally falls between 1 and 1.25 [85]. We note that, since for any
stationary random process x(l), Sk{co) - co2Sx(co) ([80], p. 48), a value for w of 1
represents a white noise velocity input of constant (single-sided) spectral density 2/rcv.
This is a common way of expressing road roughness in the literature (e.g., [7] and [86]),
and w = 1 is therefore adopted in this study. A c value of 1.6xl0“6 m3/cycle is used,
which describes an ‘average’ road type, as recommended by Lu [87].

The application of isotropy allows us to determine the road displacement spectral
density matrix

:

(5.6)

This is used as the system input and is employed in the following sections to determine
the response of the half-car.
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5.6 Performances indices
5.6.1 Definitions
Dynamic performance indices are a common tool employed to evaluate and/or optimise
suspension system performance. The indices are often set in the context of simplified
quarter-car models and are based on mean square or root mean square (rms) vehicle
response to specified inputs. The most widespread of the considered response variables
are the sprung mass vertical acceleration, the relative displacement in the suspension
strut and the dynamic normal tyre force [88], all of which are desirable to minimise.
These responses are used to gauge, respectively, vehicle ride comfort, suspension
working space and road holding.

Here, since a half-car model is studied, vehicle ride comfort is assessed not only by
sprung mass vertical acceleration, but also by sprung mass roll acceleration. Both
acceleration responses are considered in terms of their PSDs and are weighted according
to human sensitivity, as described by ISO 2631-1 [19]. The aforementioned working
space and road holding indicators are also assessed in their PSD forms.

No attempt is made here to investigate the handling performance of each vehicle. Some
experimental studies have previously been conducted in that regard [34, 35], so this
study proceeds with the presupposition that interconnected schemes have the capability
to deliver handling improvements. A theoretical examination of this hypothesis would
require a more detailed vehicle model with the inclusion of parameters relevant to the
vehicle’s lateral dynamics. The road holding indicator employed herein must therefore
be interpreted with caution since it is based on the tyre force due only to vertical
dynamics, and consequently excludes important low frequency handling phenomena,
such as the lateral load transfer resulting from vehicle roll. However, higher frequency,
purely vertical dynamic tyre force fluctuation has been found to have an adverse effect
on vehicle handling potential [89], so its application here is not without purpose.
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5.6.2 Equations
To evaluate ride comfort, working space and road holding, we must first develop the
appropriate transfer functions in relation to the road displacement input ^(s).

Ride comfort: ride comfort is assessed by vehicle acceleration response, weighted
according to ISO 2631-1 [19]. The acceleration FRFs matrix is easily obtained as:
HjJ(5) = /Y(5)/|(s) = /H,(5)

(5.7)

The weighting function is applied later, after the spectral density of the acceleration
response is determined.

Working space: the suspension working space is evaluated by the relative displacement
in the suspension strut. The relative displacement vector YreI =

YrAs) = D3\(s)

is given by

(5.8)

where D3 is a linear transformation matrix:

1

0

0

1

(5.9)

Thus, from Eq. (5.3), we have
Hr„l^) = Y,cl(.S')/^i') = D3H,(5)

(5.10)

Road holding: road holding is assessed by dynamic vertical tyre force fluctuation
F, =

,0,0j , which is given by

(5.11)

From Eq. (5.3), we thus obtain
F,W = F(5)[B-|(i)F(i)-l]^5)

(5.12)
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That is,
H„ (s) = F, (s)F(s) = F(s)[B-' (s)F(s) -1]

(5.13)

5.7 Vehicle response
We can now assemble a suitable FRFs matrix for our purposes from Eqs. (5.7), (5.13)
and (5.10):

Yiesp(s) = H(s)^s)

(5.14)

where the response vector contains the four variables considered in the performance
indices: Yresp = [j>vAXei,>^, J . It is noted that yre1; = y^ and Ft/ =Ft due to the rightleft vehicle symmetry. ^ = [<J,,£r]y is the reduced road displacement vector, and H is
given by

H=

•Frcl 11

(5.15)

>rcl 12

The H and

matrices can then be used to calculate the response spectral density

matrix [90]:
Src5p(fi>) = H-(5)Sh«)HrM

(5.16)

where the symbols * and 7 denote the complex conjugate and matrix transpose,
respectively.

The diagonal elements of Sresp represent the direct spectral densities of the variables in
Yresp. It is these variables upon which the results in the following section are based;
before evaluation, however, the acceleration terms are frequency-weighted according to
[19]:
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(5.17)
■'v,(<y)=[w]

s,^(co)

The magnitudes of the weighting functions - Wk for bounce and We for roll - are
plotted in Figure 5.2. The weightings represent the fact that humans, in general, find
motion most objectionable in the 4-8 Hz range for bounce and the 0.5-1 Hz range for
roll.

I Wk I (bounce)
I We I (roll)

5 0.6

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 5.2 ISO weighting functions for the bounce and roll mode ride evaluation

5.8 Ride simulation results and discussion
The results in this section refer to the response of the baseline HIS vehicle and the
equivalent bounce and equivalent roll vehicles. The simulations are performed with
each vehicle traversing the road model described in Section 5.5 at a constant velocity of
20 m/s (72 km/h). The effect on the HIS vehicle’s response to changing system
parameters is examined in Section 5.8.2.
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5.8.1 Baseline HIS and conventional suspension vehicles
The simulated weighted acceleration PSDs of the three vehicles are shown in Figure 5.3
and the suspension deflection and tyre force PSDs are displayed in Figure 5.4. As
expected after observing the FRFs in Figure 5.1, the HIS vehicle behaves very much
like the equivalent bounce and roll vehicles in the corresponding modal acceleration.
Thus the results indicate that in ride comfort the HIS car will perform better than the
equivalent roll vehicle, but not as well as the equivalent bounce vehicle.

-HIS
* Eq Bounce
-Eq Roll

10
Frequency (Hz)

-HIS
■ Eq Bounce
- Eq Roll__

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 5.3 Half-car vehicle acceleration response PSDs

-HIS
“ Eq Bounce
" Eq Roll

Frequency (Hz)

-HIS
- Eq Bounce
" Eq Roll

10
Frequency (Hz)

Figure 5.4 Half-car vehicle suspension deflection and tyre force response PSDs
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Figure 5.4 also indicates that a reduction in peak bounce acceleration has a large
positive effect on the dynamic tyre force. The HIS vehicle clearly outperforms the
equivalent roll vehicle in that respect. However, the HIS vehicle’s large peak roll
acceleration also adversely influences the tyre force, so the equivalent bounce vehicle
performs better than the HIS vehicle in road holding. The suspension deflection plot
shows that the HIS vehicle’s working space is slightly better (smaller) than the
equivalent bounce vehicle but significantly inferior to the equivalent roll vehicle. This
suggests that the bounce mode dominates the suspension deflection.
5.8.2 Sensitivity analysis
In this section, a number of key hydraulic system parameters are varied in isolation
from the baseline value to illustrate their effects on the system’s frequency response.
The parameters selected for investigation are: the mean system pressure; the cylinder
valve loss coefficient; the accumulator valve loss coefficient; and the hydraulic fluid
viscosity. Simulations suggest that these parameters, above all others, are crucial to HIS
system performance in the 0 to 20 Hz frequency range.

Figure 5.5 shows the vehicle acceleration response PSDs with mean system pressure
variation. Clearly, the mean system pressure has little influence on the bounce mode
response but a significant effect on the roll response. Higher mean system pressure
leads to a stiffer roll mode, and therefore poorer ride performance. This is to be
expected, since the mean system pressure affects the accumulators’ impedance,
controlling the ‘air-spring’ effect. Due to the nature of the flow paths in each of the
modes, the accumulators play only a very minor role during the bounce mode, but a
significant role during the roll mode.

Figure 5.6 shows the tyre force and suspension deflection response PSDs with mean
system pressure variation. The suspension deflection appears to be dominated by the
bounce mode, hence the system pressure has little effect on working space performance.
The system pressure does, however, affect the tyre force, and a higher pressure leads to
reduced road holding performance.
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Frequency (Hz)

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 5.5 Half-car acceleration PSDs with variation in mean system pressure (in bar);
baseline value is 20 bar

- p= 25

Frequency (Hz)

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 5.6 Half-car suspension deflection and tyre force PSDs with variation in mean
system pressure (in bar); baseline value is 20 bar

The effect of the cylinder valve loss coefficient on sprung mass acceleration, and on
road holding and working space, is shown in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8, respectively.
The cylinder valves control the bounce damping more than they do the roll damping, as
reflected in Figure 5.7. Also of note is that the valves appear to have the largest effect
on the bounce mode in the 4-8 Hz range - an effect which is magnified by the ISO
weighting curve, which is at its maximum in that range. Figure 5.8 indicates that the
cylinder valves have a complicated, frequency-dependent influence on road holding,
defying any simple characterisation. However, an increase in the cylinder valve loss
coefficient seems to have an unambiguously positive effect on working space.
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Frequency (Hz)

Figure 5.7 Half-car acceleration PSDs with variation in cylinder valve loss coefficient
(in kg s 'm"4); baseline value is 5.0 kg s‘'m‘4

Frequency (Hz)

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 5.8 Half-car suspension deflection and tyre force PSDs with variation in
cylinder valve loss coefficient (in kg s 'm’4); baseline value is 5.0 kg s 'm 4

The influence of the accumulator valve loss coefficient on ride comfort, and on road
holding and working space, is shown in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10, respectively. The
accumulator valves are designed to almost exclusively control roll damping, and this is
reflected in the response plots. However, if one considers the mean square accelerations
(represented by the area under the PSD curves) as an indicator of ride comfort, the net
effect of the accumulator valves on ride performance appears negligible. Figure 5.10
indicates that the accumulator valves have little influence on working space, but a
significant effect on road holding. A larger loss coefficient leads to poorer road holding
over most of the frequency range.
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Frequency (Hz)

Figure 5.9 Half-car acceleration PSDs with variation in accumulator valve loss
coefficient (in kg s'm'4); baseline value is 3.2 kg s'm'4

Frequency (Hz)

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 5.10 Half-car suspension deflection and tyre force PSDs with variation in
accumulator valve loss coefficient (in kg s 'm’4); baseline value is 3.2 kg s 'm’4

Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 show the dynamic performance effects of fluid viscosity
variation. The viscosity values have been chosen to represent the hydraulic oil at -30°C,
30°C and 100°C. It is clear that the largest viscosity value (at -30°C) alters the system
response sharply, whereas the responses corresponding to the two smaller viscosity
values have much more subtle differences. A large fluid viscosity has a net negative
effect on ride comfort and road holding, but a positive effect on working space.
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Figure 5.11 Half-car acceleration PSDs with variation in fluid viscosity (in Nsm' );
baseline value is 0.05 N s m"“

Frequency (Hz)

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 5.12 Half-car suspension deflection and tyre force PSDs with variation in fluid
viscosity (in N sirf2); baseline value is 0.05 N sirf2

5.9 High frequency simulation results and discussion
The simulations in this section are based on the unweighted bounce and roll acceleration
responses to the aforementioned road disturbance from 0 to 1000 Hz. It is noted that the
vehicle model used here is not detailed enough to accurately represent high frequency
vehicle dynamics; nor is the description of the external force adequate for such a
frequency range. Rather than accurately predicting high frequency vehicle response, the
objective of this section is to indicate overall trends in parameter effects and the
frequency range over which these effects are likely to occur. This could serve as a basis
for future investigation. Although direct human perception of vibration is greatly
diminished at frequencies above the ride range (up to-30Hz), the acceleration PSDs
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are studied here up to 1000 Hz in recognition of the fact that vibration readily manifests
as highly perceptible noise at higher frequencies.
5.9.1 Baseline HIS and conventional suspension vehicles
Figure 5.13 shows the simulated response plots for the baseline HIS, equivalent bounce
and equivalent roll vehicles. As expected, the HIS vehicle response is almost identical
to that of the equivalent vehicle in the corresponding mode in the low frequency range.
Interestingly, the graphs show a departure in the two curves at about 40 Hz and 60 Hz
(bounce and roll, respectively) which indicates the beginning of fluid compressibility
effects. In each of the HIS curves, the large peak coincides well with the first fluiddominated modes of around 180 Hz found with the free vibration analysis in Chapter 4,
and the second peak corresponds well with the fluid-dominated modes found around
660 Hz. It is also noted that the fluid-dominated modes in roll are more heavily damped
than the ones in bounce, as found in Chapter 4.

-ins
- Eq Bounce

- Eq Bounce

- Eq Roll

Frequency (Hz)

• Eq Roll

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 5.13 Half-car vehicle high frequency acceleration response PSDs

5.9.2 Sensitivity analysis
In this section, a number of HIS parameters which significantly affect the vehicle’s
high-frequency dynamics are identified and investigated within the constraint that the
vehicle’s desirable low-frequency dynamics are maintained. These parameters are then
varied in isolation from the baseline value to illustrate their effects on the system’s
frequency response. The parameters selected for investigation are: the overall hydraulic
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line length; damper valve location; accumulator location; and hydraulic oil bulk
modulus. Simulations suggest that these parameters influence the higher frequency,
fluid-dominated system modes greatly, while having minimal impact on the lower
frequency multi-body-dominated modes.

The effect of overall hydraulic line length (i.e. cylinder-to-cylinder pipe length) is
outlined in Figure 5.14. A longer pipe causes a reduction in the frequency of the fluiddominated system modes (the first natural frequency is reduced to around 110 Hz with a
5 m pipe), and this is reflected in the response curves. The curves also display
significant troughs between response peaks, meaning that a longer pipe length may be
beneficial in certain cases (e.g., to avoid a frequency match with the chassis or vehicle
body). The longer line lengths considered in the plots are probably more representative
of the lengths that would be required in a pitch-plane interconnection. Clearly, this type
of interconnection in a heavy vehicle would be likely to lead to a further reduction in the
fluid-dominated natural frequencies. This would cause more interaction between the
fluid-dominated and multi-body-dominated natural modes and would heighten the
importance of modelling the fluid system accurately.

---------1=2

Frequency (Hz)

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 5.14 Half-car high frequency acceleration PSDs with variation in overall
hydraulic line length (in m); baseline value is 2 m
The effect of damper valve location (defined by jq in Figure 5.15) is displayed in
Figure 5.16. The curves show that the damper valve position has little impact on the
vehicle response in either mode. One potentially important effect valve location does
have, however, is on higher frequency modal damping, with the mid-span valve position
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increasing damping significantly in the 180 Hz mode compared to the original
(baseline) valve position at the cylinders (a free vibration analysis reveals that the
bounce damping for the 180 Hz mode increases from 7% with x, = 0 to above 13% with
x, = 1 m). However, the same increase in damping is not apparent at the next peak,
around 660 Hz. This can be explained by observing the fluid flow ripple mode shapes in
Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.11. It can be seen there that in the 660 Hz mode, both valve
positions - x, =0 and x, =1 m - coincide with a peak in the flow ripple curve, hence
they provide a similar level of damping in that mode. In the 180 Hz mode, though, the
flow ripple amplitude is larger at x, =1 m than at x, =0, thus the mid-line valve position
provides more damping in that mode, as confirmed in Figure 5.16. Similar observations
can be made about the anti-oppositional modes.

Cylinder
damper valve

Nitrogen-filled
accumulators

Double-acting _
hydraulic cylinder

Figure 5.15 HIS cylinder damper valve and accumulator position definition

Figure 5.17 shows the effect of accumulator location (defined by x2 in Figure 5.15) on
dynamic performance. Having the accumulator mid-span (baseline value) gives a
maximum value for the frequency of the first fluid-dominated mode, and the peak
bounce acceleration is larger than it is when the accumulator is positioned elsewhere.
However, the mid-span accumulator position gives a smaller roll acceleration peak, so
the determination of an ideal accumulator position would need to take this into account.
As mentioned in Chapter 4, the accumulator acts like a reactive resonator at higher
frequencies, which suggests that its position is critical in controlling or suppressing the
system’s fluid-dominated modes.
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Figure 5.16 Half-car high frequency acceleration PSDs with variation in damper valve
position (in m); baseline value is 0 m

Frequency (Hz)

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 5.17 Half-car high frequency acceleration PSDs with variation in accumulator
position (in m); baseline value is 1.0 m

Figure 5.18 shows the effect of hydraulic oil bulk modulus on dynamic performance.
The displayed trends are similar to the effects of pipeline length (Figure 5.14) in that all
the fluid-dominated frequencies are reduced as the bulk modulus is reduced (or the line
length is increased). However, the decreased bulk modulus also brings increased
damping in the roll mode, which is particularly apparent at higher frequencies, where
the response amplitude of the softer system throughout much of the frequency range is
much lower than the baseline system. To place these results into context, the baseline
value of /? = 1.4GPa corresponds to an effective bulk modulus for an ideal hydraulic
oil/steel pipe combination. The effective bulk modulus is affected by factors such as
entrained air and pipeline compliance, and in practice is likely to be lower than 1.4 GPa.
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A p value of 0.2 GPa (which reduces the first fluid-dominated frequency from 180 Hz
to 60 Hz) is roughly what one would expect from a hydraulic oil/hose combination in
practice [68]. Thus the selection of pipe/hose material is vital for high frequency HIS
operation.

—------- /M.4

Frequency (Hz)

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 5.18 Half-car high frequency acceleration PSDs with variation in effective
pipeline bulk modulus (in GPa); baseline value is 1.4 GPa

5.10 Summary
This chapter described the use of the HIS system equations in a typical rough-road
forced vibration application. Upon specifying a force of known frequency, the equations
become completely determined and the frequency-domain analysis proceeds as with any
other linear vehicle model.

A number of key HIS parameters were chosen and their effects on the half-car’s
dynamic performance investigated. In the 0-20 Hz frequency range, it was found that
•

the HIS half-car behaves like the conventional suspension vehicle in the
corresponding sprung-mass mode, but all vehicles display distinctive wheel
response characteristics

•

increased mean system pressure has little influence on rattlespace, but it
adversely affects ride comfort and road holding
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an increased cylinder valve loss coefficient reduces ride comfort, improves
rattlespace and has a complex, frequency-dependent influence on road holding

•

increasing the accumulator valve loss coefficient has little effect on ride comfort
and rattlespace and a negative impact on road holding

•

increased fluid viscosity worsens ride comfort and road holding, but it improves
rattlespace.

In the 0-1000 Hz frequency range, it was found that
•

the HIS response plots deviate from those of the conventional vehicle at about
40 Hz, due to fluid compressibility effects

•

an increase in overall hydraulic line length or a decrease in fluid bulk modulus
causes a marked reduction in the fluid-dominated natural frequencies

•

the position of the ‘cylinder’ (main line) damper valves affects the damping of
the fluid-dominated natural modes but not the frequency

•

the position of the accumulators affects both the damping and frequency of the
system's fluid-dominated modes, suggesting potential for (albeit limited) passive
fluid-borne noise attenuation without the use of additional components.

Chapter 6

Nonlinear Fluid Model Comparison

6.1 Introduction and rationale
In this section, an attempt is made to validate numerically the methodology outlined in
the previous chapters. To do this, an alternative, nonlinear fluid system model is
developed and integrated into the 4-DOF half-car mechanical system introduced in
Chapter 3. The half-car is then subjected to specific, short-duration ground inputs,
intended to excite particular rigid-body vehicle modes. From the ensuing transient
responses, the characteristics - the natural frequency, damping ratio and mode shape of each mode are extracted and compared to the results from the free vibration analysis
in Chapter 4.

A small-amplitude, harmonic ground input of varying frequency is also applied to the
half-car. This is used to establish the system’s steady-state response characteristics.
These frequency response functions are then compared with the results in Chapter 5.

The primary objective of the chapter is to show that the proposed impedance approach
for modelling integrated HIS and vehicle multi-body systems is methodologically
sound. A secondary objective is to outline an alternative approach for studying the
dynamics of such systems, particularly suited to analyses in the time domain.

6.2 Mechanical system model
The half-car mechanical system from Section 4.2.1 is used here. Recalling from Section
3.2.2, the equation of motion for this system is:
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My + Cy + Ky

= D, Ap(/) + fx(/)

(6.1)

Following the process outlined in Section 4.6.2, we obtain the time-domain state-space
equation:

x(0 = A(/)x(0 + f,(0

(6.2)

in which the state vector includes the pressure terms relating both to the end nodes of
the fluid circuits and to k internal nodes, as well as the flow terms relating to m internal
nodes:

x(0(12+«)xl

[y >y > P> P\nt\ i Pint > • • • ? Pint/, 5 ^intj i^iinti
2

Qintm ]

(6.3)

where n-k-Ym. The value of n depends on the fluid system’s finite element mesh,
which is determined by the desired accuracy of the solution and the particular hydraulic
layout. A higher number of finite elements means that higher frequency phenomena are
captured in the simulation.

The external force vector is f*(0(i2+«)xi = [0,M_lfx(/),0,0„xl J , in which all the elements
are of dimension 4x1 unless stated otherwise, and the system matrix is:
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in which all the elements are 4x4 unless stated otherwise. The volume matrix, V, is
now considered to be non-constant. The G, matrices describe the fluid system
dynamics, as outlined in the following section. Both G, and V are time variant as their
values depend on the system state.

6.3 Nonlinear fluid system model
To obtain the solution to equation (6.2), the dynamic state of the rigid body system and
that of the fluid circuits can be determined simultaneously using the first eight equations
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for the rigid body system and the last (« + 4) equations for the fluid circuits. This
section provides a brief description of the modelling of the fluid circuits and the
numerical solution scheme that was used to solve the differential equations.

6.3.1 Fluid component models
Damper valves: the damper valves play an important role in the HIS system, and they
usually possess nonlinear pressure-flow characteristics. These complex phenomena are
not, however, within the scope of this investigation; thus the valves are modelled again
as linear components:

(6.5)

Pipelines: a lumped parameter model of the fluid pipelines is developed by dividing
them into several elements. The mean pressure and mean flow in each element is
assumed as an arithmetic mean of the pressure and flow rate at both ends of the pipe.
The fluid flow in the pipe is assumed as one-dimensional compressible flow to
accommodate the water hammer phenomenon. Assuming the pressure losses due to
viscosity are proportional to the mean flow rate, and the magnitude of losses is the same
as the inertia and pressure forces, the momentum equation can be written as:

~T^i= (Pn ~Pn)~
4

(6-6)

where R, -%np!42 is the viscous loss coefficient, p is the fluid density, /, the pipe
length, and A, the pipe section area.

The continuity equation for the pipeline is written in terms of the mean pressure and
flow difference between the ends of the pipe element, as follows:

A(6-7)

where J3, the effective pipe-fluid bulk modulus, is assumed to be constant.
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The mean pressure and mean flow rate of each pipe element are given as the arithmetic
mean of the pressure and flow at the ends of the element, respectively:

Pi=-(Pn+P, 2)

and

4, =-(4,1+4,2)

(6.8)

Eqs. (6.6) to (6.8) apply to each pipe element. Combining them results in a set of
coupled first-order differential equations governing the pressure and flow at defined
nodal points in the fluid circuits. In general, aside from the system boundaries, one
pressure and one flow term for each line element are required in x(t) to fully describe
the system state.

Cylinder chambers: Eq. (4.9) is used to model the cylinder chambers in the finite
element model, as described in Section 4.6.2, This is a special case of the line model,
with Eq. (6.6) ignored. Fluid compressibility, described by Eq. (6.7), is, however, still
considered. The length (and hence, volume) of the cylinder chambers varies as the
sprung and unsprung masses move relative to one another. This volume change creates
a coupling nonlinearity between the mechanical and hydraulic subsystems.

Accumulators: the accumulators are modelled by assuming an adiabatic process. The
pressure and volume at any time in the accumulator - pa and Va, respectively - are
related to the precharge values, pp and Vp, as follows:

PaVI = PPVp = constant

(6.9)

where y is the ratio of specific heats for the gas.

The compressibility of the oil in the accumulator is neglected, as the oil stiffness is
much greater than that of the nitrogen contained in the bladder. The adiabatic gas law is
used to model the accumulator pressure as a function of gas volume at the precharged
pressure. Taking the partial time derivative of Eq. (6.9), and noting that the flow into the
accumulator is given by qa =-dVa/dt, the pressure gradient of the accumulator can be
written as a nonlinear function of pressure, i.e.:
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(6.10)

Thus, in summary, the hydraulic components are modelled identically to that outlined in
previous chapters, with the exception of: the accumulators, in which the non-linear ‘air
spring' effect is also included; the pipeline elements, where the viscous losses are
treated as frequency-independent and proportional to mean flow; and the cylinder
chambers, in which the nonlinearity due to volumetric change is included in the model,
but no viscous or inertial effects are considered.

6.3.2 System model and solution scheme
To obtain an overall fluid system model, the long pipelines are meshed into several
smaller elements. At each end node of each pipeline element, the fluid outflow rate of
the upstream element is equal to the inflow rate of the neighbouring downstream
element. At a junction node, the net inflow is equal to the net outflow, and the pressures
(for different fluid elements) are the same. Because of these physical constraints, not
every element requires a pressure and flow term in the state vector: some of these terms
relating to the internal nodes can be eliminated, and flow rates at the boundary nodes
can be determined from the relative motion of the rigid bodies. Through mathematical
manipulation, a set of (« + 4) first-order differential equations, which describe the
dynamics of the fluid circuits, is obtained. These equations are then combined into the
state space equation for the integrated system, Eq. (6.2).

In relation to the fluid system diagram in Chapter 4, Figure 4.1, Line a was meshed with
nodes at points X\, X2, X4, X5, Xe, X7, X%, Xg, X\\ and X\2. Combining for Line b and
eliminating dependent terms gives the internal pressure and flow vectors:

(6.11)

These form part of the system state vector in Eq. (6.3). Thus we have k = 8 internal
pressure terms, m-4 internal flow terms and a total of 16 first-order differential
equations describing the dynamics of the fluid circuits. The first four of these relate to
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the boundary pressures and form the G, matrix in Eq. (6.4). The remaining 12, relating
the internal nodal states, form G2, which is then a 12x12 matrix.

The ensuing simulations are based on specific road inputs, intended to excite particular
vehicle modes. At time 0, the system is in static equilibrium and the initial system state
can be determined from static force-balancing equations. At the next instant, the
disturbances from the specified road inputs are applied to the system, so the dynamic
state of the integrated system is determined from the state-space system model,
combining the dynamics of the rigid body system and the suspension fluid circuits. A
Runge-Kutta numerical integration method is used to solve the set of differential
equations.

*

6.4 Methodology
To determine the natural frequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes of the multi
body system, a step input was applied to both tyres. The inputs were designed to excite
single vibration modes. This was done by applying, to the right and left tyres, inputs of
identical amplitude but varying direction. To excite the bounce and synchronous wheel
hop modes, the two inputs were in the same direction; to excite the roll and oppositional
wheel hop modes, they were in opposite directions. To gauge the influence of the fluid
system nonlinearities, two input amplitudes were used: 2 mm and 20 mm. From the
simulated transient responses, the modal parameters of all four vibration modes of the
multi-body system were determined using the State Variable Method [91]. It should be
noted that, because the system is nonlinear, the terms ‘natural frequency’, ‘damping
ratio’, ‘mode’ and ‘mode shape’ are applied loosely - they refer to the dominant
harmonic in the system’s transient response.

In the case of the steady-state response - used to determine the frequency response
functions (FRFs) - a series of harmonic inputs was applied to the left tyre. The
frequency of the inputs was successively increased, in small steps from 0 to 20 Hz, and
the steady state response of the system to each input was recorded. The FFT of each
variable’s response at each frequency was then used to obtain the amplitude of the
fundamental frequency of the given response. This amplitude, for each displacement
variable and each frequency, was then divided by the amplitude of the input. This
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allowed for a direct comparison with the FRFs developed in Chapter 5. To gauge the
influence of nonlinearities, two input amplitudes were employed: 20 mm and 50 mm.

6.5 Results
6.5.1 Step response
The obtained transient responses to the two step inputs are shown in Figure 6.1 and
Figure 6.2 for the 2 mm and 20 mm amplitudes, respectively. It can be seen that in the
case of the bounce excitation (left plots), the response of the two wheels is
indistinguishable and there is negligible roll response. In the roll excitation (right plots),
the right and left wheels have identical displacement amplitudes, but in opposite
directions. The bounce response in this case is negligible.

E

1.5

Time (s)

Time (s)

Figure 6.1 Transient responses for 2 mm step input: bounce excitation (left) and roll
excitation (right)

The obtained modal characteristics for the bounce and roll modes with 2 mm and
20 mm input amplitudes are shown in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2, respectively. The results
for the wheel hop modes are shown in Table 6.3 and Table 6.4. Each table also includes
the modal properties found with the previously outlined hydraulic impedance method.
The two methods are compared directly in Table 6.5, which shows the differences
between the corresponding results.
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Figure 6.2 Transient responses for 20 mm step input: bounce excitation (left) and roll
excitation (right)

Table 6.1 Comparison of results for bounce and roll modes with finite element fluid
system model and 2 mm amplitude ground input
Mode

&

fluid

Roll

Bounce

modelling technique

Impedance

FEM

Impedance

FEM

Frequency (Hz)
Damping ratio
State variable (5)
Left wheel (ywi)
Right wheel (yMT)
Centre of gravity (yv)
Roll angle (0)

fr 1.14

fn~ 115

fr2-59

£,=0.392
-2.814 ±6.602/

£=0.388
-2.808 ± 6.663/
0.069 - 0.070/
0.069 - 0.070/
1
0

£=0.400
-6.497 ± 14.91/
-0.185 ±0.204/
0.185 -0.204/
0
1

/*=2.60
£=0.397
-6.491 ± 15.00/
-0.188 ±0.205/
0.188 - 0.205/
0
1

0.068 - 0.070/
0.068 - 0.070/
1
0

Table 6.2 Comparison of results for bounce and roll modes with finite element fluid
system model and 20 mm amplitude ground input
Mode & fluid
modelling technique

Frequency (Hz)
Damping ratio
State variable (5)
Left wheel (yM,/)
Right wheel (yHT)
Centre of gravity (yv)
Roll angle (9)

Bounce

Roll

Impedance

FEM

Impedance

FEM

fr L14

/*=1.08
£=0.344
-2.478 ± 6.786/
0.076 - 0.064/
0.076 - 0.064/
1
0

fr2-59

/»=2.43
£=0.349
-5.591 ± 15.28/
-0.215 ±0.196/
0.215-0.196/
0
1

£=0.392
-2.814 ±6.602/
0.068 - 0.070/
0.068 - 0.070/
1
0

£=0.400
-6.497 ± 14.91/
-0.185 ±0.204/
0.185 - 0.204/
0
1
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Table 6.3 Comparison of results for wheel hop modes with Finite element fluid system
model and 2 mm amplitude ground input
Mode

&

fluid

Synchronous wheel hop

Oppositional wheel hop

modelling technique

Impedance

FEM

Impedance

FEM

Frequency (Hz)
Damping ratio
State variable {s)
Left wheel (yw/)
Right wheel (yMT)
Centre of gravity (yv)
Roll angle (0)

fr 10.6

fn= 10.9

( = 0.452
-31.04 + 61.31/

/«=10.2
(=0.889
-57.03 ± 29.42/
1
-1
0
0.295 - 0.187/

fn= H.O

(=0.445
-29.65 ± 59.65/
1
1
-0.015 + 0.085/
0

1
1
-0.021 +0.081/
0

(=0.943
-65.24 + 23.00/
1
-1
0
0.317-0.124/

Table 6.4 Comparison of results for wheel hop modes with finite element fluid system
model and 20 mm amplitude ground input
Mode & fluid

Synchronous wheel hop

Oppositional wheel hop

modelling technique

Impedance

FEM

Impedance

FEM

Frequency (Hz)
Damping ratio
State variable (5)
Left wheel (ywf)
Right wheel (ywr)
Centre of gravity (yv)
Roll angle (0)

/»=10.6
^=0.445
-29.65 ± 59.65/
1

/*=10.8
(=0.451
-30.61 ± 60.54/
1
1
-0.034 + 0.066/
0

fn= 10.2

fn= 12.6

^=0.889
-57.03 ± 29.42/
1
-1
0
0.295 - 0.187/

^=0.989
-78.54+ 11.94/

1

-0.015 + 0.085/
0

1
-1
0
0.300 - 0.040/

Table 6.5 Parameter difference comparison between impedance and FEM methods for
all modes - 2 mm and 20 mm amplitude ground input
Mode

Bounce

Roll

Synchronous

Oppositional

wheel hop

wheel hop

2 mm amplitude
fn

|y,(0|*
4y.(0)c

0.79%

0.50%

3.16%

7.79%

-0.94%

-0.60%

1.51%

6.12%

1.33%

1.09%

-3.59%

-2.46%

0.52°

0.31°

4.48°

11.04°

-5.3%

-6.2%

1.9%

24%

-12%

-13%

1.3%

11%

1.8%

5.5%

-14.3%

-13.2%

5.9°

5.5°

17.5°

24.9°

20 mm amplitude
fn

r
|y«(0|*
z(y»(0)c

“ A positive sign indicates that the FEM value is more than the impedance value (% expressed w.r.t. to the
impedance value). h i is chosen to represent the non-dominant, non-zero modal coefficient. c A positive
phase difference indicates that the FEM coefficient leads the impedance coefficient.
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6.5.2 Forced vibration
The FRFs obtained with the impedance and FEM fluid models are plotted in Figure 6.3.
Each variable is normalised with respect to the input at the left wheel.

Impedance
FEM-20mm
FEM-5 0mm

-1 0.4

Impedance
FEM-20mm
FEM-50mm

£ 0.4

Frequency [FHz]

Frequency [Hz]

Impedance
FEM-20mm
FEM-5 0mm

Frequency [Hz]

Impedance
FEM-20mm
FEM-50mm

Frequency [Hz]

Figure 6.3 Frequency response functions for left wheel input: comparison between
impedance and finite element fluid system models

6.6 Discussion
6.6.1 Step response
Although modal parameter determination from a damped step response is an
approximate method, the results from the transient responses, in general, show excellent
agreement with those found using the impedance method.

For the 2 mm input, the properties of the bounce and roll modes are almost identical,
and those for the synchronous wheel hop mode also show good agreement. However, a
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larger discrepancy is found in the parameters pertaining to the oppositional wheel hop
mode. This relatively large discrepancy is probably due to the very high level of
damping in that mode and the associated difficulties in extracting modal parameters
from a heavily damped response.

For the 20 mm input, the results obtained with the two methods still agree quite well,
although differences of between 10 and 15% were found in some parameters. This
suggests that for larger deterministic road inputs, the linearised approach presented here
has reduced reliability.

One point of note is that the roll mode properties match about as well as those of the
bounce mode, even though the main difference between the two models, the
accumulator nonlinearity, should be a significant factor in roll but not in bounce.

6.6.2 Forced vibration
The forced vibration results obtained with the two methods show excellent agreement
with a 20 mm input amplitude and very good agreement with a 50 mm input amplitude.
The biggest discrepancies are found, as expected, around the response peaks, where the
amplitude-dependent nonlinearities are most pronounced.

Unlike the step response results, a much larger discrepancy is observed here in the roll
response than in the bounce response, indicating that the accumulator nonlinearity plays
a role, at least when the input amplitude is 50 mm.

6.7 Summary
This chapter has presented an alternative approach for modelling the dynamics of HISequipped vehicles. It is based on a finite element fluid model and a numerical solution
scheme, and it can therefore accommodate system nonlinearities. In practice, these
nonlinearities may include internal HIS properties, such as the pressure-flow
relationship in the damper valves, or external phenomena, such as friction in the piston
rod seals. However, for simplicity, these effects were not included in the simulations,
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and the only nonlinearities modelled were the accumulator air spring effect and the
state-dependent cylinder chamber volume.

The half-car was subjected to specific road inputs and the FEM-based model was used
to extract both the vehicle’s modal properties from the transient responses and its
steady-state forced vibration response characteristics. These were then compared with
the results obtained in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 using the impedance method. It was
found that the results compared extremely well with small input amplitudes (2 mm for
the step input and 20 mm for the harmonic input) and reasonably well in the case of
larger input amplitudes (20 mm step and 50 mm harmonic).

The results suggest that the basic methodology underpinning both approaches is sound.
They also suggest that the linear impedance method is probably best suited to
applications involving small-amplitude, rough-road disturbances, rather than larger
deterministic road inputs.

Chapter 7

Experimental Verification

7.1 Introduction and rationale
In this section, an attempt is made to experimentally validate the methodology outlined
in the previous chapters. As there is an abundance of information on hydraulic
component modelling and testing already in the literature, the focus of this chapter will
instead be on a physical realisation of the integrated half-car system of Chapter 3,
without any attention given to individual components. It is noted, however, that in
general, accurate component models are required to deliver reliable system-level results,
although the relative importance of the individual components depends on the particular
application. (For a ride analysis in the 0-20 Hz range, for example, the most important
components are likely to be the damper valves, accumulators, restrictive fittings and
compliant hoses.)

The test rig, specially designed at the University of Technology, Sydney (UTS), is novel
for two reasons. It is, to the author’s knowledge, unique in being a full-scale half- as
opposed to quarter-car rig, thus including, in a simple manner, the interactions between
multiple wheel stations. It is also the only known experimental apparatus with the
specific purpose of testing HIS systems, without the complexity associated with
installing such a system on an actual vehicle.

The test program consists of both free and forced vibration testing. The free vibration
testing is used to determine the stiffness and damping of the bounce and roll modes,
from which the numerical value of the damper valve loss coefficients is estimated. This
value is used in simulations to compare the experimental forced vibration data with the
theoretical predictions.
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7.2 Description of test facility
7.2.1 General layout
I he free and forced vibration experiments were performed on the half-car test rig shown
in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2. The rig was designed, manufactured and operated at UTS.
It consists of two unsprung masses, each with a vertical degree of freedom, and the
sprung mass, with two degrees of freedom: bounce and roll. The unsprung masses are
constrained laterally (defined as per convention: left-right in Figure 7.1) and
longitudinally (left-right in Figure 7.2) by small roller bearings running along four
circular, vertical guide rails, as shown in Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4. The sprung mass is
laterally constrained by two roller bearings, which guide its centroidal axis vertically,
and longitudinally constrained by four ‘drop links' which are attached to the top mount
guide brackets. These brackets are in turn constrained vertically by the circular guide
rails and roller bearings, in a manner similar to the unsprung masses.

Figure 7.1 Half-car test rig (main view)
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The rig was designed specifically to operate like the four degree of freedom half-car
model introduced in Chapter 3, so the sprung and unsprung masses were designed to
remain sufficiently rigid throughout the main frequency range of interest (0-25 Hz).

One double-acting hydraulic cylinder is placed at each wheel station, so the rig can
accommodate any two-wheel HIS arrangement, whether anti-oppositional or antisynchronous. The position of the piston in the hydraulic cylinder can be varied, as can
the sprung mass and roll inertia. The hydraulic cylinders are connected to the sprung
mass through the vertically-guided top mount brackets, which can accommodate either
rigid or conventional rubber top mounts. Rigid, vertical ‘drop links’, pinned at both
ends, connect the top mount brackets to the sprung mass, which allows for the small
lateral movements of the sprung mass associated with roll motion and introduces only
minor geometric nonlinearities. The piston rods are attached rigidly to their respective
unsprung masses. External force application, when required, is provided via an external
servovalve hydraulic system and an actuator attached rigidly to the underside of one of
the unsprung masses (right hand side in Figure 7.1).

All the results presented in this thesis relate to testing with rubber top mounts, with the
pistons positioned in the centre of their strokes, and with four sprung mass/roll inertia
combinations. The HIS mean system pressure and pipeline arrangement were varied
throughout the testing.
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Figure 7.2 Haif-car test rig (top view)

Figure 7.3 Schematic of half-car test rig guide rails and roller bearings (side view)
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Figure 7.4 Schematic of half-car test rig low friction roller bearings (top view)

7.2.2 Hydraulic system layout
Two

hydraulic

system

arrangements

were tested:

anti-oppositional

and

anti-

synchronous, shown in Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6, respectively. The anti-oppositional
arrangement is considered the baseline set-up, and was the only HIS arrangement used
in the free vibration testing. Experiments with the baseline set-up were performed with
and without cylinder damper valves and with steel pipeline of 500 mm length. Two pipe
diameters were tested: 13.3 mm and 16.5 mm. The anti-synchronous testing was
conducted with the cylinder damper valves installed and with 500 mm long, 13.3 mm
diameter steel pipe. With both arrangements, two 12.7 mm diameter flexible hoses - of
300 mm (Hose 1) and 500 mm (Hose 2) length - were used concurrently.

The mean system pressure, p, for the free vibration testing was 10 bar; pressures of 15,
20 and 25 bar were used for each set of forced vibration tests. The accumulators are
320 cc, and were pre-charged to 2 bar gauge pressure. The one-way damper valves
consist of a shim-stack-and-spring arrangement, chosen during the free vibration testing
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to achieve a bounce damping ratio of approximately 40%. Each hydraulic line includes
a quick release coupling to allow simultaneous pressure charging of both circuits, thus
ensuring pressure equalisation throughout the system.

Figure 7.5 Schematic of hydraulic layout for anti-oppositional half-car testing

Pipe 1
Hose 1

Hose 2

Hose 2

Hose 1

Figure 7.6 Schematic of hydraulic layout for anti-synchronous half-car testing

7.2.3 Mechanical system parameters
The half-car model parameters used in this chapter differ from those used in previous
sections. The mechanical subsystem is described by the properties shown in Table 7.1
and Table 7.2. During the free vibration testing, the sprung mass and roll inertia were
varied between mass configurations 1, 2 and 3. In the forced vibration experiments,
only mass configuration 4 was used.
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Table 7.1 Constant parameters of the half-car experimental rig mechanical subsystem
Symbol

Value

Units

Description

b.

0.75

m

Distance from c.g. to suspension strut (subscript j = r,l)

nij

51.1/49.4

kg

Unsprung mass with/without hydraulic system installed

K’K

20.6, 20.4

kN m'1

Mechanical suspension spring stiffness (left, right)

KrK

182.8, 185.6

kN m '

Tyre spring stiffness (left, right)

Ct/

0

Nsm'1

Tyre damping

Table 7.2 Variable mass properties of the half-car experimental rig
Symbol

Value

Units

Description

Mass configuration 1
M

648.8/645.7

kg

Sprung mass with/without hydraulic system installed

I

347.4/345.6

kg m2

Sprung mass roll inertia with/without hydraulic system installed

Mass configuration 2
M

648.8/645.7

kg

Sprung mass with/without hydraulic system installed

I

271.7/269.9

kg m2

Sprung mass roll inertia with/without hydraulic system installed

Mass configuration 3
M

648.8/645.7

kg

Sprung mass with/without hydraulic system installed

1

159.3/157.6

kg m2

Sprung mass roll inertia with/without hydraulic system installed

Mass configuration 4
M

599.6

kg

Sprung mass with hydraulic system installed

1

261.3

kg m2

Sprung mass roll inertia with hydraulic system installed

7.2.4 Instrumentation and data acquisition
A diagram of the half-car rig data acquisition layout is shown in Figure 7.7. The data
recorded are: the (absolute) vertical displacement of both unsprung masses; the vertical
acceleration of the right unsprung mass and the left and right sides of the sprung mass;
and the hydraulic pressure near the outlet of each of the four cylinder chambers. An
additional displacement transducer is also used on the left unsprung mass to control the
input force. The technical specifications of the sensors used on the rig are given in
Table 7.3.
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Conditioner/multiplexer
Input force
control
system

DAQ Card

PC with LabVIEW
displaying time and
frequency data

User inspection

PCB accelerometer
Keyence displacement
transducer

Data saved

Displacement transducer
for input feedback

Data
processing

AST pressure sensor

Figure 7.7 Schematic of half-car test rig data acquisition layout

Table 7.3 Technical specifications for the sensors used on the half-car rig
Sensor
Measured quantity

Description

Make

Model

PCB Piezotronics

393C

Acceleration (right

Seismic, quartz, integrated

unsprung, left & right

circuit piezoelectric

sprung)

accelerometer

Displacement (left &

Non-contact laser displacement

Keyence

right unsprung)

sensor

Corporation

Pressure (all four

One-piece, stainless steel, strain

American Sensor

cylinder chambers)

gauge pressure sensor

Technologies

LB-72

AST4000

Measuring
range

+2.5 g

±10 mm

0-100 bar

Frequency
range

Resoluti
on

0.025-800

0.0001 g

Hz

rms

0-200 Hz

0-1000 Hz

0.015
mm
<0.05
bar rms

Accuracy or
linearity
< 1 % least squares
BFSL

1% FS

< ±0.5% BFSL
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The signals from the sensors undergo conditioning through the 8-Channel Isolation
Amplifier (National Instruments, model NI SCXI-1125), before being sent to the PC,
equipped with a National Instruments data acquisition card comprising a 12-bit A/D
converter (model NI DAQCard-6024E). The PC, using LabVIEW software, graphically
displays both time and frequency information, allowing the user to inspect the data
before saving each data window to disk. The relatively large amount of data in each
snapshot (2048 data points) combined with small increments in the frequency step
(0.1 Hz throughout most of the 0-11 Hz driving range and 0.25 Hz above 11 Hz driving
frequency) suggests that the results would be very repeatable, and this was found to be
the case empirically. The sample rate for the free vibration testing was 100 Hz, and for
the forced vibration testing it ranged from 250 Hz (at driving frequencies below 1 Hz)
to 1500 Hz (for driving frequencies above 5 Hz).

The data processing undertaken subsequent to the experiment included unit conversions
and, in the case of the acceleration/displacement data, normalisation with reference to
the input. The acceleration of the left and right sides of the sprung mass were also
converted to the more convenient coordinates of bounce and roll.

7.2.5 External force application
The forced vibration testing was performed with a single harmonic input applied
directly to the left unsprung mass (right hand side in Figure 7.1) with a double-acting
hydraulic cylinder, as shown in Figure 7.8. This, in effect, reduced the mechanical half
car system to one determined and three undetermined degrees-of-freedom. The actuator
was driven by an external electrohydraulic servovalve system, illustrated schematically
in Figure 7.9. The input force was governed by a constant amplitude, harmonic
displacement control signal from a custom Moog Hydraulic Servo Controller and a
Wavetek 75 Arbitrary Waveform Generator. The actual applied force, however,
depends on the system hardware, and, as discussed in Section 7.6, it was found that
beyond driving frequencies of 10 Hz the actuator did not follow faithfully the input
control signal.
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Figure 7.8 Hydraulic actuator and servo-valve for half-car external force application

Left
unsprung
mass N

Servovalve

Motor &
pump

Displacement
transducer

Moog
controller

Waveform
generator

User input frequency &
amplitude

Figure 7.9 Schematic of half-car test rig input force system

User
inspection
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7.3 Testing methodology
7.3.1 General
Prior to undertaking each test, whether free or forced vibration, a standard procedure
was followed to ensure that the rig was set-up correctly.

In relation to the mechanical system, it was ensured that the circular guide rails were all
purely vertical. If needed, adjustments were made to the rails’ orientation via micro
adjustment clamps at the top of the frame. Uniform contact between all the roller
bearings and guide rails was also checked.

With the hydraulic system, the main concerns were: ensuring that the static pressure
was equal in both lines (easily achieved by charging the system through the removable
pressure equalising line); minimising the amount of entrained air in the oil (by careful
bleeding after each hydraulic component change); and setting the pistons to be
positioned at the midpoint of the stroke. The last objective was achieved by using the
relation:

Ax = ^-(Ar-AB)
K

(7.1)

where ks is the suspension spring stiffness; Ar and AB are the areas of the top and
bottom of the piston, respectively. Ap = p - pref and Ax = xs( , — xs(ref) pertain to the
mean system pressure and mean suspension deflection, respectively, and refer to the
difference between the operating value and some arbitrary reference value.

7.3.2 Free vibration
The free vibration tests involved a series of single, human-applied, short duration
impulses exerted on the sprung mass. First, four such impulses were applied to the left
side of the sprung mass, then four to the right side. The magnitudes of all eight impulses
were approximately equal, yet because the force was human-applied, variations
inevitably occurred. After each impulse, the system was left to return to its equilibrium
state before another impulse was applied. Each of the eight free decay responses was
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recorded and analysed, as outlined in [92]. The main objective of the testing for our
present purposes was to determine the (approximate) bounce and roll natural
frequencies and damping ratios. This was done by averaging the eight responses and by
assuming that the duration of the applied force was infinitesimal. These damping ratios
were then used to calculate the approximate damper valve loss coefficients for use in the
forced vibration response predictions.

A secondary objective of the free vibration testing was to establish the level of
unintentional damping produced by friction in the guide bearings and drop links and the
level of structural damping in the suspension and tyre springs. This was determined by
conducting free vibration tests without the hydraulic system installed. Aside from these
tests, experiments were also performed with the baseline anti-oppositional hydraulic set
up, both with and without cylinder dampers installed. In both cases, the mean system
pressure was set to 10 bar.

7.3.3 Forced vibration
The forced vibration tests were performed by applying a constant-amplitude, harmonic
input to the left unsprung mass. The frequency of the input, of ±2.6mm nominal
amplitude, was varied in small increments (<0.25Hz) and data were recorded at each
frequency step. Preliminary testing in the 1-8 Hz input frequency range revealed that
system nonlinearities were significant at input amplitudes below about ±2.0mm and
relatively minor at input amplitudes above about ±2.5 mm.

Due to the high transmissibilities involved, forced vibration tests were not carried out
on the undamped half-car set-up; testing was only performed with the dampers installed.
The hydraulic arrangement, however, was switched between anti-oppositional and antisynchronous, and testing was performed at 15, 20 and 25 bar with both arrangements. In
addition, two different pipeline diameters, 13.3 mm and 16.5 mm, were tested in the
anti-oppositional arrangement. During all tests, the temperature of the servovalve was
monitored to ensure that it did not exceed 90°C.

The main objective of the forced vibration testing was to determine, relative to the left
unsprung mass, the transmissibilities for the bounce, roll and right unsprung mass
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motion variables. This allows a direct comparison with the theoretical frequency
response functions described in Chapter 5.

7.4 Application of mathematical model
7.4.1 Initial approach
The initial approach used to model the test rig is identical to that introduced in
Chapter 3. The transmission matrix for each line was calculated by multiplying the
individual transfer matrices for each of the components, i.e.: cylinder chambers (treated
as pipeline elements with infinite wall stiffness); damper valves (treated as linear,
purely resistive components); hydraulic hoses (treated as pipeline elements with total
effective bulk modulus J3e =0.2GPa to account for compliance of the hose walls); the
accumulator branch junction (with the accumulator itself treated as a purely capacitive
element, and the inertial and resistive properties of the branch line neglected); and the
steel pipeline. So, for example, the transmission matrix for Line a (top left chamber to
bottom right chamber) of the anti-oppositional arrangement of Figure 7.5 is given by:
T(A)

A(.V, X)gft '

' A(iS, x)^2 ’ •/^(*^) •^)/J>i ’

(*^)' A(^»

h\

' ^v " ^(*^5 ^)tl

(7*2)

where the subscripts ‘BR’, ‘V’, ‘H\ ‘P’, T and ‘TL’ mean, respectively, bottom right
cylinder chamber, damper valve, hose, pipe, junction, and top left cylinder chamber. An
iterative approach was used with this model to determine the damper valve loss
coefficients to match the damping ratios obtained in the free vibration testing. These
loss coefficients were then used in the initial simulations - hereafter denoted ‘Theory 1 ’
- for comparison with the forced vibration test results.

7.4.2 Recalculation of effective valve loss coefficient
Since no component-level experimental testing of the damper valves was conducted in
this study, a question arises over the accuracy of the numerical value employed here and
the underlying linear pressure loss assumption. For this reason, an alternative loss
coefficient, based on the forced vibration testing, was determined and used in some
simulations. The new coefficient was calculated by minimising the sum-of-squares
error, £, between the theoretical transmissibilities - indicated with the superscript ‘f -
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and the experimental ones - with superscript ‘e’ - over the n data points in the
frequency range, /, from 0 to 20 Hz:

2

1

----

ii

___

|_ y'M) |

X(/)|

2 "
|*'(/)|
T|_ |
_

|^(/)

|X/(/)| |

yeMi)\_

1

n

ylM)

1

-

1" ylr(fi) |

(7.3)

yeM.)

Thus, for each test set-up, one ‘best-fit’ loss coefficient is determined based on all three
transmissibilities. This approach is referred to as ‘Theory 2’ in the following sections.

7.4.3 Inclusion of rubber bushing model
Another factor considered in the theoretical modelling was the compliance of the
cylinders’ rubber top mounts. These were modelled as spring elements, of stiffness kh,
in series with the cylinders, as shown in Figure 7.10. Recalling from Chapter 3 that part
of the C\s) matrix - the damping contribution from the hydraulic sub-system includes the term E(T) = |^Z 1 (s) - R] , then the rubber compliance is incorporated into
the model by adjusting E as follows:

(7.4)

E(5) = [Z-'(5)-5Ai-Rj'

where the Ah matrix is:

A,

AiA2

0

0

42

0

0

0

-Al

A3A4

0

-A3A4

A]

in which A,, i = 1,2,3,4, refers to the area of the piston in the corresponding cylinder
chamber (see Figure 3.1). In comparing the modelling to the experimental data, the
inclusion of the top mounts, in conjunction with a ‘best-fit’ valve loss coefficient (as
discussed in Section 7.4.2), formed ‘Theory 3’, discussed in subsequent sections.
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Sprung mass

Top mount
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Hydrualic
cylinder

Unsprung
mass

Figure 7.10 Inclusion of rubber top mount in the model (left side only shown)

7.5 Experimental results
7.5.1 Free vibration
The free vibration results - that is, the natural frequencies and damping ratios for the
bounce and roll modes, based on the test methodology outlined in Section 7.3.2 - are
shown in Table 7.4, Table 7.5 and Table 7.6. Table 7.4 relates to testing with no
hydraulic system installed, and the results indicate that the unintentional damping in the
system is very low (f < 1% for all tests).
Table 7.4 Bounce and roll natural frequencies and damping ratios from free vibration
testing: no hydraulic system installed
Bounce mode

Roll mode

Mass configuration

COn (rad/s)

$(%)

(On (rad/s)

1°

7.66

0.3

8.03

0.6

2°

7.66

0.2

9.08

0.8

3a

7.66

0.2

11.87

0.8

a Defined in Table 7.2.

The results for testing with the (anti-oppositional) hydraulic system without damper
valves installed are shown in Table 7.5. From the results, a number of points are
evident. The addition of the hydraulic system without damper valves increases the
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damping ratio of both modes by 3 to 4 per cent. This is due to viscous fluid flow
through the hydraulic lines and fittings. It can also be seen that the bounce mode is
softened slightly by the hydraulic system - as found via simulation in Section 4.5 - and
the roll mode, as expected, is significantly stiffened by it.
Table 7.5 Bounce and roll natural frequencies and damping ratios from free vibration
testing: hydraulic system installed without damper valves; p — 10 bar
Bounce mode

Roll mode

Mass configuration

(On (rad/s)

£(%)

COn (rad/s)

S(%)

1°

7.57

3.4

11.77

4.3

2°

7.60

3.8

13.28

4.7

3°

7.58

4.1

17.19

5.0

'

11 Defined in Table 7.2.

Finally, Table 7.6 shows the results for free vibration testing with the hydraulic system
and cylinder valves installed. To illustrate a typical response from the test-rig, Figure
7.11 shows the eight free decay responses relating to mass configuration 2 that were
averaged to obtain the values in the corresponding row of Table 7.6. The table also
shows the approximate valve loss coefficients required, in simulations, to deliver the
experimentally obtained bounce and roll damping ratios. It can be seen that in each case
these values are identical - 2.665xl09 kg s 'm’4 for the cylinder dampers; 0, as
expected, for the (uninstalled) accumulator dampers - suggesting that the testing
methodology was sufficiently robust to deliver repeatable results.

It is noted that the natural frequencies for both modes in Table 7.6 are consistently
higher than the corresponding values in Table 7.5. There are two possible reasons for
this. The first is that extracting the natural frequency from a heavily damped free decay
response is an approximate method and may therefore be subject to inaccuracies. The
second is that the accumulators installed on the test-rig may have lost some pre-charge
pressure in the intervening time between the two rounds of tests (about 3 months).
Observation of the results from the (later still) forced vibration testing gives credence to
the latter explanation; the fact that the bounce mode is also markedly affected, however,
lends weight to the former. It is most likely a combination of both effects.
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Table 7.6 Bounce and roll natural frequencies, damping ratios and approximate valve
loss coefficients from free vibration testing: hydraulic system installed with damper
valves; p = 10 bar
Bounce mode

Approx. kv (kg s’m4)

Roll mode

Mass configuration

(Dn (rad/s)

£(%)

(On (rad/s)

$(%)

LnoO

1°

7.85

40.9

12.45

17.5

2.665xl09

0

2°

7.85

40.9

14.16

19.7

2.665X109

0

3°

7.85

40.9

18.94

25.2

2.665X109

0

l acc)

/Vv(

° Defined in Table 7.2.
Left Accelerometer

Right Accelerometer

Time (s)

Time (s)

cmw

E

CM
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i
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£

1
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to

1

Figure 7.11 Sprung mass free decay responses after short duration impulse for the half
car rig with hydraulic system and dampers installed (mass configuration 2) [92]
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7.5.2 Forced vibration
The forced vibration results - that is, the obtained transmissibilities, relative to the input
at the left unsprung mass, of the right unsprung mass and the sprung mass bounce and
roll modes - are shown in Figure 7.12, Figure 7.13 and Figure 7.14. Each of the plots
shows the frequency responses for testing at mean pressures of 15, 20 and 25 bar.

It is immediately apparent from the graphs that the mean system pressure has a
significant effect on the transmissibility of the right wheel. In the anti-oppositional case,
the roll mode is also significantly affected around its single peak, as is the bounce mode
in the anti-synchronous arrangement. As expected, at higher mean pressure, the
accumulator ‘gas spring' is stiffer, thus generally leading to higher transmissibilities
over most of the frequency range, as well as reduced damping.

The first two result plots, Figure 7.12 and Figure 7.13, illustrate that the effect the
pipeline diameter has on the transmissibility is very small and difficult to characterise.
At mean pressures of 15 and 20 bar, the larger pipe diameter appears to provide,
counter-intuitively, a slightly higher level of damping to the right wheel at the wheel
hop frequency (~10 Ffz). This may be due to a larger (compared to the 13.3 mm
diameter pipe) step-change in the internal diameter at both ends of the 16.5 mm
diameter pipe, for which the modelling did not account. At 25 bar, however, the right
wheel transmissibilities with the two pipe diameters are almost identical. The bounce
and roll plots indicate a negligible influence of the pipe diameter on the
transmissibilities at all mean pressures.
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Figure 7.13
Transmissibilities from forced vibration testing: anti-oppositional
arrangement; dp = 16.5 mm; p = 15,20,25 bar
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7.5.3 Comparison with theory
In this section, the experimental data presented in Figure 7.12 and Figure 7.14 - both
arrangements with <7^=13.3 mm - are compared with the theoretical predictions ‘Theory 1’, ‘Theory T and ‘Theory 3', from Section 7.4. The valve loss coefficients and
corresponding sum-of-squares error terms for each experiment and modelling approach
are shown in Table 7.7. And in Figure 7.15 through to Figure 7.20, the theoretical
transmissibilities obtained with Theory 1

and Theory 2 are plotted with the

experimental data.

From Table 7.7 it is clear that in all the tests Theory 2 achieves the best fit with the
experimental data, while Theory 3 performs the worst - hence only Theory 1 and
Theory 2 transmissibilities are shown in the plots. The table also shows that the best-fit
valve loss coefficients obtained with Theory 2 are reasonably close (< 15% difference)
to the values found in the free vibration testing, especially at 15 and 20 bar mean
pressure. The best-fit kv values, with both Theory 2 and Theory 3, increase with higher
p values. This phenomenon is discussed further in Section 7.6.
Table 7.7 Valve loss coefficients and sum-of-squares error from forced vibration
testing: dp = 13.3 mm; p = 15,20,25 bar
Theory 1

Theory 2

Theory 3

P

kv x 10^

(bar)

(kg s' V4)

Anti-oppositional

15

2.665

0.776

2.659

0.776

3.246

1.288

Anti-oppositional

20

2.665

1.622

2.932

1.290

3.541

2.010

Anti-oppositional

25

2.665

3.893

3.089

2.689

3.702

5.016

Anti-synchronous

15

2.665

1.539

2.549

1.506

3.023

2.181

Anti-synchronous

20

2.665

1.682

2.735

1.665

3.297

4.345

Anti-synchronous

25

2.665

4.243

3.078

3.428

3.474

7.321

Arrangement

^xlO2

kv x 10 9

£Xl02

kv x 10 9

€ xlO2

(kg s''m‘4)

(kg s-'m'4)

The agreement between the modelling and the experimental data shown in Figure 7.15
through to Figure 7.20 is, in general, quite good. It is noted that the right wheel response
is predicted more accurately at higher mean pressures. This may be because the larger
response amplitude associated with higher system pressure makes any friction in the
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guide bearings (and elsewhere) proportionately less significant. Also of note is that,
with both arrangements at p = 15 bar, the right wheel damping around the wheel hop
frequency (~9 Hz) is much lower than predicted. This is most likely due to the
nonlinearity in the damper valves; they may be operating near the end of the transition
region (see Section 7.6).

The predicted roll response in the anti-oppositional arrangement and the bounce
response in the anti-synchronous case agree very well with the obtained data. One
reason for this could be, again, the higher transmissibilities involved rendering some of
the unmodelled nonlinearities (e.g., friction in the guide bearings, the drop links and the
piston rod seals) less significant than in the other responses. Although a larger response
amplitude is also likely to introduce other nonlinear effects (e.g., damper valve pressure
losses, nonlinear ‘air spring' effect, etc.), these have not caused discrepancies of any
note between the two sets of data.

The least accurate predictions are of the anti-oppositional bounce response and the antisynchronous roll response. In each of these plots, the trend of the curve matches the data
points reasonably well, but the predicted response is shifted down the frequency range
slightly. This indicates that, in the given mode, the system possesses either reduced
stiffness or increased inertia in comparison with the theoretical model. Given that the
main factor in common with the two modes (anti-oppositional bounce and antisynchronous roll) is a flow distribution involving predominantly chamber-to-chamber
flow (i.e., with minimal accumulator flow), it seems likely that underestimated fluid
inertial effects could account for this discrepancy. This is a potential topic for further
investigation.
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Comparison between experimental and theoretical frequency responses:
anti-oppositional arrangement; dp =13.3 mm; p = 15 bar
Figure 7.15
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Figure 7.16 Comparison between experimental and theoretical frequency responses:
anti-oppositional arrangement; dp= 13.3 mm; p = 20 bar
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Comparison between experimental and theoretical frequency responses:
anti-oppositional arrangement; dp =13.3 mm; p = 25 bar

Figure 7.17
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Figure 7.18 Comparison between experimental and theoretical frequency responses:
anti-synchronous arrangement; d =13.3 mm; p = 15 bar
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Comparison between experimental and theoretical frequency responses:
anti-synchronous arrangement; dp = 13.3 mm; p = 20 bar
Figure 7.19
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Figure 7.20 Comparison between experimental and theoretical frequency responses:
anti-synchronous arrangement; dp =13.3 mm; p = 25 bar
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7.6 Discussion
7.6.1 Experimental limitations
As noted in Section 7.3.3, observations during preliminary forced vibration testing
revealed that system (i.e., the test rig as a whole) nonlinearities were significant when
the amplitude of the driven displacement was below about ±2.0 mm. This was evident
from the fact that, in that range, the measured transmissibilities increased as the input
displacement increased; a phenomenon consistent with the nature of the damper valves’
nonlinearity at low flow rates (see Section 7.6.2).

These nonlinear effects were relatively minor at input amplitudes greater than ±2.5 mm,
so a nominal ±2.6 mm input was used in the final testing. It was found, however, that
hardware limitations in the electrohydraulic servovalve system meant that the nominal
input amplitude could not be achieved at driving frequencies above approximately 8 Hz,
and an input amplitude of ±2.0mm could not be reached at driving frequencies greater
than 1 1 Hz. A plot of the typical measured driving amplitude is shown in Figure 7.21. It
can be seen that the actual (measured) left wheel displacement trails off to about
±1.0 mm when a frequency of 20 Hz is reached. This may explain why, for most of the
10-20 Hz frequency range in all the tests, the experimental transmissibilities are smaller
than the predicted responses.

----- Nominal
a Measured

i

10

1

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 7.21 Typical left wheel input displacement amplitude for forced vibration tests
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Another limitation of the test rig was that the central guide bearings that vertically
constrained the centre of the sprung mass had a small amount of play in the lateral
direction. In effect, this resulted in a lateral degree-of-freedom, which manifested as a
minor yet noticeable resonance at about 3.5 Hz. This can be seen in some of the
response plots - most noticeably, in the roll responses in Figure 7.18 and Figure 7.19, in
which the added trough in the curve at 3.5 Hz leads to a ‘false peak’ at about 3.8 Hz.

7.6.2 Unmodelled effects
The modelling used in the preceding section overlooked a number of factors that may
have reduced the accuracy of the results. The most significant of these is almost
certainly the details of the damper valves. Due to the large number of components in the
valve assembly (e.g., shim stack, valve body, pre-loaded spring, etc.), developing an
accurate, parametric model of the dampers’ pressure-flow properties presents a
challenging undertaking.

Figure 7.22 shows these properties for a typical shock absorber damper valve. The area
of the graph referred to as ‘Stage 1' corresponds to operation with the valve completely
closed, the only flow passing through the slotted bleed shims. In ‘Stage 2’, the transition
region, the valve gradually opens through the compression of the spring, until, in ‘Stage
3’, it reaches its fully open state. Thus stages 1 and 3 are governed essentially by
constant-area flow dynamics, with a complex transition region linking the two.
Accurately modelling this complicated phenomenon would probably require the use of
sophisticated CFD software [93], though the plots in Section 7.5.3 suggest that that
level of detail may not be necessary for some purposes.

A rough calculation of the loss coefficient - based only on the flow area in the bleed
shims used on the test rig - gives a value of approximately kv =1.5x10" kg s~'m“4,
much larger than the results in Table 7.7. It is clear, then, that the valve was opening
during the tests, and that any parametric model for use in such circumstances must
account for the transition region. Indeed, the fact that the best-fit kY values from the
forced vibration testing, presented in Table 7.7, increase with higher mean system
pressure suggests that the damper valves were operating in a range extending beyond
the transition region. Referring again to Figure 7.22, the (linearised, purely resistive)
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impedance of the damper vaive is represented by the gradient of a line drawn from the
origin to the operating point on the curve. The larger transmissibilities associated with a
higher system pressure would generally move the operating point further along the
curve. If that point was beyond the transition region, an increase in flow rate would
mean a decrease in the effective valve loss coefficient.

Transition
region

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Figure 7.22 Pressure loss versus flow rate for a typical shock absorber valve [93]
Other unmodelled pressure losses - such as those from the various hydraulic fittings or
the annular flow in the cylinders - are unlikely to contribute significantly to the results.
A rough calculation of the annular cylinder flow, for example, returns an approximate
loss coefficient of kv =6.4xl07 kg s_lrrf4, much lower than the value for the valves.
Surface roughness and perceptibly

small geometric changes, however, could

appreciably change the pressure-flow properties, and would thus need to be accounted
for.

Including the rubber mount in the model, as a constant-stiffness spring element,
decreased the accuracy of the simulations. This may be because the mount’s stiffness is
both frequency-dependent and nonlinear, neither of which is accounted for in the
manufacturer’s statically-derived stiffness coefficient. Dynamic testing of the top
mounts, to ascertain their stiffness and damping properties as a function of amplitude
and frequency, would be a potential step in any subsequent investigation.
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7.6.3 Suggestions for further testing
If the methodology proposed here is to be used in practice, there is a clear need to obtain
accurate empirical hydraulic component models. No such testing has been undertaken in
this investigation, but much work has previously been done by others in the field. In
particular, researchers at the University of Bath have devised a robust experimental
technique for determining the impedance characteristics of individual hydraulic
components. The method involves placing a number of non-equispaced piezoelectric
pressure transducers along a pipe - of known transmission properties - on both sides of
the component under test. By measuring the magnitude and phase of the pressure pulse
at each transducer, and using the known properties of the pipe, the transmission
characteristics of the test component can be determined. A greater number of
transducers leads to more accuracy, as a least-squares minimiser can be employed to
reduce any error. Provided that suitable transducer spacing is used, the component
impedance can be determined over a wide frequency range. It may even be possible to
establish amplitude-dependent characteristics - in the form of, say, a frequencyamplitude map - in the more nonlinear components (e.g., valves), though how this
information is incorporated into the modelling is beyond the scope of this study. The
interested reader is referred to the appropriate references for further information on
experimental impedance determination [57, 94].

7.7 Summary
The results in this chapter suggest that the proposed modelling approach is sound for
simulating HIS-equipped vehicle response under certain conditions. More specifically,
good agreement was found between the theoretical and experimental frequency
responses when a harmonic force of 0-20 Hz was applied to the left unsprung mass.

Preliminary testing suggested that the amplitude of the input should be greater than
about ±2.5 mm to overcome significant system nonlinearities, possibly stemming from
the damper valves. Yet when smaller input amplitudes (1-2 mm) were used in the
10-20 Hz range, the theoretical and experimental data still matched reasonably well.
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The most challenging aspect to extending the generality of the model lies, almost
certainly, with the damper valves. These may exhibit capacitive or inductive
characteristics at very high frequencies [55, 56], but a purely resistive model is probably
adequate for any investigation of the interaction between the hydraulic and vehicle
multi-body systems. This resistance, however, is not a constant function of either
amplitude or frequency. Even so, it was found that using the free vibration tests to
determine the valve loss coefficient produced a value that returned reasonably accurate
forced vibration results - in some cases, these results were indistinguishable from those
found using a best-fit loss coefficient.

It is noted that in all the forced vibration tests, the broad trends in the frequency
responses were well predicted by the theory, suggesting a suitability for the model, as it
stands, in the early stages of the vehicle design process, when quickly establishing
general

trends

is

of principle

importance.

More

detailed,

component-level

experimentation (and modelling) is recommended for predicting more accurately the
system response to specific inputs under a variety of operating conditions.

Chapter 8

System Optimisation and Sensitivity
Analysis

8.1 Introduction and rationale
Optimisation involves finding the ‘besf design solution - or solutions - from all
possible alternatives. The performance of a given design solution is assessed via an
objective function - or functions - which the designer attempts to minimise. Design
solutions for a given system are arrived at by assigning values to the system’s design
variables - the system parameters that are allowed to change in the design process.

The optimisation of complex mechanical systems can be a challenging and time
consuming process, and an application to a complete vehicle system is no exception.
Even an investigation limited to the suspension system alone involves a multitude of
design variables and potentially conflicting objective functions. In Section 2.1, it was
stated that the primary functions of a suspension system are to [8]: (i) isolate the chassis
from road roughness; (ii) maintain required wheel orientation relative to the road; (iii)
transmit to the vehicle the forces and moments produced by the tyres; (iv) resist chassis
roll; and (v) maintain tyre-road contact and minimise normal load variations. To
robustly evaluate any suspension design, therefore, requires, at the very least, the
inclusion of these five objectives in the problem formulation.

A common suspension optimisation approach in the literature (see Section 2.5.4),
however, is to employ a basic vehicle model - restricted solely to the vertical degreesof-freedom and two or three design variables - to evaluate only functions (i) and (v)
above, and one other: the suspension's packaging requirements. The other suspension
144
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functions are left unassessed. Such an approach is used in this chapter, but its
limitations should be noted.

The half-car model is again studied in this section. With this formulation, a large
number of optimal solutions are found and presented graphically, and the performance
limitations and trade-offs between the desired

objectives are

illustrated. To

contextualise these results, a similar optimisation process is applied to a half-car with a
conventional independent suspension. Four optimal parameter-combinations are then
selected as base points for further examination of the HIS vehicle. This is done by way
of a basic sensitivity analysis, based on the local method, which involves single
parameter perturbations about a base point.

The objective of the chapter is to outline the dynamic performance, trade-offs and
limitations of an HIS-equipped vehicle, and to identify the system's most important
parameters.

8.2 Model Description
The 4-DOF half-car model hitherto employed is used in this chapter. The parameters
describing the mechanical subsystem are given in Table 4.1 and those relating to the
fluid subsystem are given in Table 4.2. The free vibration properties of this system can
be found in Section 4.5, and the forced vibration results are in Section 5.8. In addition to
the baseline hydraulic set-up, the optimisation process is also applied when the mean
system pressure is increased to 25 bar and decreased to 15 bar (from the 20 bar baseline
value).

A half-car with a conventional independent suspension is also used in this chapter. Its
baseline parameters were chosen to give identical bounce mode characteristics to that of
the baseline HIS vehicle, as described in Section 4.5.1.
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8.3 Optimisation Background
8.3.1 Definitions and notation
The notation used in this chapter largely follows that of Mastinu et al. [71]. The ndv
design variables are denoted by x = [x,,x2,...,x„A] , while the nof objective functions
are expressed as f = [f(x),f2(x),...,fof (x)J . The vector of design constraints, written
g = [g,(x),g2(x),...,g„c(x)]7, takes the form g(x)<0. There may also exist upper and
lower bounds on the design variables themselves, such that xmin < x < xmax. Any
combination of design variables satisfying the constraints is known as a feasible point;
the set of all such points is thz feasible set, (Q>.

8.3.2 Pareto optimality
Design problems with a number of (at least partly conflicting) objective functions
require the use of multi-objective optimisation (MOO) techniques. Defining an ‘optimal
solution' in such cases is difficult, as the objective functions cannot all be minimised
simultaneously and some value judgement must be made about the relative importance
of the various objectives. It is in this context that the concept of Pareto optimality arises.

A design solution in a MOO problem is said to be Pareto optimal if none of the design’s
objective functions can be improved without the deterioration of at least one other
objective function [95]. This can be expressed formally as follows (see, for example,
[95] or [96]).
Definition 8.1 (Pareto optimality). For a multi-objective optimisation problem with
ndv

design variables and nof objective functions, a point x* e M",'v is a Pareto optimal

solution (or an efficient point, an admissible point, a nondominated point, or a
noninferior point) if and only if xTQ and there does not exist x* ^xeQc
that /(x)< f(\) for i = \,2,...,nof, with a strict inequality for at least one /.

such
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There is generally not a unique optimal solution in MOO problems. Instead, a family of
Pareto optimal solutions - the Pareto optimal set - can be obtained, to which some
evaluation method must be applied to select the final, unique (and, by definition,
optimal) design.

8.3.3 Utopia point and compromise solution
A point, f , in the objective function space that is described by the minimum
individually attainable value of each objective function is called the utopia point or
ideal point. That is, f = [f(xAmn ),/2(x/2min),...,/v(x/vBj]. In general, f

is

unattainable, so a compromise solution must be sought. One way of finding such a
solution is to determine the point in the Pareto optimal set that is ‘closest’ to the utopia
point. Defining closeness in a meaningful way is not necessarily straightforward, but it
has been suggested that, providing the objective functions are dimensionless, the
Euclidean distance N(\) may be a sufficient definition [97]:

(8.1)

The compromise solution, then, is the point in the Pareto optimal set that minimises
N(x).

8.3.4 Typical problem formulation
A typical MOO problem is framed mathematically as follows:
min f(x)
xeR'y>’

subject to:

(8.2)

g(x)<0
Xmin < X < X,max

With this approach, the individual objective functions, /J(x),/2(x),...,/v(x), must
therefore be minimised concurrently. Alternatively, the vector minimisation problem of
the standard MOO can be solved via nonlinear programming (NLP) methods by
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converting the problem to one of scalar (single-objective) minimisation. This is done by
treating all but one of the objective functions as additional inequality constraints
instead, viz. [71 ]:

subject to:
/2(x)<£2

/3(x)<£3 ••• f„0/(x)<£„0f

(8.3)

g(x)<0
v

^min

<[

y

^ Y

— A — Amax

By successively adjusting the values of £,, the Pareto optimal set can be determined.
Depending on the precise methodology, it is sometimes necessary to check each
solution’s optimality by applying Definition 8.1.

8.4 Problem formulation
8.4.1 Problem statement
The optimisation problem under consideration aims to concurrently minimise three
objective functions (or performance indices) by judicious selection of the specified
design variables, as defined in Section 8.4.2. The objective functions are intended to
represent ride (dis)comfort, suspension working space and road holding, each evaluated
in the frequency domain from 0-20 Hz as the vehicle passes in a straight line over a
random, rough surface with a constant velocity of 20 m/s (as outlined in Chapter 5).

Four suspension set-ups are optimised: the baseline HIS arrangement from Chapter 4;
an identical HIS arrangement, but with the mean system pressure set at 15 bar instead of
20 bar; an identical HIS arrangement, but with 25 bar mean pressure; and, a
conventional independent suspension with linear stiffness and damping.

8.4.2 Performance indices, design variables and constraints
The performance indices for the optimisation process are the rms forms of the indices
introduced in Section 5.6. They are defined as follows.
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Ride comfort: the ride comfort objective function is based on the sprung mass bounce
and roll accelerations. Noting that the mean square value of a stationary random process
is given by the integral of its spectral density with respect to frequency ([80], p. 42), we
define the weighted mean-square accelerations over the relevant frequency range as:

E[<] = 5l = J^[tVk(a,)]2Sai(a»do>

(8.4)

E[<] = < = f [IWF $„(<»)•-dm
where: a means acceleration; the subscripts B and R refer to the bounce and roll modes,
respectively (thus aB =yv and aR=0); the subscript W means the variable is weighted;
x denotes the rms value of the variable x; W, in full, refers to the frequency-weighting
function relevant to the particular mode, as outlined in ISO Standard 2631-1 [19] (see
Section 5.7); and Sx refers to the direct PSD function of the variable x, as discussed in
Chapter 5.

These acceleration components are combined according to ISO Standard 2631-1 [19] to
obtain the total weighted rms acceleration:

(8.5)

in which the recommended multiplying factors are kB =1 for bounce and kR =0.63 for
roll. The total weighted rms acceleration is used as the ride comfort performance
measure, normalised with respect to the reference vehicle, i.e.,
J, — fi,
1

*W norm

— fir I fir
IW /

JIV ref

(8.6)

Suspension working space: the working space, or rattlespace, performance index used
here relates to the rms suspension strut deflection:

(8.7)

Again, the measure is normalised:
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J2=y.„=y./K,

<8-8>

Road holding: the road holding objective function is based on the vertical dynamic tyre
force:

r

F.

SFi {(d) ■ dco

Yi

(8.9)

•SOL..

So we have:

S=
The

reference

values

for

the

(8-'0)
objective

functions

are

aTw

=3.400 m/s2,

ys =30.22 mm, and Ft =2610 N. These values pertain to the baseline HIS vehicle
parameters given in Chapter 4, but they are used in the optimisation process as the
reference for all vehicle set-ups.

The design variables selected for the HIS system are the suspension spring stiffness ks,
the cylinder damper valve loss coefficient RV], and the accumulator damper valve loss
coefficient RVl, as shown in Table 8.1. For the conventional vehicle, the design
variables are the suspension spring stiffness ks and the suspension damping coefficient
cs, as shown in Table 8.2. The reference values for the conventional suspension were
chosen to give identical bounce mode characteristics to that of the baseline HIS vehicle.
The tables also show the design variable constraints - that is, the range in values these
variables were allowed to take in the optimisation process. No other constraints were
imposed on the system (with the exception of those due to scalarisation, as mentioned in
the following section).
Table 8.1 Design variables for HIS vehicle in optimisation process
Symbol

Units

K

Reference

Upper and lower bounds

value

Non-normalised

Normalised

kNm'1

20

5-40

0.25-2

Ry,

kg s"'m‘4

5xl09

0.1-10 (xlO9)

0.02-2

Rv>

kg s'm"4

3.2xl09

0.05-10 (xlO9)

0.016-3.125
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Table 8.2 Design variables for conventional vehicle in optimisation process
Symbol

Units

Upper and lower bounds

Reference
value

k,

kN m'1

20

ct

Nsm'1

2400

Non-normalised

Normalised

5-40

0.25-2

240-6000

0.1 -2.5

8.4.3 Problem formulation
The half-car problem is formulated here as a single-objective nonlinear programming
problem:
min J,(x)
xe M”*

subject to:

(8 11)

^3(x) = ^3

J2(\) = £2
^min —

— ^max

where the vector of design variables is x = \k,
L

x = [&,.
L

•’norm

,c.

,RV

‘’norm 7

,RV

vl norm 7

l7 for the HIS vehicle and

v2 norm J

]' for the conventional suspension. Each of the variables is normalised

•’norm J

1

with respect to the reference values shown in Table 8.1 and Table 8.2.

It is noted that the second and third performance indices are treated as equality
constraints. This allows the designer greater control over the optimisation process, but it
necessitates - once the entire ‘initial optimal’ set is determined - the use of Definition
8.1

in order to separate the genuinely optimal solutions from the sub-optimal ones.

8.4.4 Methodology
The solution to the constrained nonlinear optimisation problem formulated above was
found numerically using the MATLAB fmincon function [74]. fmincon uses a
Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) algorithm, which is a quasi-Newton method,
outlined in [98].

The first step in the process is to select the constraint values, S2 and e3, of the second
and third objective functions. One way to guide this selection is to plot, in the objective
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function space, a number of solutions based on feasible design points. This gives a
rough indication of the attainability of the objectives (though it is noted that there exists
a subtle distinction between feasibility and attainability, i.e., not every point in the set
{f(x)|xe Q}, thq feasible criterion space, necessarily maps to a single point xgQ
[97]).

A point - or, more usually, a number of points - in the feasible set must then be chosen,
from which the fmincon algorithm can be implemented. This is a critical step, as a
poor selection or too small a number of points may lead either to sub-optimal solutions,
or to no solution being found even when one exists. One reason for this is that the SQP
algorithm can not guarantee global solutions, so a number of local solutions must be
determined and compared before one can have confidence that a global solution has
been obtained.

To achieve this, a process of sequential searching was used, starting from a number of
points on a uniform grid in an ndx-dimensional hypercube. It was found by trial and
error that it was generally sufficient to use three equispaced points along each
dimension (i.e., along each design variable range) in the HIS case and four points along
each dimension with the conventional suspension (i.e., 27 and 16 points in total,
respectively).

From each point, fmincon finds, by varying x, a minimum of J, - which, depending
on the convexity of the problem, may be only a local minimum - subject to the bounds
xmin and xmax and the specified constraints on J2 and J3. When all such search points
for a given (£2,^3) pair have been considered, the minimum J, value from each search
is compared to those from all the other searches. The minimum J, value from this set of
minima is then recorded, along with the corresponding values of e2, £3 and x.
Provided that enough search points are used, one can have confidence that this J, value
is a global minimum for the given constraints, but it is not necessarily Pareto optimal.

Since £2 and £3 are applied as equality (rather than inequality) constraints, the J,, J2
and J3 values corresponding to each global minimum must be compared against one
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another to establish Pareto optimality. This must be done once the entire set of global
minima is determined (or at least the area of the global minima set in which the Pareto
set is known to lie), since the definition of Pareto optimality (see Section 8.3.2) relies on
a comparison with all other candidate solutions. However, the search method specified
above is based on a selection of discrete {£2,£t,) points, so an ‘entire’ set of global
minima can not be determined exactly. Nevertheless, a convenient visualisation of the
global minima and the approximate boundaries of the Pareto set was found by plotting,
in the £2-£3 plane, all the searched points, divided into categories of ‘Pareto optimal
solution', ‘non-optimal solution’, and ‘no solution found’. By generating these plots
progressively, as more points were searched, the area of potential (£2,£3) points for
future searches was gradually narrowed down.

Once the boundaries of the Pareto set were more confidently determined in the £2-£3
plane, the optimal solutions were then plotted in the objective function and design
variable spaces, as shown in the following section.

8.5 Optimisation results
8.5.1 Pareto optimal set
The approximate Pareto optimal objective function ranges for the various systems
investigated are shown in . It should be noted that generally the minima for each
objective function cannot be achieved simultaneously. Also, J values beyond the upper
range may be attainable, but will constitute sub-optimal solutions.

Table 8.3 Approximate Pareto optimal objective function ranges
Upper and lower bounds
System

A

A

A

HIS - 15 bar

0.63-1.31

0.70-1.94

0.92-1.19

HIS - 20 bar

0.65-1.34

0.70-2.30

0.93-1.24

HIS - 25 bar

0.69- 1.35

0.70-2.30

0.96-1.26

Conventional

0.28-1.45

0.66-3.30

0.84-1.47
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The Pareto set is plotted in the objective function space in Figure 8.1 (2-D) and Figure
8.2 (3-D). The two-dimensional plots, in particular, illustrate the trade-offs between the
three objectives. It can be seen, in the range of consideration, that the ride comfort and
rattlespace indices are wholly conflicting, while the others are partially conflicting. It is
also apparent that the conventional suspension outperforms the HIS system. This is
discussed further in the following section.

Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.4 show the Pareto set plotted in the design variable space for the
HIS suspension. It can be seen that there is a strong positive correlation between the
optimal settings for the suspension stiffness and the cylinder damper loss coefficient
(the correlation coefficient rk is 0.963 for 15 bar, 0.866 for 20 bar, and 0.718 for 25
bar); there is a poorer correlation between the suspension stiffness and the accumulator
damper loss coefficient {rk is 0.492, 0.671 and 0.627 for 15, 20 and 25 bar,
respectively); and the cylinder damper and accumulator damper loss coefficients are
virtually uncorrelated (rk is 0.305, 0.270 and -0.026).

Figure 8.5 shows the Pareto set plotted in the design variable space for the conventional
suspension. A clear positive correlation between the suspension stiffness and suspension
damping is observed {rk— 0.757).
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Figure 8.1 Pareto optimal set in the objective function space: 2-D projections;
/? = 15 bar (o ), p = 20 bar (+), p = 25 bar ( a ), and conventional (*)
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HIS -15 bar
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Con\*antional

1.5

Figure 8.2 Pareto optimal set in the objective function space: p-15 bar, p = 20 bar ,
p = 25 bar, and conventional suspension

Figure 8.3 Pareto optimal set for the HIS vehicle in the design variable space:
p —15 bar, p = 20 bar , and p = 25 bar
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Figure 8.4 Pareto optimal set for the HIS vehicle in the design variable space: 2-D
projections; p = 15 bar (o ), p = 20 bar (+), and p = 25 bar ( a )
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Figure 8.5 Pareto optimal set for the conventional vehicle in the design variable space

8.5.2 Discussion
It is apparent from the Pareto plots in Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.2 that the increased roll
stiffness of the HIS vehicle comes at a cost to ride comfort (J,). It is perhaps
counterintuitive, however, to see that the conventional suspension also outperforms the
HIS in the other two measures: rattlespace and road holding. To see why this might be,
one may gain some insight from the plots in the design variable space, Figure 8.4 and
Figure 8.5. In particular, the reader’s attention is drawn to the Pareto set’s X! values, the
normalised suspension stiffness.

It can be seen that x, ranges from about 0.3 to 0.8 for most of the HIS Pareto set and
from 0.25 (the lower bound) to 0.6 for the conventional suspension. This confirms other
researchers’ findings that a rough-road, vertical-dynamics approach to vehicle
optimisation tends to produce results that favour softer suspensions than would
reasonably be used in practice [99]. This explains why, in the objective function plots,
the HIS system achieves better performance when the mean pressure is lower - the
increased roll stiffness associated with higher system pressure is evidently not
‘rewarded’ by any of the performance indices. This is discussed further in Section 8.6.
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A potential avenue for further investigation would be to study an HIS-equipped full-car,
including the vehicle’s lateral dynamics, and to include, in the objective functions, some
measure related directly to handling performance.

This would necessitate the development of a more detailed vehicle model (of which
there are many in the literature) and the simulation of one or more handling manoeuvres
(e.g. Fishhook, J-tum, steady steering input, etc.). These simulations would generally be
performed in the time domain, which would require either an adaptation of the
frequency-dependent fluid system model proposed here (i.e., by setting the frequencydependent factors as constants) or the use of an alternative fluid system model, as used
in Chapter 6. Such an approach would more realistically penalise very soft suspensions
prone to poor handling performance.

One would expect, however, that a greater number of design variables would need to be
investigated in a full-car handling optimisation problem (Mastinu et ah, for example,
use 18 design variables and 26 objective functions to optimise a race car tyre/suspension
system [71]), and this would increase the computational time markedly. An
improvement to the uniform grid search method would be advisable in such cases.

It should be noted that the application of a numerical optimisation process to any
practical design problem carries with it a number of inherent limitations. Often, the
obtained optimal design solutions lie close to the boundary of the allowable design
variable space. Thus a small variation in component performance can lead, in practice,
to unacceptable system performance. It is sometimes more reliable to seek instead a
more robust design solution that is suboptimal (numerically) but which is less prone to
the inevitable variations in component performance. This may be the best approach for
the development of HIS systems at the practical design stage.
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8.6 Sensitivity analysis
8.6.1 Introduction
The sensitivity analysis undertaken here employs a local approach [100], and is applied
only to the baseline HIS set-up (i.e., 20 bar mean pressure). It looks at the effect on the
objective functions of perturbing a single parameter while holding the other parameters
constant, i.e., dJ,/dXj, i = 1,2,3, j = \,2,...,ndv.

x7

represents the given design

variable, a number of which are studied, as outlined in the following section. To
increase the robustness of the findings, four base points are used, from which the
perturbations are applied.

8.6.2 Selection of base points and design variables
It is difficult to select base points in a way that guarantees generality in the results. The
approach used here is to select the points from different regions of the Pareto set. Thus
the ‘extremes' of the set are used: the three design points that (individually) minimise
the objective functions. Probably none of these design points represents a realistic
combination of parameters, so a fourth point is also studied. This point is the
compromise solution, defined in Section 8.3.3.

The four points are shown in Table 8.4. Each row displays, for the given base point, the
values for the objective functions, the optimisation design variables, and the distance, N,
from the utopia point (Eq. (8.1)). The selected base points are also shown plotted, along
with the complete baseline HIS Pareto set, in the objective function space and the
design variable space in Figure 8.6 and Figure 8.7, respectively.

Table 8.4 Points for sensitivity analysis
4

73

N

x.

x2

X3

■^1-

0.6539

2.3000

1.1800

1.6194

0.2904

0.0457

0.9996

*^2

min

1.3715

0.7070

1.3100

0.8155

1.4172

2.0000

3.0311

*^3

min

0.9709

1.0600

0.9300

0.4823

0.3825

0.9834

0.1002

0.9945

1.0000

0.9800

0.4596

0.5598

1.0253

0.8406
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Figure 8.6 Pareto optimal set for the HIS vehicle in the objective function space,
displaying base points selected for sensitivity analysis: p = 20 bar
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Figure 8.7 Pareto optimal set for the HIS vehicle in the design variable space,
displaying base points selected for sensitivity analysis: p- 20 bar
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Ten design variables are selected for investigation, as outlined in Table 8.5. These
variables consist of both suspension parameters and mechanical system parameters. The
former group consists of the optimisation design variables - the suspension spring
stiffness and the cylinder and accumulator valve loss coefficients - as well as the mean
system pressure, the accumulator pre-charge pressure and the hydraulic oil viscosity.
The latter group comprises the sprung mass, the roll inertia, the unsprung mass and the
tyre spring stiffness.

The reference values of the first three design variables, also used in the optimisation
process, assume different values, depending on which base point is used. The remaining
design variables use the reference values from the baseline model parameters outlined in
Chapter 4. In general, each variable is varied in small steps from 0.5 to 2 times the
reference value. One exception to this concerns the hydraulic fluid viscosity, which is
instead varied from 0.1 to 10 times its reference point. This large range is chosen to
represent the state of the oil at temperature extremes of 100°C (at which point // =
0.005 N s m'2) and -30°C (// = 0.5Ns m'2).

Table 8.5 Design variables for sensitivity analysis
Reference value depends

Range studied

on base point?

(normalised)

Yes

0.5-2

Yes

0.5-2

x3 x Ry^

Yes

0.5-2

bar

20

No

0.5-2

bar

5

No

0.5-2

Nsm'2

0.05

No

0.1-10A

750

No

0.5-2

1

kg
kg m2

320

No

0.5-2

m

kg

35

No

0.5-2

k,

kN m"1

200

No

0.5-2

Symbol

Units

K

kN m’1

Ryi

kg s'm"4

X2

Ry2

kg s 'm'4

p
Pr
M
M

Reference value

X Ry^ a

u Reference value obtained by multiplying the original parameter value (from Chapter 4) by the
corresponding x, value from Table 8.4, depending on the base point. b A broader range of viscosity
values is selected to reflect the large temperature-dependent variations possible in real vehicle
applications.
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8.6.3 Parameter sensitivities — ride comfort
The ride comfort parameter sensitivities are shown in Figure 8.8 for the suspension
design variables, and in Figure 8.9 for the mechanical system design variables. The four
lines in each plot represent the four base points used.

The suspension parameters most critical to ride comfort are the cylinder damper valve
loss coefficient, the mean system pressure and the hydraulic oil viscosity (though this
variable is considered over a much wider numerical range). The most critical
mechanical system parameters are the sprung mass and the tyre stiffness.

Caution should be exercised in interpreting the results since the variable perturbation is,
in some cases, undertaken with respect to a base point that may not be realistic. When,
for example, one data series displays a trend contrary to the others, it raises questions
about the base point that should be investigated. This is most notably the case with
many of the JXmm plots. From Table 8.4 it can be seen that the RV] (x2) value associated
with this base point is very small, which explains why varying (by 0.5 to 2 times the
reference value) that parameter has a negligible effect on ride comfort.
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Figure 8.8
Ride comfort sensitivity to changes in suspension parameters: single
parameter perturbation from points Jlmm (o), J2mm (□), J3mm (o), and 7Vmin (a)
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norm

norm

Figure 8.9 Ride comfort sensitivity to changes in mechanical system parameters: single
parameter perturbation from points JInun (o), J2nun (□), J3mm (o), and Nmn ( )
a

8.6.4 Parameter sensitivities — suspension working space
The rattlespace parameter sensitivities are shown in Figure 8.10 for the suspension
design variables and in Figure 8.11 for the mechanical system design variables. The
four lines in each plot represent the four base points used.

The suspension parameters most critical to rattlespace are the cylinder damper valve
loss coefficient and the hydraulic oil viscosity. The other suspension design variables
are seen to have negligible effect. The most critical mechanical system parameter is the
sprung mass.
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Figure 8.10 Rattlespace sensitivity to changes in suspension parameters: single
parameter perturbation from points Jlmin (o), J2rran (□), J3min (0), and Nmn (a)
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Figure 8.11 Rattlespace sensitivity to changes in mechanical system parameters: single
parameter perturbation from points J,mm (o), J2imn (□), J3mm (o), and Nmin ( )
a

8.6.5 Parameter sensitivities - road holding
The road holding parameter sensitivities are shown in Figure 8.12 for the suspension
design variables and in Figure 8.13 for the mechanical system design variables. The
four lines in each plot represent the four base points used.

The suspension parameters most critical to road holding are the cylinder damper valve
loss coefficient, the mean system pressure, the hydraulic oil viscosity and, to a lesser
extent, the accumulator damper loss coefficient. The most critical mechanical system
parameters are the unsprung mass and the tyre stiffness.
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Figure 8.12 Road holding sensitivity to changes in suspension parameters: single
parameter perturbation from points Jlmin (o), J2mm (□), J3min (o), and Nmin (a)
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k

Figure 8.13 Road holding sensitivity to changes in mechanical system parameters:
single parameter perturbation from points Jlmin (o), J2min (□), J3mm (o), and Nmn ( )
a

8.6.6 Discussion
The results in the previous section were intentionally plotted in the same format as that
used by Gobbi and Mastinu [88]. In their study, a simple 2-DOF quarter-car model was
used; nevertheless, the results presented here - even in the context of an HIS half-car
model - agree very well with their sensitivity analysis. The only notable exception to
this is the ride comfort sensitivity to changes in the suspension stiffness, which they
found to be much more significant than was determined here. One reason for this could
be that, with all but one of the base points, the reference suspension stiffness was below
0.6 times the original baseline reference value. That is, since the base points had low
suspension stiffness, the real (i.e., non-normalised) variation in that variable used in the
sensitivity analysis was much smaller than that used by Gobbi and Mastinu. This is also
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consistent with the observation that neither rattlespace nor road holding were found here
to be significantly affected by the suspension stiffness.

Probably the most important parameters, on the whole, were found to be the cylinder
damper loss coefficient and the hydraulic fluid viscosity. Both of these variables, when
increased, have a significant positive influence on rattlespace and a negative influence
on ride comfort and road holding. In regard to the viscosity, it can be seen that the curve
relating to the J,mm base point shows a much larger variation than the curves of the
other base points. This is due to the very low value of the Jlmm point’s reference
damping level (indicated by x2 in Table 8.4). That is, starting from such a low damping
point, any additional damping created by increasing the viscosity has a proportionately
larger effect. This also explains the phenomenon observed in the JXmm viscosity plot in
Figure 8.12. The curve indicates, counter-intuitively, that when /dnom <5, an increase in
viscosity leads to improved road holding. But an inspection of the cylinder damper loss
coefficient plots for the ,/3mi and Nmn cases reveals a similar phenomenon at very low
RV[ values. Thus the J,min point’s preference for a very high (normalised) viscosity level
(at least in terms of road holding) may be seen as making up for a low damper setting in
the cylinder valves.

In Section 8.5.2 it was suggested that the increased roll stiffness provided by the HIS
system was seemingly not rewarded by any of the objective functions. Further evidence
for this can be seen in each of the mean pressure sensitivity plots (labelled p in the
figures). An increase in the system pressure is known to cause a significant increase in
the roll stiffness and very little change in the bounce stiffness, yet in the sensitivity
analysis an increase in mean pressure was found to produce a marked deterioration in
both ride comfort and road holding, and it had a negligible effect on rattlespace. This
means that additional roll stiffness is seen as a purely undesirable feature with this
problem formulation.
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8.7 Summary
The results in this chapter suggest that the ubiquitous vertical-dynamics approach to
suspension optimisation does not adequately reward some of the key features achievable
with HIS suspensions, such as increased roll stiffness. With this formulation, a
conventional independent suspension was found to outperform the HIS in all three
performance measures: ride comfort, rattlespace and road holding. This raises the need
to extend the optimisation process to a full-car model including handling measures.

The sensitivity analysis revealed a number of key HIS suspension parameters, as
summarised in Table 8.6. The most notable of these were the damper valve loss
coefficient and the hydraulic fluid viscosity, the latter of which was varied over a large
range to reflect extreme temperature applications. The mean system pressure, which
increases roll stiffness, was also found to have a significant and generally undesirable
effect on the half-cars dynamic performance. The influence of each of the investigated
system parameters was found to be consistent with the forced vibration simulations in
Chapter 5, where only perturbations from the baseline set-up were considered.
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Table 8.6 Results summary for sensitivity analysis: effect on objective functions of
increasing the design variables

The symbols reflect the effect on the objectives of increasing the design variable: ‘++’ indicates a large
positive effect (i.e., the objective function decreases in value); *+’ mild positive effect;
mild negative
effect; ‘—’ large negative effect; ‘o’ negligible effect. ‘(?)’ means the results are conflicting or somehow
uncertain. The objective functions represent the following: J\ - ride performance; J2 - rattlespace;
J3 - road holding.

Chapter 9

Conclusions and Recommendations

9.1 Summary
This thesis can be summarised as follows.

Chapter 1: the basic problem under investigation was introduced in Chapter 1 and the
research objectives were established.

Chapter 2: some essential background information on interconnected suspensions was
provided in Chapter 2. It also highlighted a number of key areas relating to HIS systems
that required further investigation, such as the need for a detailed, linear fluid system
model for frequency-domain analysis. The chapter concluded with a brief summary of
the possible approaches for researching HIS systems and the methods used throughout
this thesis.

Chapter 3: the proposed approach for modelling a multi-body vehicle system with a
general hydraulically interconnected suspension was delineated in Chapter 3, through
the use of a 4-DOF, roll-plane, half-car model. The frequency-dependent system
equations were derived and a number of general results were established. This included
the derivation of the fluid system impedance matrix for the anti-synchronous and antioppositional wheel-pair interconnections. Attention was also given to the effective
modal mass, damping and stiffness introduced by fluid system impedance with the basic
wheel-pair interconnections.

Chapter 4: the system equations from Chapter 3 were used in Chapter 4 to carry out a
free vibration analysis of the half-car system. A numerical approach for solving the
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frequency-dependent eigenvalue problem was proposed and then used to obtain the
natural frequencies of the system. It was shown that the first four natural frequencies
were dominated by the multi-body system, while the remainder - only four of which
were studied - were due primarily to the fluid system dynamics. Consideration was also
given to the mode shapes of the pressure and flow ripple in the hydraulic circuit
corresponding to the system’s natural frequencies. The results indicated that the
positioning of certain hydraulic components, such as damper valves and accumulators,
would be critical to the high frequency operation of HIS systems.

Chapter 5: a typical rough-road forced vibration and ride analysis of the half-car
system was conducted in Chapter 5. It was found that the unsprung mass response of the
HIS-equipped vehicle was different to that of the conventional suspension, owing to the
added coupling between the wheels. Hydraulic system parameters, such as mean system
pressure, damper loss coefficients and fluid viscosity, were shown to have various and
significant effects on the half-car's ride performance, suspension rattlespace and
dynamic tyre force. High frequency simulations revealed that fluid compressibility
effects became apparent at about 40 Hz, though this would occur at a much lower
frequency if more compliant or longer pipelines were used, such as in a pitch-plane
interconnection. It was also found that the placement of the accumulators and damper
valves would be an important factor in high frequency HIS operation.

Chapter 6: an alternative nonlinear finite-element-based HIS fluid system model was
investigated in Chapter 6. The fluid circuits were incorporated into the previously-used
half-car and the suspension modal properties were determined from the transient
response to step and harmonic inputs. The results were then compared with those from
Chapters 4 and 5, obtained with the linear fluid system model. It was found that the
results compared extremely well with small input amplitudes (2 mm step and 20 mm
harmonic input) and reasonably well for larger input amplitudes (20 mm step and
50 mm harmonic).

Chapter 7: experimental verification of the proposed model was undertaken in Chapter
7. A purpose-built half-car test facility was introduced and a number of free and forced
vibration tests were conducted. The experimental data were compared with theoretical
predictions based on the linear model established in Chapter 3. Good agreement was
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found between the theoretical and experimental frequency responses when a harmonic
force of 0-20 Hz and small-to-moderate amplitude (1-2.6 mm) was applied to the left
unsprung mass. It was also found that including a rubber cylinder mount in the model as used on the test rig - reduced the accuracy of the simulations, perhaps due to an
oversimplified representation of the mount.

Chapter 8: an attempt was made to optimise the suspension system in Chapter 8. A
number of the half-car’s suspension parameters were varied to illustrate the trade-offs
between ride comfort, rattlespace and road holding. With this formulation, a
conventional independent suspension was found to outperform the HIS in all three
performance measures, suggesting that the common vertical-dynamics approach to
suspension optimisation does not adequately reward some of the key features achievable
with HIS suspensions, such as increased roll stiffness. It was suggested that the
optimisation process should be extended to a full-car model including handling
measures. A detailed sensitivity analysis was also conducted to highlight the influence
of some key HIS parameters on the system’s dynamic performance. The damper valve
loss coefficients, hydraulic fluid viscosity and mean system pressure were found to be
the most important parameters.

9.2 Contributions
The specific objectives and contributions of this thesis, as set out in Section 1.2, were
achieved as follows.
1. To review the literature relating to interconnected suspensions, to show what
has been done in both practice and theory and to illustrate the gaps in current
knowledge.
This was achieved by
a) presenting a thorough summary of past work relating to interconnected
suspensions (Chapter 2)
b) highlighting limitations in the past modelling of the interconnection
mechanism (Chapter 2).
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2. To develop a frequency-domain approach for modelling the dynamics of H1Sequipped vehicles in a way that: (i) captures the coupling between the
mechanical and fluid systems; (ii) includes the imperfect nature of the hydraulic
interconnecting mechanism; and (Hi) employs discrete hydraulic component
models.
This was achieved by
a) using a multi-rigid-body vehicle model and applying Newton’s second
law to develop the equations of motion (Chapter 3 and Appendix A)
b) modelling the mechanical-fluid boundary as an external force on the
mechanical system and a moving boundary on the fluid system
(Chapter 3)
c) using the linear hydraulic impedance and transfer matrix methods to
obtain the overall system transfer matrix relating the fluid state vectors at
the system boundaries (Chapters 3 and 4 and Appendix B)
d) combining the equations from a), b) and c) above to obtain the complete
integrated system equations in a Laplace transformed version of the
conventional equation of motion format (Chapter 3).
3. To experimentally validate the proposed model at a system level.
This was achieved by
a) designing and building a half-car test rig specifically for this purpose
(Chapter 7)
b) conducting free and force vibration tests (Chapter 7)
c) comparing the results with a number of theoretical predictions, all based
on the proposed methodology (Chapter 7).
4. To use the proposed model to: (i) illustrate the effects of various interconnection
arrangements and fluid system properties on modal stiffness, damping and
inertia; (ii) conduct free and forced vibration analyses to illustrate the effects of
suspension interconnection; (iii) investigate the potential for high-frequency
fluid-borne noise issues in HIS systems; (iv) investigate how certain HIS
parameters affect ride comfort, suspension working space and road holding;
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and (v) optimise the HIS system for comparison with an optimised conventional
suspension.
This was achieved by
a) obtaining the complex fluid system damping matrix C'(.s') for antisynchronous and anti-oppositional HIS wheel-pair arrangements, taking
into account simplified representations of fluid resistance, capacitance
and inductance (Chapter 3)
b) solving numerically the frequency-dependent eigenvalue problem,
obtaining the system’s natural frequencies and showing: (i) the
. ‘equivalent’ conventional suspension parameters; and (ii) the higherorder modes associated with the fluid system dynamics (Chapter 4)
c) obtaining

the

HIS

half-car’s

frequency

response

functions

for

comparison with two conventional ‘equivalent’ suspension half-cars
(Chapter 5)
d) using a basic road model to assess system response while varying, from
the baseline parameter set, a number of key parameters in isolation
(Chapter 5)
e) numerically optimising the HIS and conventional half-cars with respect
to ride comfort, suspension rattlespace and road holding and plotting the
resulting Pareto set in the objective function and design variable spaces
(Chapter 8)
f) selecting four points from the Pareto set to investigate how the ride
comfort, suspension rattlespace and road holding measures were affected
by varying, from the four baseline parameter sets, a number of key
parameters in isolation (Chapter 8).

9.3 Suggestions for future work
A number of avenues exist for further research work on HIS systems. Some areas that
have arisen during this thesis are as follows.
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1. There is a clear need to further investigate the limitations of the linear approach,
particularly concerning the damper valves. The results from the nonlinear fluid
model used in Chapter 6 suggest that the accumulator nonlinearity is noticeable
only during large suspension deflections, typically occurring around the sprung
mass resonant frequencies. Meanwhile, the results in Chapter 7 suggest that the
linear assumption (for both the valves and accumulators) yields reasonably
accurate results for harmonic inputs of amplitudes between 1 and 2.6 mm.
2. There may be some benefit in carrying out component-level impedance testing,
as discussed in Section 7.6.3. The valves, accumulators, cylinders and any
complex hydraulic fittings would be the most critical components. Compliant
hoses might also be worth investigating, though this area has been at least partly
covered in the literature.
3. The results from suggestion 2 would facilitate a more thorough investigation of
the possibility of passively suppressing fluid-borne noise through judicious
positioning of the fluid components, as discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.
4. To more thoroughly investigate the claim that ‘interconnected suspensions break
the ride-handling compromise' would require the development (or use) of a
more detailed full-car vehicle model. Lateral dynamics should be included and
some handling manoeuvres should be employed. Instead of using a specific
interconnection arrangement initially, more insights might be gained by starting
with the assumption of ideal, full modal decoupling (as in Mace [38] or Smith
and Walker [16]) before the imperfect interconnections are considered. The
optimisation process could then be implemented across the (ideal) modal
stiffness and damping parameters. General patterns may be evident in the initial
optimisation and, if so, this could reduce the design variables required in
subsequent studies, when the interconnection dynamics are introduced.
5. There may be some value in staying with the vertical-dynamics model for
optimising the HIS by switching to a full-car or half-car pitch-plane model. An
anti-synchronous HIS would deliver a softer pitch mode and better ride
performance in general. (And, potentially of interest, the (presumably) longer
pipelines would mean that the fluid-dominated natural modes would occur at
lower frequencies.) However, Odhams and Cebon found with simulations on a
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saloon car, based on an ideal pitch-plane interconnection, that the freedom to
independently specify modal stiffness and damping yielded only modest benefits
[101]. This gives further support to suggestion 4 above. In any case, the
methodology presented herein is sufficiently general to be applied to a half-car
pitch-plane or full-car model.
6. To improve the efficiency of any free vibration analysis, it may be possible to
avoid the frequency-dependent eigenvalue problem in some circumstances by
assuming a known frequency or by refining the numerical iteration scheme (see
Sections 4.4.1 and 4.6.1). This requires further investigation.

Appendix A

Half-Car Equations of Motion
Here, the derivation of the half-car equations of motion - expressed in Eq. (3.1) - is
explained. Reference is made to the vehicle model described in Figure 3.1.

Applying Newton's second law to the left and right wheels, one obtains:

where the subscript j = r,l; yvj is the vertical displacement of the top of each
suspension strut, such that yvl - yv —b,6 and yvr - yv +br0 for small roll displacements;
is the displacement of the tyre-road contact ‘point’; fh is the force exerted by the
hydraulic system through the double-acting cylinders, i.e., fhl=piAr-p2A2 and
fhr - P3Aj- p4A4 (see Figure 3.2 ); and / refers to any external force that may be
applied.

Looking now at the vehicle body, we have:

My,

= K, (y„i -y*i)+K, (y„ -yw)+/« + /*,+f„

W = -b,ks, (ywl-yvl) + brksr (y„ - y„)~b,fh, + brfhr + T„

(A.2)
(A.3)

in which /xv and Txv refer to any external forces and moments, respectively, applied to
the vehicle body.

Combining Eqs. (A.l), (A.2) and (A.3), we obtain Eq. (3.1):
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My + Cy + Ky = f (/)

(A.4)

Where y.y,y and f are the displacement, velocity, acceleration and applied force
vectors, and

M,C and K are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively.

These vectors and matrices are defined below.

Displacement vector:

y=[y*<y„,y,M

Mass matrix:

Damping matrix:

Stiffness matrix:

0

0

0

mr

0

0

0

M

0

0

0/

cn

0

0

0

0
0

c„
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

k,l+ksl

0

0

K+K

-Ki

~ksr

Kl+Kr

~blKl +brk,r

b,Ki

~bXr

~b,Kl+brK

bX+biK

~K
~Kr

b,K
-KKr

The force vector f comprises two components: fh, representing the forces from the
hydraulic system; and

, which represents any externally applied forces. That is,

f = fh +fx. The hydraulic force vector is:

-fu
~hr
fhI +fh,
rbihi+b,L
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The external force vector can itself be divided into two components: fG , representing
forces due to ground excitation; and fG, which refers to any other external forces. Such
forces are not considered in this thesis, thus fQ = 0 and f = fh + fG .

The forces due to ground excitation can be expressed as:

K1*51

cil<->l

fG

Ctr^r

^ir^r

0
0

The half-car equation of motion can therefore be written:
My + Cy + Ky = fh (/) + fG (/)

(A.5)

For the free vibration analysis undertaken in Chapter 4, fG is set to zero. In Chapter 5, a
forced vibration analysis is conducted by prescribing values to fG in accordance with a
chosen stochastic road profile model.

The equation of motion for the ‘equivalent" half-car system of Figure 4.3 is similarly
obtained. The mass matrix is identical to that shown above, while the damping and
stiffness matrices are:

Ctl

0

Damping matrix:

0

Ceql

~Ceqt

Ctr

~Ceql
Ceqr

~Ceqr

~brC,,r

_

K+K,,
0

Stiffness matrix:
1

----

~Kql

~Ceqr
Ceql

~Kqr

~bAV

~hrCeqr
-b,c,+brcr

-b,c,+brcr

0
K+k«r

Ceqr

b,C,q!

bfc, +bpr _

b,Kqi
-brk eqr

~keql
~k„r
Kl

+ Kqr

~t>iKqi +b,k.

,r

-&A,/+6A„r
bfkeql+b2rktr

Appendix B

Fluid System Component Models
The hydraulic impedance method is sometimes referred to as the electrical analogy
method. In this description, the volume flow rate of the fluid, Q, is analogous to electric
current flow, and the fluid pressure, P, is equivalent to electrical voltage. The hydraulic
impedance at any point in the circuits is defined as the ratio of oscillatory pressure to
oscillatory flow at that point: Z = P/Q.

Impedance modelling techniques for uniform fluid transmission lines have been widely
reported [53, 54, 102]. The modelling of hydraulic components is less well-known, yet
models for most common fluid elements are available in the literature [48]. The
component and line models used throughout most of this thesis are discussed below.

Pipelines: field transfer matrices are required to the model fluid line elements, where
the positional change between neighbouring state vectors cannot be neglected. The
hydraulic lines here are treated as uniform, linear, distributed-parameter, infinite-order
transmission lines. The transfer matrix is found by solving the fundamental fluid
continuity and momentum equations, and is of the form
cosh T(s)
A(s, x)

-Zr(s)sinhr(s)

_sinhT(£)
Zr(s)

(B.l)

Where the characteristic impedance Zc and the propagation operator T characterise the
response of the transmission line. A number of fluid line models are available and the
model chosen determines the expressions for Z(

and T [53, 102]. Here, the two

dimensional viscous compressible flow model is used, as recommended by Stecki and
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Davis [53, 54, 102]. This model ignores thermal effects, which are generally negligible
in hydraulic systems, but includes frequency-dependent wall friction. The modelling of
frequency-dependent effects is necessary to capture concurrently the system dynamics
in both the low frequency mechanical system-dominated range and the high frequency
fluid-dominated range. The fundamental fluid equations for this model reduce to the
three equations of state, continuity and momentum, as follows:

State equation:

dp

Continuity equation:

&+A + *V+i| = o
dt
Id*
dr
r

Momentum equation:

-dvx _ -dp
(d2vx
p-L = —t- + u
dt
dx
dr2

1 dvx
r dr

where vx and vr are the axial and radial components of the fluid velocity, a0 = yj fl/p is
the fluid sonic velocity, p and p are the fluid density and viscosity, and the overbar
represents the mean value of the given variable, fd is the fluid bulk modulus.

The expressions for the impedance and propagation operator for this model are

2 J^irjj/V)
Zc(s)

irJs/CJ0(irfi/v)

y2
(B.2)

and

2J1(/>7Vf)
(B.3)
irJs/VJ0 [irjsjv}

where: / is the length of the line element; A, the pipeline internal cross-sectional area; r,
the pipeline internal radius; p, the mean fluid density; v , the mean fluid kinematic
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viscosity; and J0 and J, are Bessel functions of the first kind with orders zero and one,
respectively.

The transmission line propagation velocity a accounts for both fluid and pipeline
compressibility and differs from the fluid sonic velocity a0 by

a0____
\

(B.4)

! 2ralP
<rE

where tp is the thickness of the pipe wall and E is the Young's modulus of the pipe
material. This equation effectively treats the pipeline as an ideal radial spring.

The underlying assumptions associated with this model are shown in Table B.l. It
should be noted that the Bessel functions in the transfer matrix for this model introduce
a computational cost that may be undesirable in some cases (e.g., when the fluid circuit
is divided into many smaller lines). In such cases, it may be preferable to use the
simpler linear resistance model to avoid repeated evaluations of the Bessel functions.
See Stecki and Davis for further information [53, 54].

Cylinder chambers: the cylinder chambers in this thesis (except for Chapter 6) are
modelled as continuous line elements using the equations outlined above. This requires
linearisation of the chamber volume coupling nonlinearity; that is, the chamber length
must be fixed. The lower chambers are assumed to be cylindrical and the cross-sectional
area is adjusted to account for the piston rod volume.

For the purposes of investigation, the cylinder chambers were also modelled as ideal
point capacitances, such that the chamber fluid compression volumetric change was
q = pVj/? . The results obtained with that formulation agreed well with those presented
in Chapter 4; however, the transfer matrix approach is inherently more robust, and
easily allows fluid inertial and viscous effects to be accounted for.
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Table B.l Assumptions underpinning adopted fluid line model [54]
Equation

Assumptions

1. State

1.1

2. Continuity

2.1

3. Momentum

3.1

Constant coefficients; i.e., all fluid properties which are functions of pressure and
temperature are considered constant.
1.2 Disturbances propagate isentropically along the transmission line.

Density variations are negligible compared with the average density, therefore
pressure variations are negligible compared with the fluid bulk modulus.
2.2 Axisymmetric flow.

3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6

3.7
3.8

4. Energy

4.1

Homogenous fluid.
Newtonian fluid.
Laminar flow.
Body forces are negligible.
No bulk viscosity.
Nonlinear convective acceleration terms are negligible, thus linearising the
equations of motion.
Negligible radial pressure distribution.
The only viscous terms considered are those involving the radial distribution of
axial velocity (implying that the radius of the pipeline is much smaller than the
wavelength of the propagating disturbance, and the particle velocity is negligible
compared with the speed of sound in the fluid).
Thermal effects are negligible, thus the energy equation can be ignored.

Damper valves: The study of damper valve flow dynamics is a specialised subject,
generally involving geometrically small flow paths and, consequently, advanced
modelling techniques. Such an investigation is beyond the scope of this thesis; the
interested reader is instead referred to [44] for further information. The simplified
model used here assumes that the damper valves have negligible fluid volume and
involve linear pressure losses. This assumption is most defensible under circumstances
involving small-amplitude oscillations, in which damper valves commonly display
quasi-linear characteristics.

The valve impedance Zv is, then, purely resistive and the point transfer matrix is of the
form:

a.

(B.5)

Zv is commonly found by linearising the standard turbulent pressure-drop orifice
equation, although more detailed modelling has been performed by researchers at the
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University of Bath [55, 56, 103]. The conventional approach is invalid here, since the
HIS is an alternating flow system with zero mean flow. Instead, a constant linear
pressure loss coefficient Rv is used, i.e., Zv = Rv .

Accumulators: the impedance ZA of a gas-filled diaphragm accumulator can be
derived by assuming a common pressure throughout the accumulator and the local node
(X6,X6> in Figure 4.1), treating the liquid compressibility as much less than that of the
gas, and assuming an adiabatic process [48]:

_~YP2

(B.6)

where y is the ratio of specific heats for the gas, pp and Vp are the pre-charge pressure
and gas volume, and p is the mean system pressure.

Three-way junctions: both circuits shown in Figure 4.1 include a three-way junction
connecting the accumulator to the main line. The main line junction transfer matrix il,
must therefore incorporate the impedance characteristics of the accumulator line.

Taking Line a as an example, the impedance at node X6 is simply Zx — ZA. Noting
that the hydraulic impedance at a point is defined as the ratio of the oscillatory
components of pressure to flow, we can write
(B.7)

Px, - QxZa

But, taking the positive flow direction as being out of the accumulator, Eq. (B.5)
implies that
PXl

PXb

Zy2Qx6

and

Qx ~Qx6
7

(B.8)

Combining Eqs. (B.7) and (B.8), we obtain

(B.9)
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Now, applying the continuity equation at the junction y ields

Qx%=Qxp~ZA-7

(Bio)

Neglecting pressure differences between the three junction nodes, the junction transfer
matrix becomes
1

0

nj

(B.l 1)
^v2

z .4 -z

This approach treats the accumulator as a purely capacitive element. However, Edge
and Johnston [55] found experimentally that this assumption is valid only at lower
frequencies (up to ~ 30 Hz under their experimental conditions), above which the
inertial effects of the fluid in the accumulator neck become significant and the
component becomes inductive. While this phenomenon is not considered here, its
inclusion in the model would be straightforward, simply involving the definition of
additional nodes between Xh and X7 and the use of field matrices to properly
incorporate the line length (and corresponding fluid mass) into the Zx expression.

Appendix C

Publications Resulting From This Work
The publications resulting directly from the work presented in this thesis are:

W. Smith, N. Zhang, and J. Jeyakumaran, "Ride Simulations of a Half-car with a
Hydraulically Interconnected Passive Suspension," presented at FISITA-2006 World
Automotive Congress, Yokohama, Japan, 22-27 October, 2006.

W. Smith, N. Zhang, and J. Jeyakumaran, "Hydraulically Interconnected Suspension
Parameter Sensitivity in Half-Car Ride Performance," SAE Technical Paper Series,
SAE 2007-01-0583,2007.

W. Smith, N. Zhang, and J. Jeyakumaran, "High frequency parameter sensitivity in
hydraulically interconnected suspensions," presented at 5th Australasian Congress on
Applied Mechanics, Brisbane, Australia, 10-12 December, 2007.

W. Smith, N. Zhang, and J. Jeyakumaran, "Free Vibration Of Vehicles With
Interconnected Suspensions," presented at XXII International Congress of Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics, Adelaide, Australia, 25-29 August, 2008.

W. A. Smith, N. Zhang, and J. Jeyakumaran, "Hydraulically Interconnected Vehicle
Suspension: Theoretical and Experimental Ride Analysis," (accepted for publication in)
Vehicle System Dynamics, 2009.

W. Smith and N. Zhang, "Experimental and Theoretical Investigation into the
Dynamics of a Half-Car with an Interconnected Passive Suspension," SAE Technical
Paper Series, SAE 2009-01-0579, 2009.
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W. A. Smith, N. Zhang, and W. Hu, "Hydraulically Interconnected Vehicle
Suspension: Handling Performance," (under review for) Vehicle System Dynamics,
2009.

J. Jeyakumaran, W. Smith, and N. Zhang, "Transient Performance of a Hydraulically
Interconnected Suspension System," presented at FISITA-2006 World Automotive
Congress, Yokohama, Japan, 22-27 October, 2006.

J. Jeyakumaran, W. A. Smith, and N. Zhang, "Transient Characteristics of a
Hydraulically Interconnected Suspension System," SAE Technical Paper Series, SAE
2007-01-0582, 2007.

N. Zhang, W. Smith, J. Jeyakumaran, and W. Hu, "Determination of Modal Parameters
of a Half-Car Fitted with a Hydraulically Interconnected Suspension from Simulated
Free Decay Responses," presented at 5th Australasian Congress on Applied Mechanics,
Brisbane, Australia, 10-12 December, 2007.

N. Zhang, W. A. Smith, and J. Jeyakumaran, "Hydraulically Interconnected Vehicle
Suspension: Background and Modelling," (accepted for publication in) Vehicle System
Dynamics, 2009.

J. M. Jeyakumaran, N. Zhang, and W. A.

Smith,

"Mathematical Modelling and

Simulation of a Hydraulically Interconnected Vehicle Suspension System," (accepted
for publication in) Proc IMechE, Part D, Journal ofAutomobile Engineering, 2009.
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